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Preface

What Makes Zendurance Cycling Unique?
You make Zendurance Cycling Unique. Using this Zendurance
Cycling Technique e-Guide, you develop your optimal cycling
technique. It is optimal for your current goals, abilities, strengths,
weaknesses... and optimal for the bike(s) you are currently riding.
And when any of these change and evolve, you have the tools and
skills to refine your technique. There is no limit to your potential.
There is no “Magic Bullet. Zendurance Cycling does not offer a “onesize-fits-all-prescription” on cycling technique. After all, there is no
one single bike that fits every rider.
Cycling technique is based on a dynamic and harmonious relationship
between you-the-cyclist, your bicycle and gravity. You (and gravity)
have a unique relationship with each bike you ride. There is no single
superior cycling technique that is valid for every rider on every bike in
every condition. Beware of any sport technique program that claims
to have the “best” technique.

Are you willing to challenge yourself and work towards mastery?
Zendurance Cycling Technique e-Guide emphasizes long term
guidance, not short-term fixes. These products do not provide
answers, they provide guidance and structure for your quest: Your
Quest for Velo Mastery.
Navigation: Using this Guide

This version of the Zendurance Cycling Self-Study Guide
incorporates 3 mediums – text, video and audio. In this version,
all three are separate formats – a hard-copy DVD, this PDF file
and a series of MP3 audio files. This file separation requires the
user to provide the integration. (For a completely integrated
version, check the Apple Store.)
You can use this e-Book as the skeleton or scaffolding. It will
introduce each video at the appropriate time and context. Ideally,
you can then watch the video at that time, and return to the text.

I want to emphasize that these tools challenge your perceptual
capacity. They fuel and inspire your personal investigation and your
unique pursuit of excellence.

If it is not convenient to “ping-pong” between this text and the
videos, I suggest reading through a section of the text (perhaps a
chapter) and then watching the videos presented in that chapter.
Alternatively, the videos are “stand alone” so that you can watch
and work with them independent of this e-Book. However, the
text does present the complete methodology in an optimal
sequence.

It’s easy to ride a bike. Heck, my nephew was able to ride before he
was 4 years old! But... Velo mastery is a very, very subtle skill. It’s a
lot like tracking an animal. It requires patience, practice and a high
level of perceptual capacity. The rewards are worth it – especially if
you are hungry!

The Audio Guides are introduced near the end of this e-Book, in
Chapter 7. The purpose of the Audio Guides is to provide
instruction for drills and exercises as you ride on the stationary
stand. There are specific instructions for using some of these
Audios – best to read those before using the audios (on your

This Zendurance Cycling Technique e-Guide provides you with selfstudy tools and guidance to improve your perceptive capacity and
your technique with your road and triathlon bikes.
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stationary stand). I recommend transferring the Audio Guides to
an iPod or similar device and using ear buds or headphones.
(You can also use headphones plugged into your computer.)
Copyright Notice

All materials, including the texts, videos and audios are Copyright
© Shane Eversfield. All rights are reserved. No part of these
publications may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means; electronic, mechanical, magnetic and photographic –
including photocopying, recording, downloading/uploading, or by
any information or retrieval system with prior written consent of
Shane Eversfield.
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Chapter 1

Zendurance
Cycling
Learning to master the techniques of eﬃcient and
safe long distance cycling.

Section 1

Introduction, Theory and Basics
THE BRILLIANCE OF EFFICIENT TECHNIQUE
Introduction

Before we jump into the specifics of cycling technique, let’s step back and look at
the Big Picture.
In endurance athletics, the value of mastering efficient, economical and graceful
technique for performance gains is most clearly evident in the discipline of
swimming. For novice and average swimmers, just a one percent increase in
efficiency can yield a twenty-five to fifty percent – even a one hundred percent –
increase in performance. Metabolic gains of this magnitude are virtually
impossible for an active, healthy adult. Efficient swim technique yields speed for
both sprint and endurance events, yet it looks soft and relaxed. In other disciplines
– like cycling or running – efficient, economical and graceful technique probably
will not yield a performance increase as substantial as it does in swimming. In
fact, of these three basic activities from childhood – swimming, biking and running
– an earnest pursuit of technical proficiency in cycling may seem to offer the least
in speed gains. So, why bother pursuing cycling technique at all? Why not just
fake it? After all, you just saddle up, clip in and crank!
First, technical mastery does provide a significantly reduced risk of injury, in every
endurance sport – including cycling. The reduction of cycling injuries is two-fold –
a reduction in injuries caused by poor pedaling biomechanics and a reduction in
crashes due to poor handling skills.
Second, consider the amount of time cyclists and triathletes spend in the saddle.
For the serious road cyclist, this can easily amount to 20 or more hours per week.
Triathlon races and triathlon training programs are also “bike-heavy”: The triathlete
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spends far more time training and racing on the bike than
swimming or running. The athlete who chooses to pursue the
subtleties of efficient cycling technique as she/he rides for those
countless hours – both outdoors and on the stationary trainer – is
more engaged and stimulated. Yes! Riding stationary, there is
more to do than stare at the power meter or the TV screen slipping into “auto-pilot”.
Efficient cycling technique enhances stability and comfort.
Improved stability translates to better handling skills and
consequently a decrease in the potential to crash over those long
hours in the saddle. (And, after all, one crash can ruin your whole
season! Safety is not an option, it’s a necessity.)
Together, stability and comfort will significantly improve your
endurance on the bike. As most cyclists know, endurance is the
real key. An hour of power and speed won’t help you through a
century ride if you’re unstable and in agony for the rest of the ride.
Stability and comfort also increase your enjoyment. Enjoyment?
Well, isn’t that what fuels our passion for training and racing?
Energy System Training Vs. Neuro-Muscular Training
There is often a heavy and singular emphasis in performanceoriented endurance training: Drive your body hard to develop a
greater capacity and tolerance for high-level exertion. Develop
metabolic capacity, without regard for improving technique and
biomechanical efficiency. “Push thyself, and push hard!”
Meanwhile, pray that you remain injury-free and still enjoy the
training.

Most conventional training programs focus on metabolic training
without enough attention on neuro-muscular development.
Granted, VO2 Max is an accurate measure of performance
potential. But, efficiency and economy indicate how effectively
that energy system potential will actually move you forward.
VO2 Max and aerobic capacity can certainly be improved with
training. However, they are to a great extent genetically predetermined. Your neuro-muscular capacity for economy and
efficiency is far more trainable. That’s called technique!
An earnest pursuit of technical mastery in any endurance sport –
with all its complexities and subtleties – requires a patient,
diligent and reserved approach for accurate perception and
intelligent response. This is why the world’s fastest swimmers
conduct up to 90 % of their training well below race-pace.
For optimal cycling and triathlon performance, it is essential to
develop metabolic capacity as well as biomechanical efficiency.
Training metabolic capacity for performance does require a
judicious prescription of high-intensity training. In any discipline
however, every training session – regardless of intensity or
duration – is indeed a valuable opportunity for neuro-muscular
training, to develop and refine technique and biomechanical
efficiency.
Even the most intense interval training should be performed with
a focus on technique and efficiency.
As endurance athletes, we train three systems: muscular,
metabolic and neurological. Of those three, it is the muscles that
respond and improve the least to training. It is the neural system
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that responds and improves the most. With effective training,
novices do experience the greatest initial improvements
metabolically – increasing capillary density (for improved
circulation) and increasing mitochondrial density (for increased
cellular energy production and improved fat metabolism).
However, all of us eventually reach a metabolic peak. Beyond
that metabolic peak, our best prospect is to vigilantly stave off the
deteriorating effects of aging through consistent and effective
metabolic training: “Hold on to what you got!” “Use it or lose it!”
However most of us need more than the fearful prospect of losing
aerobic capacity to fuel our lifelong passion for athletic
excellence. Enjoyment and an enduring sense of life-long growth
and improvement are far more gratifying than the fear of aging
and deterioration.
A diligent and engaging pursuit of efficient technique in any sport
will transform your approach. Your training sessions are
transformed from workouts to episodes of mindful practice.
(More on approach later in this text.)
Kinetic Intelligence
Hark, all is not lost! While your metabolic system is destined to
decline, your neural system knows no such limits or age
constraints. You can continue to improve balance and
proprioception, and to refine biomechanical efficiency and grace
well beyond your metabolic peak.
Consider that professional iron distance triathletes typically reach
their performance peak somewhere between the ages of 30 and
35. Yet, those same athletes are 5-10 years beyond their aerobic

peak. These iron-distance pros derive a greater performance
advantage from the additional 5-10 years of technical proficiency
gain than the 5-10 years of metabolic loss. What they lose in
youthful aerobic capacity they more than compensate for in
kinetic intelligence.
Kinetic intelligence is the capacity to perceive, analyze and
respond to the subtle underlying principles of physics and
biomechanics that are at play in an individual body executing a
specific movement pattern. This requires neural training. While
a competent coach can be invaluable for developing proficient
technique, the athlete alone must constantly monitor and fine-tune
biomechanical efficiency. To effectively develop and exercise
kinetic intelligence, the athlete must patiently train proprioception
and develop an articulate “language” that both body and mind
use in the dialogue of technique. This development is most
effective at low-to-moderate levels of exertion. Only with patience
can we then “take it to the limits” of high intensity.
Conclusion:
For those with considerable investment in the old-school “nopain-no-gain”, “mind-over matter” approach to athletic
performance, such a patient and diligent – even contemplative –
approach will require a profound shift in attitude, an emphasis on
subtle long-term rather than forceful short-term gains. It is indeed
a leap of faith – but look to the professional iron distance
triathletes for proof: It is possible to go farther and even faster
with less effort and energy, with less injury and faster recovery,
through a patient enduring study of technique.
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It is possible to enjoy endurance training and racing for a lifetime
by crafting efficient and graceful technique. This shift in
approach affects not only the way we train and race as athletes; it
transforms our attitude and approach to life as well.
Endurance athletics are potent, effective training grounds for
developing mindfulness. A functional, brilliant mind (which
includes both brain and body) is essential to mastery in life as
well as sport. As we discover, appreciate and implement this
mastery, we feel graceful and at ease. We experience a clear
sense of effortless flow in all areas of our lives, even in the most
difficult situations.
It is this promise of a healthy, balanced and satisfying life that
motivates me as a multi-sport athlete, as a coach, and as an
educator. Through mindful practice – in our case through cycling
or triathlon training and racing – we enhance the quality of our
everyday lives and those around us. We transform aerobic
fitness into spiritual fitness! (This motivation led me to write
“Zendurance, A Spiritual Fitness Guide for Endurance Athletes”.)
Mind in matter.
In cycling and triathlon – where races can last 6 hours and even
well over 12 hours – efficiency is Number One: Go farther and
faster with less energy and less stress. A systematic study of
technique that leads to anything else is not genuine.
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Section 2

Cycling Technique Fundamentals
DEFINING CYCLING TECHNIQUE
Introduction

Efficient cycling technique is based on a dynamic and harmonious relationship between me and my bike. The emphasis in this definition is on relationship.

Classic road riding position for eﬃcient cycling technique
What happens if I simply hop on and turn the pedals with no awareness or regard for
how I am connected to and relating to my bike? That’s like trying to hammer a nail
without any awareness of the hammer. I might end up with a smashed thumb. Driving the nail forward requires a cooperative relationship between the hammer and the
operator. The hammer becomes an extension of the carpenter’s arm and hand.
What constitutes “correct” cycling technique, and, more specifically, pedaling technique?
Are there any commandments that were cast in stone tablets and delivered from
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“Mount Velo” back in the early ages of the first spoke wheel?
If efficient, economical and graceful cycling technique is based on a
dynamic and harmonious relationship between bike and rider, then
we face a dilemma: Each bike-to-rider relationship is unique. Consequently, there is no single definitive and omnipotent form of cycling
technique for everyone and every bike.
There are however common underlying laws and principles at play in
every bike-rider relationship. Recognizing and examining these laws
and principles will provide guidance in each cyclist’s quest for “velo
nirvana”.
Zendurance Cycling Technique does not espouse any sacred, castin-stone commandments delivered from Mount Velo. I’m sorry to
disappoint you, if that’s what you were expecting. However, it does
provide guidance towards an enduring investigation of posture, alignment, biomechanics and rider positioning strategies. This guidance
can and should be used during all training sessions at every level of
intensity. However, the most appropriate time to introduce, and to
begin examining posture, alignment, biomechanics and riding positions is during low-to-moderate intensity sessions.
Using this mindful approach, you will gradually develop and evolve
your very own unique cycling technique. It makes sense: You have
a unique relationship with each bike you ride; therefore your cycling
technique with each bike is also unique, though the differences may
be slight and subtle.
Cycling technique, like swimming technique, is an ongoing evolutionary process. As long as you continue to swim, bike and/or run, you
may continue to refine and perfect your technique – into your 80’s,
and beyond! That’s known as kaizen - continuous improvement.

For many long-time veterans of endurance sports, kaizen is our
strongest inspiration and motivation.
Get Fit
Your dynamic and harmonious rider-bike relationship begins with a
bike that fits you. The most obvious elements to consider in the
bike selection and fitting process are your physical size and proportions.
However, in selecting and fitting your bike, it is also essential to consider your training and racing goals, terrain, topography, distance,
wind and weather conditions, as well as race format (i.e., draft vs.
non-draft). It is also essential to consider your flexibility and range of
motion (especially in your hips, knees and hamstrings), core abdominal strength overall, your overall fitness and activity levels, cyclingspecific fitness and experience levels, as well as past and present
injuries.
Oh, I almost forgot to mention budget in your bike selection! I offer
just this perspective. You are purchasing a tool not a toy. This tool
enables you to engage in a practice of mindfulness that can improve
more than just your physical fitness.
If you are truly inspired and committed to this practice, your purchase should reflect that inspiration and commitment. If you suspect it may be a passing fancy, be honest with yourself. Let’s say
you are investing, 6 hours a week at 50 weeks a year and expect
your bike to serve you for 5 years. That totals 1,500 hours. If you
invest $2,000, that comes out to $1.33 per hour. Is your practice
worth $1.33 an hour? If you can discern the difference between a
$2,000 bike and a $3,000 bike – particularly in your ability to develop and articulate a relationship with that bike – and you plan on
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practicing daily, you are probably worth the additional investment.
And remember, your investment buys more than just speed – it buys
durability and response.
It is not in the purview of this Chapter to provide comprehensive
guidance on bike selection or fitting. Bike fitting is a complex and
fascinating process, one that is absolutely essential in your quest to
bike farther and faster with less effort and struggle. For more on
bike fit go here: Bike Fit Beta.
You cannot cultivate a dynamic and harmonious rider-bike relationship on a bike that does not fit, even if you are the world’s greatest
contortionist. You invest hundreds of hours of your time and megakilocalories of your energy into training and racing. Get the most out
it – get fit!
A great bike fit begins with a comprehensive interview, as well as a
flexibility and strength evaluation. If your fitter does not take the time
to interview you in order to fit you based on the criteria mentioned
above, go somewhere else. Find someone who is Serotta Certified.
Bike Fit Versus Rider Positioning
What is the difference between bike fit and rider positioning? During
the fitting process, the bike is set-up so that the athlete can enjoy an
optimum combination of balance, stability, comfort, biomechanical
efficiency and power, along with ease of respiration, hydration and
nutrition. Riding style, personal strengths and weaknesses, as well
as the format, length and topography of the athlete’s training and
racing goals are all relevant to the fitting process.
An optimum bike fit provides you with a bike that is set up as a neutral platform to accommodate the specific rider-positioning options

appropriate for your goals and fitness. These rider-positioning options become more essential as the length of your rides and races
increase and as the course conditions diversify. A bike fit should not
set your bike up for one single riding position, unless that is your
rider positioning strategy.
You can be expertly fit on the latest high-dollar stealth-bike, but without a comprehensive strategy of how to respond to changing topography and wind conditions, without an articulate vocabulary of riding
positions, you will expend unnecessary energy and get sub-par results. You may never realize your true athletic potential, or the potential of that expensive high-tech bike and that expert fit.
In the focused drive to hammer faster on the bike, it’s easy to ignore
the “matrimonial” relationship between rider and bike, and end up
struggling and fighting instead. The result is discomfort, impatience,
wasted energy and disappointing performance.
A violinist who struggles and fights with the violin makes music that
is painful to the ears. However, for the virtuoso, the violin is an intimate and precious extension of his/her body and beautiful music
seems to flow forth effortlessly and fluently. With acute perception,
diligent observation, a professional bike fit, and a clear rider positioning strategy, your bike will be an extension of your body. Together,
you will make beautiful music and enjoy graceful speed.
Rider Positioning Strategy
Cycling technique is based on a dynamic and harmonious relationship between rider and bike. (Oh, did I mention that before?)
The success of your relationship with your bike is contingent to a
large extent upon your rider positioning strategy. Zendurance Cy11

cling Technique provides you with criteria and guidance to create
your own personal vocabulary of riding positions so you can respond to the myriad elements that affect your performance – including the conditions of the course, your bike and your body.

core strength and stability, and about moving from the core. The
zendurance approach to cycling is no exception. If you want to be
stable and efficient when you bike, core strength and core awareness are vital!

Riding positions are comprised of various combinations of saddle positions and bar positions, as well as your posture and alignment.
Each rider position has both positive and negative aspects. You will
learn to respond to the myriad elements that affect your comfort and
performance in each moment by choosing a riding position that
maximizes the positive aspects and minimizes the negative aspects
of that chosen combination.

For millennia, this energy center in the body has also been recognized, studied and appreciated as a source of intelligence - just as
capable of processing and responding to stimuli as your brain. In
fact, 9 times more neural signals travel from your intestines to your
brain, as from your brain to your intestines! (Where is the thinking
really taking place?)

The Core of Cycling Technique
Center of Movement
To begin our exploration of rider positioning strategy, we are going
right to the very core of riding positions – the pelvic core.
Your pelvic core is where the largest, strongest and most enduring
muscles of your body are located. Knowing the location and function of your body’s Center of Movement within that pelvic core is vital
on your path of mastery in any endurance sport.
All movements are sourced from your Center of Movement (“COM”).
The more you can stabilize and source your movements from these
powerful core muscles, the more efficient you will be. This includes
riding your bike. Your COM is the stable “platform” in your body
from which all bike riding positions arise. Throughout the Zendurance Cycling materials, I will also refer to this Center of Movement
by its Chinese name: “don tien”.

We’ve all heard the term “gut instinct”.
The Hindus recognize this center of movement as your “second
chakra”. The Chinese call this the don tien. The Japanese call this
energy center the hara. In many eastern cultures, your don tien is
considered to be the physical location where your soul resides, during this human life.
The Hawaiians call the COM “na’au”. And the Hawaiian word for intelligence is “na’auao” – which translates as “daylight of the intestines”. (Just a little something to think about.)
Increase your awareness and sensitivity of your don tien to enhance
your performance as an endurance athlete. It is the first step to
sourcing your movements from your core – so vital to your efficiency,
economy and functional strength. Recognize that your body’s COM
is a source of intelligence as well as strength.
When you think from your core, you move efficiently, gracefully and
intelligently. This is an important element in kinetic intelligence.

As cyclists and triathletes, we hear a lot about the importance of
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Pause now to view Video 2: Your Body’s Center of Movement
(COM).
Now that you are intimately familiar with your COM – now that you
are thinking from your don tien – it’s time to introduce the most important component of efficient cycling technique and rider positioning strategy – the Almighty Standing Athletic Position!
The Almighty Standing Athletic Position (ASAP)
Did you ever play tennis, baseball, or any team sport? How about
bowling, nordic freestyle skiing, or perhaps... sumo wrestling? Remember that crouching “ready position” your baseball coach insisted you use when you played outfield in the pee-wee league?
That wasn’t just for show or to keep you from daydreaming. That
crouching ready position (we’ll call it the Almighty Standing Athletic
Position - ASAP for short) enables you to respond quickly and pow-

Video 2: Your Body’s center of Movement

erfully, and to move in any direction. It’s the ideal “ready stance” for
almost any sport. In ASAP, you assume a slight squatting stance,
feet straight ahead at hip width. That wide stance, with knees bent,
allows you to shift your weight quickly from one leg to the other and
to initiate movement in any direction instantly.
There is another element to this stance that is even more vital to
moving quickly and powerfully in any direction: The potential power
inherent in this squatting Almighty Standing Athletic Position comes
from hinging forward at the hip sockets, with a flat low back and a
long straight spine. By crouching in this way, you tilt your pelvis forward. This “pelvic pitch” engages your abdominal core and gluteus
muscles. Stand up straight without this pelvic pitch, and your butt
cheeks are soft and flabby. Squat down and they are transformed
into shapely buns of steel!
What is the advantage of engaging these muscles in so many
sports?
The muscles of your pelvic core and glutes are the largest and (with
the exception of your heart) the most enduring in your body. They
are closer to your heart and lungs as well as your digestive system –
and hence to your oxygen and energy – than the smaller, less stable
muscles of your extremities. The more you can move from these
muscles, the more efficient and enduring you will be in almost every
sport including cycling.
The Almighty Standing Athletic Position maximally engages the core
muscles around your don tien, so it enhances your capacity to move
with greater stability and articulation.
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Video 3: Almighty Standing Athletic Technique

Almighty Standing Athletic Position – front and side views
Practice ASAP with a mirror. Look both from the front and from the
side. Experiment with these variables: The amount of flexion in your
hips, the profile of your low back (flat versus rounded) and the
amount of flexion at your knees. Notice how these changes affect
the pitch of your pelvis and hence, your core, gluteus and leg muscle engagement.
Use Video 3: Almighty Standing Athletic Technique as a comprehensive guide for studying ASAP.
Don’t gloss over ASAP and its applicability to cycling. Approximating your Almighty Standing Athletic Position on your bike provides
optimal stability, balance, comfort and efficiency. ASAP enables you
to use your pelvic core muscles and glutes for power, along with
your legs. You may think your shapely piston-like quads are invincible, but your core and gluteus muscles make them look like twigs.
Using ASAP, you can efficiently and seamlessly transfer your body
weight into the pedals to move you forward while remaining stable
and quiet – in harmony with your bike.

Pelvic Core Functions in Cycling
Your pelvic core muscles must simultaneously perform three vital
functions as you ride:
1) Provide a stable and balanced connection with your bike (through
the saddle).
2) Articulate force (transfer weight) for pedaling.
3) Provide upper body support.
Pelvic orientation – the degree of forward pitch determined by how
much you hinge in your hips and lean forward – as well as your low
back profile, determine the extent to which you engage and recruit
your core muscles for these three vital functions. Consequently, pelvic orientation and low back profile are foundational building blocks
of all the riding positions you develop and select.
Without pelvic core engagement on your bike, your stable and bal14

anced connection is compromised, no matter how big your leg pistons might be. However, squat like an NFL nose-guard when you
ride, and you will transform from little “Thomas the Tank Engine” into
the sleek and powerful “Tokyo Bullet Train”.
Practice and refine ASAP both off and on your bike. Off-bike practice will help you to approximate it when you ride. (Many of the Zendurance Cycling instructional videos include ASAP practice.) This is
the most effective way to begin training your pelvic core to simultaneously perform the three vital functions described above.
Without looking back at that description, can you recall what those
three vital functions are?
There is one more essential alignment technique, integral to your
ASAP. This additional technique assures that you engage the spinal
stabilizer muscles along your entire spine for length, alignment and...
stability! In addition, this additional technique will alleviate tension in
your shoulders and neck, guiding you ever-so-close to the shimmering gates of Velo Nirvana.
Universal Alignment Technique
This technique is a foolproof practice for spinal alignment and stability that is essential to efficient and economical bike, run and swim
technique alike. But don’t reserve it just for your athletic training;
you can practice this technique constantly throughout your daily activities and inactivities. The Universal Alignment Technique – fundamental to living comfortably and functionally in your body – has to do
with the position of your head and neck.
While standing or sitting, when we are not mindful of our posture,
we tend to slump. Our core muscles disengage, our shoulders drop

down and forward, our chin sticks out, head tilts up and back, and
the neck curves. In this classic slump posture, spinal alignment is
dismal. Neural transmission is compromised. This misalignment impedes digestion, breath, balance, proprioception, movement, clear
thinking and probably immune function as well. It is a clear and obvious sign that the brain and the body are no longer connected.
There is one very simple practice that virtually guarantees you will adhere to all of the elements of correct alignment. Simply retract your
chin and lower jaw while lengthening the back of your neck…
presto! It really is that simple – the Universal Alignment Technique!
(“UAT” for short.) This postural practice eliminates chronic neck and
shoulder tension and pain.

Universal Alignment Technique
Those of us who study swim technique are well aware of how important head position is to a balanced and streamlined body in the water. We focus on leading with the crown of the head, as though
there were a cable stretched from one end of the pool to the other,
just below the surface, that passed through the head and spine, exiting out through the feet. Whether you realize it or not, when you
swim with correct head position, you are indeed practicing UAT.
UAT is essential outside of sports as well: Imagine this scenario:
You are doing a half iron triathlon tomorrow. Here you are standing
in the race registration line, slouched over and lost in introspection,
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wondering “what have I gotten myself into?” You are paralyzed by
the strangling grip of pre-race anxiety and fear. You haven’t run
more than a few miles in weeks, and you’re not even sure you
packed your bike shoes. In this slouched stance, your brain is completely disconnected from your body, your core muscles are like butterscotch pudding and your energy level is just about flat-lined.
Standing in the registration line, with this simple adjustment, the Universal Alignment Technique, you can snap yourself back into shape.
Your pelvis re-orients so that your core is engaged, your shoulders
re-align, your chest opens up, and you are now engaging the deep
stabilizer muscles that run along your spine. The tension melts out
of your neck, you remember that your bike shoes are in the back-

Video 4: Universal Alignment Technique

pack on your shoulder, and your fear is transformed into visions of
grandeur and podium domination!
Work with Video 4: Universal Alignment Technique for a detailed
investigation of UAT.
Practice UAT both in a normal standing posture and in ASAP. After
you establish the correct retraction of your chin and lower jaw using
a mirror or enlisting the help of someone, close your eyes and take
an “experiential snapshot” of what this feels like. Chronic tension in
the neck and shoulders can shorten the muscles that we lengthen
with UAT. Therefore, it may take some time, patience and persistent
practice to release this tension and to really lengthen the back of
your neck, retract your chin and extend your crown.
How is UAT relevant to cycling? Chronic tension in the neck and
shoulders is a common occurrence among cyclists. This can be
caused by craning the neck and sticking out the chin. UAT is the
most effective way to address this common malady.
Begin to practice this technique as continuously as you can, throughout your daily activities. Be especially attentive when you are training, since your body awareness is heightened at this time. Eventually, it will become second nature. This alignment technique is universal. Every time you train, spend some time in the beginning of the
session to get this right. Even when you sit or stand, be conscious
of your head and neck position. The payoffs are huge!

Contact!
Easy As One, Two, Three!
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We have identified spinal alignment and pelvic core posture as two
key elements you articulate in your relationship with your bike. In addition, there are three primary points of contact between you and
your bike. Can you identify these? They are (in the order we will examine them) foot-to-pedal, groin-to-saddle, and hand-to-bar. (When
you use aero bars, you substitute forearm-to-pad in place of handto-bar.)
OK, these can be quantified as five points of contact - two feet, one
groin and two hands (or forearms). Forgive me! It’s just that the
“Easy As One, Two, Three” title was too good to pass up.
How often, if ever, have you really explored these basic points of contact? Are you aware of precisely where you sit on your saddle?
How many different saddle locations do you currently use when you
ride? How many hand positions do you use? We will consider
these questions and many more.
Two-Way Communication
Each of the three points of contact - saddle, pedals and bars - has a
unique function in the harmonious, dynamic relationship between
you and your bike. However, collectively all three of them serve as
“portals” or channels through which information and energy continuously pass. This flow of energy and information travels in both directions from rider to bike and from bike to rider. Obviously, you are
transmitting energy to the bike – especially through the pedals – but
you are also receiving energy and information through these contact
points as well.

Saddle and Pedals: Energetic Portals
The energetic information you receive from your bike through these
three portals helps you to balance, stabilize and navigate, and figures prominently in your gear selection, biomechanics, braking and
position choices. You feel this energetic information as vibration, resistance, centrifugal and gyroscopic forces, alignment between the
front and rear wheels, side-to-side lean and front-to-back pitch (of
the bike as well as your body).
Every functional and harmonious relationship in your life requires effective two-way communication. If you wish to be a good spouse,
parent or friend, you must be able to listen and perceive accurately
in order to respond and communicate effectively and appropriately.
There must be a balance between perception and action.
Likewise, to ride your bike well, you must be able to listen to your
bike in order to navigate gracefully and pedal efficiently. Your bike
becomes a natural extension of your body when you energetically
listen and accurately perceive the dynamic status of your bike
through these three portals. In “Zendurance Cycling Chapter 2:
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Joining With Your Bike”, we thoroughly examine these three portals.
We consider the unique properties and functions of each. In addition, there are Audio Guides that will guide you through Pedal, Saddle, and Bar Sensing Exercises to facilitate you in sharpening your
perceptive capacities through these three portals...
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Chapter 2

Joining with your bike

Foot-pedal
Groin-saddle
Hand-bar

Section 1

Foot-Pedal Portal
INTRODUCTION

Your foot-to-pedal connection is the portal for transmitting force from your body to
your bike. The source of this force is gravity (which you experience as your body
weight). You move your bike and body forward by applying your body weight to
the pedals.
When you pedal, it may not feel like body weight dropping into the pedals. It
probably feels more like leg force pushing the pedal down. But the maximum
force you can apply to your pedal can’t exceed your body weight – unless you put
on a backpack full of rocks! The sensation of pushing down increases as you try
to speed up how fast you are going from “no weight” to “full weight” in each leg.
You orchestrate this “pedal weighting process” from your body’s abdominal core,
specifically your don tien – your Center of Movement (COM). Force (weight) travels from your COM through your hips, upper legs, knees, lower legs, ankles, and
feet. It then extends through the footbeds, shoes, cleats, and pedals. That force
is transmitted through the crank arms and chainring (integrated and stabilized with
your bike’s frame through the bottom bracket), and then through the chain, rear
cog/hub, spokes, rim and tire. Finally, from the tire, your force is transmitted to the
road.
That’s a long and complicated process! However, you can entrust the equipment
– from the footbeds in your shoes to the tire on the pavement – to take care of most
of that power transmission. Although you will not be tested on this as you seek entry into the Gates of Velo-Nirvana, I think it is important to mention and even to contemplate this power transmission sequence.
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Why? Because the energetic information you receive through
your feet via the pedals is feedback from that entire drive-train,
particularly the bottom bracket. The bottom bracket is your bike’s
Center Of Movement, your bike’s COM. Just as you have a center of movement and center of gravity in your abdominal core, so
too does your bike have a center of movement and center of gravity.

letes – we never coast!).
While your feet and pedals are in constant motion however, you
cannot change the actual shoe-to-pedal contact position as you
ride – assuming you ride with cleat-style pedals. (The only exception to this is “float”. Float is the ability to pivot your foot on the
pedal.)
You may be able to move your foot slightly in your shoe, which
can actually be used to affect subtle changes in foot-to pedal contact and your pedaling biomechanics. However, for the duration
of that century ride, you are stuck to the pedals, as determined
by the placement of each cleat to each shoe and the amount of
float (rotation) allowed by your pedal/cleat assembly.
Shoe selection, footbed selection, cleat placement (and perhaps
cleat shimming), are all extremely vital components for effective
power generation. Choose cycling shoes with a stiff inflexible

Bottom bracket

Video 5: Your Bike’s Center of Movement

Your bike’s bottom bracket is the part of your bike’s frame that
houses and stabilizes the rotating axle of your crankset. This axle
connects to the two crankarms that your pedals are attached to.
Video 5: Your Bike’s Center of Movement presents a brief introduction to the bottom bracket. Later on, we will consider the relevance of your bike’s COM to cycling technique.
The most obvious aspect of the foot-to-pedal contact point is certainly its function as the portal for transmitting force. Of the three
points of contact, this is the only one that is constantly dynamic.
(OK, except while coasting. But we’re hardcore cyclists and triath21

sole that give you adequate length, and with adequate width in
the toe box. The shoe should not be so large that your foot slips
excessively from side to side or front to back. Nor should it be so
snug that your forefoot is cramped and cannot spread to its full
width.
If the Shoe Fits, Bike in it!
The purpose of your cycling shoes is to position your feet correctly on the pedals and to stabilize your feet while transferring
the force of your body’s weight from hips through legs and knees,
to ankles, to forefoot, to pedals. Do not judge shoe fit based on
how comfortable they are for walking! They must be comfortable
and stable while pedaling.
The best way to evaluate the fit of a shoe is to get on your bike
and pedal, once the cleats are correctly positioned. You can do
this on a stationary stand at the store, or at home, if you mail order. Just remember, if you mail order, you are responsible for
cleat placement. If you purchase at a store, choose a store that is
staffed by someone experienced at cleat placement. Be willing
to pay extra for this service. A $500 titanium and carbon aerospace cycling shoe won’t do you much good if the cleats are randomly placed.
The footbed you use is equally as important as the shoe. Many
great cycling shoes come with minimal footbeds. If you notice significant movement under the arch of your foot when you pedal, or
you experience hot spots on the soles of your feet, you may need
to replace the original footbed with an aftermarket version. (This
is quite common.)
You may even benefit from a custom orthotic. Cycling orthotics

are different from running and walking orthotics. Seek out a podiatrist who works with cyclists or someone experienced in this field
before you lay out the money for custom footbeds for cycling
shoes. (The Pedal Sensing Exercise provided in the Audio
Guides accompanying Chapter 7 can assist you in evaluating the
fit and function of the shoe, the footbed and the placement of the
cleat.)
Varus and Valgus
These terms refer to the cant of your forefoot relative to your heel:
A varus forefoot means that when your foot is unweighted and
your Achilles is straight so that your heel is flat and perpendicular
to your Achilles, your forefoot tilts high on the big toe side and low
on the outer edge, relative to the flat heel. A valgus forefoot tilts
the opposite direction.
You contact the pedal with your mid-to-forefoot. But the force
must travel forward from your ankle. Moderate-extreme varus or
valgus may cause instability as you apply that weight. This instability can be diminished by shimming (tilting) the cleat, or with an
orthotic. Symptoms of this form of instability include: erratic knee
tracking, chronic pain below the ankle protrusion on either the medial or lateral side of the foot, chronic knee pain along the medial
or lateral side, or compression of the foot along the side of the
shoe.
In your quest for “velo-nirvana”, you will not be tested on varus or
valgus. (Heck, I can barely keep track of which is which, let
alone spell these two words correctly.) I chose to include this discussion not to impress you with the bells and whistles of bike fitting prowess, but to make you aware of forefoot tilt as a common
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source of instability. If you have any of the symptoms listed
above, cleat shimming may be the solution. Work with a competent bike fitter.
Weather Considerations
If you cycle mostly in hot weather, choose shoes with good ventilation. Light colors will reflect heat better. This is true for the outer
surface of the sole bottom as well as the shoe’s upper. It’s not uncommon to find cycling shoes with silver colored soles to insulate
your foot from the shimmering heat that rises from the black asphalt. If you cycle occasionally in cold weather, you may need to
buy neoprene toe caps, booties or overshoes. If you cycle frequently in cold or wet weather, you may need to purchase a second pair of shoes suited for these conditions.
Cleats
Cleat placement (the location of the cleat on the sole of your cycling shoe) determines the exact spot on your foot through which
you transfer power to the pedal, as well as your foot stability, and
figures prominently in the efficiency of your pedaling biomechanics. If you are unsure of your cleat placement – which includes
the fore-aft placement, the toe-in or toe-out angle, the varusvalgus forefoot tilt, or the pedal width “Q” factor– find someone
who can help you. You will be more prone to knee and foot injuries, more familiar with the agony and pain of long rides and will
not realize your full potential if you leave cleat placement to
chance. Remember, your feet are stuck to the pedals for the duration once you clip in.
If you are new to cycling, perhaps you have not graduated from
regular platform pedals or toe-clips to cleat pedals. This can be

a daunting transition, given the fear of being “locked-in” and unable to release your feet in time to touch down when you stop
quickly. Take comfort in knowing that literally millions of riders of
all ages and abilities have made this transition. (And remember,
at some point you made the transition from training wheels…
You’re not still on training wheels, are you?)
The best image to use for a quick release: Imagine a little yappy
dog running along next to you, nipping at your ankle. Now imagine side-kicking that little brat with the side of your heel or ankle
by pivoting on the ball of your foot. Use a flicking motion to the
outside to snap your foot out.
Once you neurologically imprint the twist-release of pivoting the
ball of your foot on the pedal, it will be second-nature, even in
nano-second moments. Practice several times on a stationary
stand and then in a parking lot. Or, ideally, practice on a grassy
surface firm enough to ride on.
The biomechanical advantages of cleat-style pedals and shoes
are profound. First, your foot will always be correctly placed on
the pedal (given correct cleat placement). Also, the stiff sole of a
cycling shoe transmits virtually all of the power from your foot to
the pedal. It prevents your foot from flexing. Cleat-style pedals
also enable you to apply power throughout much of the pedal
stroke. With conventional platform pedals, you can only push
down.
Proper cleat placement is critical for stable, efficient power transfer and pedaling biomechanics. Many cyclists position the cleat
so that the pedal axis passes somewhere underneath/across the
ball of the foot. However, cyclists, coaches and bike fitters have
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observed an increase in foot stability and power by positioning
the cleat farther back. In extreme cases they may place the cleat
as far aft as the back of the arch area. This extreme placement
may improve power transmission, but it negates the effects of ankle articulation – known as “ankling” – in pedaling mechanics. In
addition, in triathlon it may impede calf and ankle flexibility as you
transition from bike to run.
As with all things cycling, there is no single answer. Only experimentation and experience will lead you to your optimal cleat position. While you should seek guidance and advice, ultimately your
body offers the best guidance and advise. Be patient and observant.
Personally, I prefer to position my cleats so that the pedal spindle
passes about 8mm aft of the center of the “knuckle” of my big
toe.
Conclusion
The foot-to-pedal contact point is the portal for transmitting force
from your body into your bike where it is transformed to forward
motion on the road surface. Your foot must feel stable. To use
this energetic portal effectively for power transmission, you must
have awareness and sensitivity of the interface between your feet
and the crankset. This is a critical element to efficient cycling.
Use the Pedal Sensing Exercises, provided in the Audio
Guides in Chapter 7 to thoroughly examine the foot-to-pedal connection.
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Section 2

The Saddle
INTRODUCTION

If your foot-to-pedal contact provides the conduit for transmitting power from your
body to the bike, what function does the groin-to-saddle contact serve – besides
an uncomfortable place to park your crotch?
Upon the “Sacred Altar of the Saddle”, you are joining one of the most sensitive
and intimate areas of your body to your bike. This “marriage” provides your primary conduit for balance and stability, as well as steering and navigation.
Most of the feedback you get from your bike is delivered through this portal. It is
through the “groin-saddle conduit” that you really feel your bike. Through the saddle you actually extend your sense of feeling into your bike to make it an extension
of your body. Your groin-to-saddle contact is the “gateway” to a straight and direct
“COM Link” from your pelvic center of movement (COM), through the saddle, the
seat post and the seat tube to your bike’s bottom bracket center of movement
(COM).
This “COM-Link” is the heart and soul of great cycling technique. As part of this
energetic union, your saddle also functions as a stable platform to anchor your abdominal core, enabling you to press your body weight to turn the pedals – even
with high resistance – without falling off your bike.
Shhh! Saddle Silence Please!
As mentioned, the foot-to-pedal contact is always moving – yet you cannot change
the location of your shoe on the pedal. It’s exactly the opposite with the groin-tosaddle contact. You can change your location on the saddle, yet you should re-
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main still in the saddle as you pedal.
Through the Sacred Altar of the Saddle, you will transform your
bike into an extension of your body. With respect to cycling mastery, your saddle is sacred ground. Whenever you approach an
altar or sacred site that serves as a gateway to the realm of the
divine, you approach humbly and quietly. That silence and respect are essential if you seek intimate communion with the divine.
(OK, am I beginning to sound a little evangelical, perhaps deranged?) But, the same is true with your bike’s saddle. If you
want to ride your bike like a virtuoso, you must maintain saddle
silence. As you pedal, you must strive to be still and quiet in the
saddle. Even when your cadence approaches the speed of light.
Even when your pedal force approaches the thrusting power of
the Starship Enterprise accelerating to Warp Speed.
If you watch a great violinist play, you will see her move her body
and violin together as a single entity as she strokes the instrument
with the bow. Likewise, if you watch a great cyclist, you will see
her pelvis remain completely motionless in the saddle, even when
her cadence is 110 rpm. There is no bouncing up and down, no
sliding side to side, no fidgeting.
Your bike and body must become one. Saddle silence is the secret. When you are silent in the saddle, you can link your COM
with the bike’s COM. You can pedal efficiently and smoothly, you
can navigate effortlessly, you can climb the highest mountain and
swim the deepest sea. Now you are approaching immortality and
velo-nirvana!
Excess saddle movement is the main cause of chaffing and dis-

comfort. It is also an “energy leak”: If you are cranking the pedals only to have the force kickback up your leg and constantly uproot you from your saddle, you are wasting that energy.
Your aim is to maintain stillness and stability in your COM by
closely approximating your Almighty Standing Athletic Position as
you ride.
With a stable core and with saddle silence you will efficiently transform the pull of gravity into the energy that turns the pedals and
moves you forward. Save the bouncing cha-cha and swirling
mambo for the dance floor. (And even on the dance floor, you are
moving from a calm and stable core.)
The Saddle Sensing Exercises will introduce you to techniques for
enhancing your saddle awareness and your saddle silence. With
patience and consistency, you will learn to maintain saddle silence at high cadence and at high resistance. You will be more
comfortable, more efficient and much more in touch with your
bike. Ah, you will be so very close to velo-nirvana.
Fore and Aft
Riding positions are comprised of various combinations of saddle
positions and bar positions – as well as variations in your posture
and alignment. Saddle position changes are limited to movements fore and aft (as well as standing). (The terms “saddle position” and “saddle location” refer to where you sit on the saddle –
not to moving the actual placement of the saddle on the seat
post.)
Now, you may wonder, “How much difference can it make for me
to slide back and forth a few centimeters on that anvil of pain and
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agony?”
As you move fore or aft on the saddle, you change at least four
variables:
1) The angular relationship between your hips and your bike’s bottom bracket, commonly referred to as the seat tube angle.
2) Saddle height: The linear distance from your hips to your bike’s
bottom bracket.
3) he distribution of weight and pressure you feel on the saddle.
4) Your reach to the bars and your overall fore-aft balance.
Slide back on your saddle and the seat tube angle decreases as
the saddle height increases (assuming your saddle is level). It
does not take much movement fore or aft to change your seat
tube angle and height enough to affect changes in your hip angle, your fore-aft balance and weight distribution on your bike,
and your pedaling biomechanics. By shifting fore and aft to
change the seat tube angle and height, you can vary muscle
group emphasis in your pedaling – for enhanced endurance, performance and comfort.
As you move forward on your saddle, you are moving your COM
(your don tien) forward relative to your bike’s COM (the bottom
bracket.) This forward movement will open up the folding angle
of your hips as you pedal, and will slightly decrease your seat
height. Your hips will fold up less and your knees will fold up
more.
Moving forward in the saddle also moves your weight forward relative to the bottom bracket and pedals. This may increase the

amount of weight you feel in your arms and hands – even though
you are slightly closer to the handle bars.
As you move back in the saddle, you are moving your COM backward relative to the bike’s COM. This rearward movement will
close down the folding angle of your hips as you pedal, and will
slightly increase your seat height. Your hips will fold up more and
your knees will fold up less.
Moving back in the saddle also moves your weight back relative
the bottom bracket and pedals. This may decrease the amount
of weight you feel in your arms and hands – even though you are
farther away from the handle bars.
Video 6: Fore/Aft Explanation presents an investigation of foreaft balance and saddle positioning.
Changing your fore-aft saddle position can also affect pelvic tilt.
With optimal pelvic tilt – your lower back is relatively flat and your
spine is long and straight – you maximally engage your pelvic
core muscles and glutes. [Review the ASAP Video from Chapter
1.]
The more you can engage these muscles in pedaling, the more
powerful and enduring you will be. In addition to power and endurance, abdominal core muscles are also essential to stabilize
your body on the bike through the saddle contact. We will discuss pelvic tilt and fore-aft saddle position as elements of each
rider position later in this Chapter.
Finding Mr./Ms. Right: Introduction
Before we move on to new horizons and visions of grandeur, let’s
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Video 6: Fore/Aft Explanation

gather in your groin. This bunching causes discomfort and chaffing, and may necessitate that you constantly pull your shorts
down on your legs. Firm narrow saddles have less of a tendency
to do this.
There are three main pressure points of contact on the saddle.
They are your perineum (the cord of muscle between you anus
and genitals) and the ischial tuberosities (the two “sit bones” under your gluteus muscles that you feel when you sit in a chair).
On a narrow saddle, you will experience more pressure on the
perineum. On a wide saddle, the pressure shifts to your sit
bones. (The terms “narrow” and “wide” are relative to your pelvic
girdle structure.) Likewise, as you slide forward to the narrower
part of a saddle, there is more pressure on the perineum. Slide
back to the wider part, and it’s on the sit bones.

discuss saddle selection. There are literally hundreds of saddles
on the market now. There are cushy saddles with more padding
than a recliner chair and enough surface area and width to land
small aircraft. Then there are minimal saddles the size of g-string
bikinis, made exclusively of carbon fiber originally designed for
warfare, with hollow titanium rails and nary a stitch of padding,
that weigh less than air. Selecting Mr. or Ms. Right in the vast
realm of saddles may be just as daunting as selecting the perfect
spouse. Some of us have been through countless saddle marriages and divorces in the epic quest for velo-nirvana.

Also, as you tilt your pelvis farther forward (like riding in a low
aero position with a flat low back) you put more pressure on the
perineum. As you rotate your pelvis back and sit upright, you
shift the weight and pressure to your sit bones. Excess pressure
on the perineum can impede blood flow and cause numbness,
while excess pressure on the sit bones can irritate the sciatic
nerves and affect your legs.

Soft and cushy vs. firm: Generally the wider and more padded a
saddle is, the more potential there is for chaffing, as your legs
move up and down along the sides of the saddle. Pedaling on a
soft padded saddle may cause your bike shorts to bunch up and

Here are four tidbits that may alleviate your saddle agony.

It’s a hopeless situation, huh? Damned if you, damned if you
don’t.

First, maintain saddle silence. Remember that movement between your groin and saddle causes friction.
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Second, wear good-quality cycling or tri shorts that fit you well.
Choose shorts with adequate padding and leg grips that prevent
the shorts from sliding up your thighs and bunching in your groin.
Avoid shorts with excessive padding, as this too can end up
bunching and causing friction. Use a “chamois lubricant” to minimize chaffing.
Third, remember that by sliding fore and aft in the saddle you can
temporarily relieve pressure from some areas, while increasing
the pressure in others.
Finally, here is the 100% guarantee to assure saddle comfort even on that ballistic strip of carbon: Maximize your body weight
in the pedals to minimize weight in the saddle! (Training techniques to develop this ability are covered in a later Chapter and
presented in both videos and audio guides.)
Finding Mr/Ms Right: Saddle Types
For clarity’s sake, I am going to classify saddles into a few types.
But, there are no absolute clear-cut distinctions – given the endless variety that is available. Let’s start with three categories: conventional saddles, recessed saddles and split-nose saddles. All
of these types can vary in shape, width, length and padding.
The objective of recessed and split-nosed saddles is to relieve
pressure on the perineum by eliminating contact in the center and
moving the contact (and weight bearing) to the sides. Split-nose
saddles – such as the ISM Saddles – are gaining great popularity
because of their effectiveness at relieving this pressure. Recessed saddles – like the Specialized Body Geometry Saddles
and Cobb Saddles – are also effective, but less extreme in design.

Specialized Body Geometry
Cobb V-Flow Plus

Selle SMP

Fizik Arione
ISM Road
As with everything cycling, there are advantages and disadvantages to every choice, every decision. The conventional saddle
may produce more pressure on the perineum, but may spread
the pressure and friction over a larger contact surface. The splitnose saddle can eliminate pressure to the perineum altogether,
but may increase friction on either side. The nose can be quite
wide and uncomfortable to ride on due to the split. A recessed
saddle may offer a “middle ground” with a little bit of the plus and
minus of each.
Notice how much I use the words “may” and “can”, while I avoid
“does” and “will”. There are no absolutes here. There are hundreds of saddles because there are thousands of combinations of
body type, fitness level and rider positioning strategy. If you are
still searching, try some of each type.
Finding Mr/Ms Right: Saddle Length and Fore-Aft Positioning
I’ve already discussed fore-aft saddle positioning and how that
affects critical factors in your body position and your technique. I
prefer to use a saddle that gives me a lot of fore-aft “real estate”
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to work with. This maximizes my potential for variation in biomechanics, positioning, balance, etc. I use a Fizik Saddle. When
you view this saddle from the side it does not dip in the center –
the “ridge” is level from nose to tail. And it is a long saddle.
The advantages: Lots of fore-aft adjustability and all the variations
that adjustability affords.
The disadvantages: More potential for pressure on the perineum.
Less absolute comfort and stability in one specific saddle position. A saddle with “dip” (when viewed from the side – see the
photo of the Selle SMP above) may provide a little more stability
in that “sweet spot”, but discourages fore-aft variation.
The split-nose saddles may provide an ideal sweet spot, especially for triathletes who roll the pelvis forward and increase
weight on the soft tissue. However, they tend to be short and
therefore limit potential for fore-aft variation.

from nose to tail, notice the “dome” of the saddle – the curved
shape, as it slopes off from the top to the sides. If the saddle is
boxy (the transition is abrupt from top to sides) it may be difficult
to orchestrate the distribution of pressure between perineum and
sit-bones. A gradual doming makes it easier.
Now look at the saddle from above. If there is an abrupt transition
from the narrow nose to the wider back end, it may impede your
ability to establish 2 or 3 locations that allow you to apportion the
pressure between the perineum and sit bones. A smooth taper
may provide many more finely incremented fore-aft options.
In my opinion, it’s better to choose a saddle that offers you 2 or 3
moderately comfortable positions over one that offers just a single
very comfortable position, especially if you ride for hours at a
time. Also choose a saddle that feels firm with just enough – but
not too much – padding.

There will be lots more discussion on fore-aft saddle positioning.

But please, don’t take my opinion as Gospel – sample saddles until you find one that works for you.

The take-home from this brief discussion is that you may opt for
fore-aft range over ideal comfort in order to “work the saddle”
more in your rider positioning strategy. (This can be especially
true for long course triathletes who train and race in hilly topography.) If you choose to ride in just one position – with little variation
– a saddle that offers you a sweet spot might be the best choice.
(This may appeal more to some road cyclists, and to shortmedium course triathletes who train and race in just one position.)

The Audio Guide Saddle Sensing Exercises in Chapter 7 will
help you evaluate the fit of a saddle. When you are on the quest
for the perfect saddle remember this: You must be able to maintain saddle silence to evaluate the fit of a saddle. It’s highly unlikely that you will ever find a comfortable saddle if you move
around excessively. “Saddle chatter” is the source of most agony
and discomfort.

Finding Mr/Ms Right: Saddle Shape and Padding
Hold the saddle at eye-level with the nose facing you. Looking
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Saddle Adjustment
The height and tilt of your saddle will affect your comfort as well
as performance. If your saddle is too high, you are likely to slide
from side-to-side to compensate for the excessive reach to the
pedals. It will be impossible to maintain saddle silence.
Contrary to popular belief, riding a saddle high does not gain you
extra power and performance. Look closely at professional road
cyclists and triathletes and notice that their legs do not extend
fully at the bottom of the pedal stroke.
Saddle height is determined by more than leg length. Hamstring,
glute and low back flexibility, pelvic tilt, and pedaling biomechanics all affect your ideal saddle height. If your hamstrings are tight,
your saddle height will need to be much lower than your fully extended leg length, because your hamstring will begin to contract
before your foot has reached the bottom of the pedal stroke, with
a risk of injury.
Saddle soreness is sometimes due to excessive seat height. You
may be more prone to injuries of the hamstring, back of the knee
and even low back. Your pedal stroke efficiency may also be
compromised by excessive saddle height. You may not optimally
recruit your glutes and core muscles. It’s difficult to spin smoothly
at a high cadence on a saddle that’s too high.
A saddle that is too low can also impede cycling technique. It
may cause the knees and/or the hips to flex beyond their normal
range of motion. Along with injuries to the front of the knee, this
can result in saddle bounce, and knees that flare out to the sides
at the top of each pedal stroke. Low seat height can impede your
power output as well.

Many cyclists obsess over their saddle height, yet pay little attention to the front-to-back tilt of their saddle. A neutral tilt does not
necessarily mean that the saddle is horizontal. It means that you
can remain in a chosen location with relative comfort, without using your arms and shoulders to prevent your groin from sliding forward or back.
And remember that as you slide fore and aft you do change the
distance between your hips and the bottom bracket, effectively
altering your seat height. When you sit in a mid-saddle location,
you should feel that you could tolerate both a slight increase and
a slight decrease in saddle height.
The Saddle Sensing Exercises will help you to evaluate both
height and tilt.
Conclusion
Cycling technique is based on a harmonious dynamic relationship between you and your bike. (Does this sound familiar yet?)
Your groin-to-saddle contact point is the most “intimate” conduit
for this relationship.
You may have legs the size of beer kegs, but if you cannot maintain saddle silence and transform your bike into an extension of
your body (by linking up your don tien to your bike’s bottom
bracket) you will not be efficient in your efforts.
Think of your bike as a knife blade cutting through the wind and
terrain. Your saddle is the handle and you grip it with your groin!
You need a relaxed, yet firm grip on the handle to guide the knife
on a stealthy, straight and true path. Your “COM link” is vital and
starts with saddle silence. The Saddle Sensing Exercises in the
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Audio Guides (see Chapter 7) will assist you in developing an effective energetic connection with your bike through the Portal to
Cycling Mastery and Velo Nirvana – your saddle!
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Section 3

Handle Bars
INTRODUCTION

Function of Bars
Unless you plan on impressing your mother and your rivals by riding no-hands, we
need to examine the third contact point: hand-to-bar. The most obvious functions
of this contact point include steering and navigation, gear selection and braking.
Novice cyclists may think that steering and navigation occur primarily by turning
the bars. However, steering is initiated by leaning your body and bike together to
the side. (For proof of this, stand next to your bike and hold your bike vertical by
the saddle with the front wheel straight. Now, lean it to one side and observe how
the front wheel and bars turn towards that side by themselves.)
The degree of your lean determines the degree of the turn. You initiate and control
this lean in your abdominal core and transfer it to the bike through your groin-tosaddle contact. Your hand-to-bar contact functions more to laterally stabilize your
abdominal core with your bike as you lean both body and bike together to steer.
The lateral stability provided by your hand-to-bar contact is also important as you
pedal.
Effective lateral core stability through the hand-to-bar contact requires relaxation in
your shoulders, arms and hands. Rigidity and stiffness anywhere in this chain (often caused by using the arms and shoulders to support the leaning upper body)
will diminish your lateral stability. Your arms, like your legs, must function as an extension of your core when you ride.
You will probably support some upper body weight with your arms and hands. Ide-
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ally, this should be minimal. If you rely too much on your arms
and shoulders to support your forward-leaning upper body you
will experience discomfort in your shoulders, neck, arms and/or
hands. Beyond discomfort excessive weight on the bars will hamper your lateral stability, safety and performance.
Three rider-position factors can increase/decrease the amount of
weight you must support with your arms. The following changes
may increase the weight bearing on your arms:

Hand Positions
Hand positions are contingent on bar choices. Conventional
drop-style road bars offer more hand position options than a tri
base bar, including higher hand positions for climbing, and lower
ones for a wide and stable “stance” during fast descents on
rough roads or in erratic and gusty winds. As you develop your
positioning strategy, be aware that your hand positions can alter
pedaling biomechanics as well as upper body lean.

1) You move your COM (pelvis) forward relative to your bike’s
COM (the bottom bracket) by sliding forward on the saddle or
by riding a steeper seat angle, like a tri bike.
2) You increase the reach from your seat to your bars with a
longer stem.
3) You lower the height of your bars relative to your seat.
Obviously, your desire is to decrease the weight support in your
arms and shoulders. Here are some ways you can alleviate bar
weight:
1) Develop abdominal and low back strength to support your upper body.
2) Keep your weight in your legs and the pedals, not in the saddle. This engages your pelvic core even more.
3) Move your COM (pelvis) backward relative to your bike’s
COM.
4) Increase the height of your bars.
5) Decrease the reach from your seat to the bars.
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Light Hands
Previously, I introduced “saddle silence” to insure a great rider-tobike connection – essential in your pursuit of velo-nirvana. There
is a similar practice in your hand-to-bar connection: light hands
and wrists.

Hand Positions – conventional drop bars

Relax your hands and wrists, as well as your arms and shoulders.
Keep them as unweighted as you can by engaging your core.
Make sure your wrists are aligned and neutral, that they are not
bent back or forward, or side to side. As paradoxical as it may
seem, a light touch on the bars – your hands and wrists relaxed –
strengthens your energetic connection and sensitivity with your
bike through the bars, just as saddle silence does.
Remember that your arms and hands provide lateral stability for
your core as you ride. Consequently, you will feel some muscular
tension to provide this lateral stability. Develop the awareness to
discern the difference between lateral stability and upper body
support so you can eliminate unnecessary tension.

Hand Positions – time trial base bar

There are numerous other factors to consider in hand positioning:
aerodynamics, stability, braking, comfort, shifting, visibility, turning, ascending and descending, along with those identified
above – lateral core stability, pelvic tilt, upper body lean, and pedaling biomechanics. Like saddle positions, slight changes in your
hand position can be significant as you respond to all of these factors. Remember to keep your arms and shoulders relaxed to develop sensitivity and discernment.

Remember, when you ride stationary, you do not have the headwind you are accustomed to on the open road. That headwind,
pressing against your upper body, does offer significant upper
body support. It is much easier to maintain light hands.

In [Video 7: Light Hands, Relaxed Upper Body] we examine pelvic core engagement to support your upper body. This allows
you to keep your shoulders and neck relaxed, as well as your
arms, wrists and hands.
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Video 7: Light Hands, Relaxed Upper Body

Regardless of the setup, choose bars that are at least as wide as
your shoulders. Measure the distance between the acromiums
(the “bumps”) on the tops of your shoulders, out near the ends.
Measure across your back. Narrower bars can restrict your
breathing and cause tension in your shoulders and neck. They
are also less stable.
Stems

Triathletes: Base bar or drop bars?
Triathletes must choose between conventional drop bars and a tri
base bar. This decision should be based on your rider positioning strategy (not on the “cool factor” of your favorite aeronautical
cockpit).
If your training and racing goals include long courses with steep
hilly terrain, you may spend enough time climbing hills in an upright position to see performance gains by choosing drop bars
with integrated brake/shift levers (called “STI” levers).
If your triathlon training and racing goals are focused on shorter
or flat and windy courses, or average speeds exceeding 20 mph
even on hilly courses, you may spend nearly all of your time riding
in aero position. For this rider positioning strategy, a simple base
bar, with bar-end shifters may work best.

Bar adjustments are usually affected by changing the length and/
or angle of the stem that clamps to the fork steerer tube and to
the center of the bars. Avoid extremely short or long stems by
staying in the range of 80-120 mm of length (preferably 90110mm). Likewise, avoid extreme angles by choosing stems that
range between 0 and 10 degrees of rise or drop. Stems that exceed these parameters can adversely affect the handling characteristics of your bike. If you require a stem that exceeds any of
these parameters, the bike frame geometry is probably not appropriate for your riding positions.
You may be able to raise and lower your stem (and therefore your
bar height) by sliding the stem up or down on the fork steerer
tube – if it has not been cut short. A long fork steerer tube enables you to adjust your bar height (if you alter your rider positioning strategy for specific races) without changing stems. (Note:
All frame and fork manufacturers have maximum safe steerer
tube lengths, not to be exceeded.)
When you first purchase a bike, you may choose to leave the
steerer tube as long as the specs allow for the specific fork.
Once you have developed an adequate and functional vocabulary of rider positions for that bike and bar set-up, you may
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choose to cut it.

Video 8: Hand and Wrist Positions

Rotating the bar in the stem will affect the horizontal leveling of
the bars (both conventional road drop bars and tri base bar) and
the position of the brake hoods (on drop bars). You should be
able to ride comfortably in your chosen bar positions without your
hands sliding forward or back due to excessive tilt.
If your rider position strategy includes more than occasional time
on the “drop” part of a conventional road bar, rotate the bar so
that you can grip the drops without unnatural side-to-side bending of the wrists. Once you have set the bar rotation for this position, you can reposition the brake hoods so they extend horizontally from the bar just where it begins to curve down from the top
surface. (This may require unwrapping the bar tape.)
You may also wish to “toe-in” the brake levers very slightly, as this
is a more natural position for your hands. Be attentive to the rotational angle of the brake levers on a tri base bar as well. Riders
with small hands may have difficulty reaching brake levers. You
can install shims that will shorten the distance from the bar to the
lever.
Video 8: Hand and Wrist Positions presents and examination of
hand positions on a conventional road bar and a tri base bar.

A wide elbow and forearm stance provides greater lateral stability
and keeps your chest open for easier breathing. Generally, you
can position your elbows and forearms as wide as your knees
track without a loss of aerodynamics. In fact, not only does a narrow elbow stance impair your handling stability and your respiration, it may decrease your aerodynamics, because your knees now outside the wind shadow of your elbows and arms - are bobbing up and down with each pedal stroke, causing significant turbulence.

Aero Bars – The Tri-Geek’s Dream
In aero position, it is your forearms on the pads (not your hands
on the extensions) that provide lateral stability and assist with
navigation. Don’t believe me? Just try lifting your forearms off the
aero bars as you pedal, while holding the aero bar extensions
with just your hands. Yikes!
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Video 9: Pad Width for Aero Bars

Aero bar forearm pad placement includes fore-aft adjustment, as
well as height, width, tilt and pivot. Pad placement is the most
crucial element of your aero bar set-up. If you are over-reaching
for your aero bars (pads positioned too far away from your body),
it will significantly compromise your core engagement, lateral stability, navigational ability and your comfort.
To repeat: Pad placement is the most crucial aspect of aero bar
fitting and positioning. If you are adding aero bars to an existing
road bike set-up, you will likely need to choose aero bars that offer adjustment in all of these parameters. Fortunately, these are
often the least expensive aero bars.

Video 9: Pad Width for Aero Bars presents an investigation of
aerobar pad width.

Pad adjustment is limited on several aero bar systems. As a bike
fitter, it amazes me to no end that many of the high-end aerobar
systems have such limited pad adjustability, both for width and
fore-aft placement.
Don’t buy an aero bar set-up until you have tried it out on your
bike. Listen to your body (not your ego) and use the insight you
gain from this material to assure that you end up with the right
set-up. Don’t settle for the bars that came with your bike if your
position is compromised. A set-up that is not stable or comfortable will result in undue suffering, diminished performance, and
an increased risk of crashing. There are a lot of very cool looking
set-ups out there, but don’t judge an aero bar by its glossy carbon cover and supersonic shape.

Adequate aero bar pad width: stability and ease of respiration
(Only a wind tunnel analysis can determine your optimal aerodynamics. Save your pennies for this one, as wind tunnel time runs
a little over $1,000 per hour.)

As an experienced bike fit professional and dedicated tri geek,
here’s a little advice on aero bar fitting: Keep your position compact, so that your knees come very close to the back of your elbow at the top of the pedal stroke. This allows you to keep your
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shoulder integrated with your core - not hunched up by your ears.
You will be more comfortable, more stable, and produce more
power. I strongly recommend that you seek out a bike fit technician who is experienced at working with triathletes if you are adding aero bars to your road bike. Video 10: Fore-Aft Pad Placement for Aerobars presents an investigation of fore-aft aerobar
pad positioning.

Video 10: Fore-Aft Pad Placement for Aerobars

you to tilt the pads inwards towards the center of the bars or outwards. Not all aerobar systems allow for this adjustment, but
yours may. If the angle is too extreme to the inside, your arms will
tend to slip in towards the center. If they are tilted too much to the
outside, you will have the feeling that your arms might slip off at
the slightest bump. Either way, you will need to hold a constant
tension to control your forearm stance.
I prefer mine tilted just slightly to the inside. It gives me a secure,
contained feeling, but I don’t slide towards the center. Very minor
adjustments to this tilt can make a big difference. When I change
my aerobar set-up, I go for an easy ride and carry the necessary
tools to adjust this. I may stop several times and make very slight
adjustments before it feels just right.
Two more factors to consider when you choose and set up aero
bars: First, there are now many different types of extensions –
those that turn up at the ends, those that have an “S” bend, those
that are straight, and those that are somewhere in between.
Choose extensions that feel most comfortable and stable for you,
not the ones your favorite tri-hero uses.

Some aerobars provide adjustment for pad height. This is another crucial factor in performance as well as comfort. Pads that
position the rider’s upper body so low that it impedes the rider’s
hip mobility may result in discomfort, biomechanical inefficiencies
and injuries. Pads that are too high will diminish aerodynamics.
Again, work with a competent bike fitter.
Another small detail that significant affects stability when you ride
aero is the tilt of the forearm pads. Some aero bars systems allow

Profile Design Aero Bars: “Ski Tip” (left), “S Bend” (right)
The second factor is the length of the extensions. When your forearms are comfortably positioned on the pads, you should be able
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to place your hands near the ends of the extensions with a relaxed grip and naturally aligned wrists. If you use bar-end shifters, you should be able to change gears without moving your
arms on the pads.
Conclusion
Your hand-to-bar connection (or in the case of aero bars, forearmto-pad connection) is vital for lateral stability. Your choice of hand
position affects this, and it affects your pelvic tilt, core engagement, navigation, and access to brakes and gears. The Bar
Sensing Exercise in the Audio Guides will assist you in examining the hand-to-bar connection as an energetic portal.
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Chapter 3

Rider Positioning Part 1

Putting It All Together: Rider Positions and Strategy
First Position
Standard Aero
To Push or To Pull

Section 1

Putting It All Together: Rider Positions and Strategy
INTRODUCTION

To repeat the central theme of Zendurance Cycling Technique: Effective cycling
technique is based on a dynamic harmonious relationship between you and your
beloved bike.
This relationship begins by developing a rider positioning strategy that is
appropriate for your training and racing goals. In this chapter, we will examine the
most common rider positions. We will consider criteria that factor into the
development of a rider positioning strategy.
Through that strategy, you articulate a vocabulary of riding positions. Yes, your
riding positions are a vital part of the relationship you have with your bike – part of
the dialogue. Consider these riding positions – and the subtle variety of
biomechanics that result from them – as part of the articulate, kinetic dialogue you
have with your bike.
Your vocabulary of riding positions combines specific seat positions with specific
hand/elbow positions and degrees of pelvic tilt. Each of these elements
individually may amount to just 2 or 3 options, but the combinations may total 6-10
or more subtle variations.
These positional combinations enable you to prioritize your needs for stability,
comfort, balance, sustainable endurance, respiration, power output, navigation,
vision and aerodynamics.
Your positioning strategy must respond to external factors: Terrain, road surface,
topography, turns, distance, speed, acceleration/deceleration, wind and weather
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conditions, race format (i.e., draft vs. non-draft), cadence,
resistance, and visibility requirements.
Your strategy must also respond to internal factors: Flexibility and
range of motion (especially in your hips, knees and hamstrings),
core abdominal strength, body proportions, overall fitness and
activity levels, cycling-specific fitness, current discomforts and
areas of fatigue, as well as past and present injuries.
I suggest you re-read these paragraphs and ponder each of
these elements as you visualize yourself being aware of and
responding to each, even in a race. (And don’t forget the “cool
factor”! There are times when you want to look composed and
fast, even if you don’t feel that way.)
It’s Pretty Subtle!
Even slight changes in your saddle and/or bar positions affect
many elements in your relationship with your bike and your
biomechanics.
They affect the relationship of your COM to your bike’s COM, your
pelvic tilt (how much you hinge at the hips), your low back profile,
spinal alignment and core engagement.
These in turn affect your power output, cadence, muscle group
use in your ankles, legs, core, upper body, arms and even hands
(and therefore your biomechanics), weight distribution to front
and rear wheels, ease of respiration, head/neck angle and visual
field, access to brakes and shifters. They also affect your
comfort, stability and balance, center of gravity and cornering
ability.

With time and persistence, you will develop the subtle sensitivity
and inner awareness that will help you to become discerning and
highly articulate in your rider positioning vocabulary, even as you
focus on the myriad external factors that require your attention.
Here is a principle tenet in the quest for excellence in any
endeavor – from cycling, to washing dishes to presiding over a
country: As you challenge and develop your perceptive capacity,
you develop the awareness to respond appropriately and
intelligently.
Your dynamic and harmonious relationship with your bike should
continue to grow in complexity and depth, just as a functional and
sincere marriage does. This process requires patience, tenacity,
consistency, curiosity, enthusiasm and passion.
Cycling Endurance Requires Diversity
Developing your personal rider positioning strategy is an effective
way to increase your endurance and to enjoy riding longer
distances with minimal agony. The more you can vary your
biomechanics and muscle group use (even subtle variations are
significant), the greater your endurance will be.
Technique diversity is a key element in cycling endurance. This
subtle articulation requires constant vigilance to how you are
relating to your bike. It requires the sensitive discernment to
know when you are creating unnecessary tension.
Practice!
As you consider all of the material I’m throwing at you regarding
positioning, I implore you to set your bike on a stationary stand
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and really investigate each position. Develop your intimate
familiarity with this material. Use a mirror to check your
positioning, especially your pelvic tilt, low back profile, Universal
Alignment Technique (UAT) and hip-knee-ankle joint alignment.

Let’s begin our examination of riding positions with the classic
road riding position I call “First Position”, shall we?

Rider Positioning Strategy
Riding positions are combinations of specific hand and saddle
positions, as well as specific degrees of pelvic tilt.
Each position has both positive and negative aspects. The key to
developing your strategy is to maximize the benefits and minimize
the detriments of each position in response to the aforementioned
lengthy list of external and internal conditions.
Loss of memory? Can’t remember all those conditions? Neither
can I. Here they are again:
These position combinations enable you to prioritize your needs
for stability, comfort, balance, sustainable endurance, respiration,
power output, navigation, vision and aerodynamics.
Your positioning strategy must respond to external factors:
Terrain, road surface, topography, turns, distance, speed,
acceleration/deceleration, wind and weather conditions, race
format (i.e., draft vs. non-draft), cadence, resistance, and visibility
requirements.
Your strategy must also respond to internal factors: Flexibility and
range of motion (especially in your hips, knees and hamstrings),
core abdominal strength, body proportions, overall fitness and
activity levels, cycling-specific fitness, current discomforts and
areas of fatigue, as well as past and present injuries.
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Section 2

First Position
INTRODUCTION

“First Position” is the name I use to identify the classic road cycling position that
riders have used since the early days of modern cycling.
I believe the evolution of First Position is a result of it’s similarity to the Almighty
Standing Athletic Position. It evolved from the feeling that if you pitch your pelvis
forward and bring your weight slightly towards the front of your feet, you can pedal
with more force and remain stable on your bike.

“First Position” – the classic road riding position
Riding in a casual upright “dinner table” position does not engage the core and
glute muscles. It’s great for a leisurely little “noodle” down the boardwalk, but it’s
impossible to produce much power unless you engage your core and glutes.
Also, First Position is more aerodynamic than a completely upright “dinner table”
position.
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Cycling Functions of Your Pelvic Core

up straight these muscles are not engaged.

This position combines a mid-saddle location with hands on the
brake hoods or the base bar. Your pelvis is pitched forward, with
a relatively flat low back and straight, elongated spine.

Remember, your pelvic core must perform three functions simultaneously as you ride. (This is another one of those things I repeat.
Do you remember what they are?) Developing a first position that
closely approximates your ASAP - optimizing the forward pitch of
your pelvis with a relatively flat low back, and the alignment of
your spine to engage your core and glutes - determines how well
your core can multitask as you ride.

This posture optimally positions and engages your pelvic core so
that it can perform all three of its cycling functions:
1) Provide a stable connection between you and your bike.
2) Orchestrate a smooth and continuous weight transfer from one
leg to the other to produce efficient power through the pedals.
3) Provide upper body support to keep your arms unweighted.

Video 11: ASAP Next To Bike With Mirror

Of all the rider positions, this one most closely resembles the Almighty Standing Athletic Position – hence the honorary title “First
Position”. (Note: In Ballet, “First Position” identifies a standing position just as vital to dance as our First Position is to cycling. I
studied and performed Modern Dance for over a decade.) Now
that I’ve formally introduced First Position, I will no longer use capital letters.
First Position and ASAP
First position on the bike closely resembles ASAP off the bike. In
your daily life, practice standing in your very best ASAP. Try it
every time you pass a mirror. (That ought to get the attention of
your co-workers!) Applying UAT, check for a flat low back, and
an elongated spine from base to crown. Remember your crown
aligns as an extension of your spine. (Your crown is near the
back of the top of your head, not at the hairline above your forehead.) Notice how well you engage your pelvic core muscles
and gluteus muscles while you do the ASAP squat. If you stand

Video 11: ASAP Next To Bike With Mirror guides you in evaluating your bike fit for riding in first position. It also clarifies the relationship between ASAP off the bike and first position on the bike.
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This is invaluable as you strive to closely approximate ASAP when
you ride for optimal core engagement.
It’s important to note that first position is optimal on a road bike.
Your First Position will be compromised in a triathlon/time trial
bike. (More on all of this later.)
After using this video, if you are unsure of your bike set-up for first
position – especially your road bike – work with a bike fitter.

Video 12: First Position: Basics

tion of first position on the bike. To summarize briefly, sit in your
mid-saddle location. Remember that your mid-saddle location
distributes the pressure most comfortably between the perineum
and the sit bones. (Use the Saddle Sensing Exercise to find your
mid-saddle position.)

Rest your hands lightly on the brake hoods or base bar with naturally aligned wrists. Elbows are soft and slightly bent. When you
position the pedals horizontally in the 3 and 9 o’clock position,
your flat low back and engaged core should support your upper
body so that you could let go of the bars and bring your upper
body to a vertical position without pushing off the bars with your
hands.
Important: Your capacity to do this will be greater when most of
your weight is in your legs and the pedals, and not in the saddle.
You can test this on the stationary stand.
Pelvic Tilt and Low Back Profile:
When you ride - stationary or open road - exercise awareness
about how your pelvic tilt and low back profile affect:
-

Your stability in the saddle

-

Your muscle recruitment for pedaling

-

The saddle pressure you experience

Basics

Begin to consciously articulate your pelvic pitch and low back profile to change these elements of your cycling technique.

Video 12: First Position: Basics presents an in-depth investiga-

Video 13: First Position: Focus on Pelvic Pitch and Low Back
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Profile provides an examination of pelvic tilt and low back profile
in first position.

Video 13: First Position: Focus on Pelvic Pitch and Low
Back Profile

Low back profiles: Flat and rounded
As with every element of technique, after you watch the video,
you may wonder, so what’s the ideal, textbook-perfect position?
Should I ride with a razor-straight flat low back and pitchedforward pelvis? Or should I ride with a round “beach ball” low
back?
There is no single ideal posture or position. Likewise, there is no
one perfect pedaling technique with optimal biomechanics. The
ideal position, like the ideal pedal stroke with optimal biomechanics, is the one that works best in this moment, given the current
external factors, this bike setup and your current body conditions.
It is your astute awareness of these factors, as well as your current vocabulary of riding positions and your capacity to articulate
those positions that determines your level of comfort, stability, balance, power, endurance and efficiency.
For now, focus on your pelvic tilt and low back profile as you ride
– both stationary and open road - and be aware of how even subtle changes here affect many other elements of your technique,
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biomechanics, balance, comfort and performance. We will revisit
the issue of low back profile in relationship to lateral stability in an
upcoming section titled “To Push or To Pull?”

Video 14: First Position: UAT Focus

UAT and First Position
When you apply UAT:
-

There should be lots of space between your shoulders and
your ears.

-

Your chin and lower jaw are retracted.

-

The back of your neck is long and straight.

-

You are leading with the crown of your head.

You can verify these with a mirror, or with a training partner.)
Video 14: First Position: UAT Focus presents an examination of
UAT in first position on the road bike. Video 15: First Position:
UAT Focus on TT Bike presents an examination of UAT in first
position on the tri bike.
Remember, if you alternate between ASAP with UAT (off the bike)
and first position (on the bike) it will help you to develop optimal
core engagement and spinal alignment for stability, power and
comfort when you ride.
Now let’s consider the myriad factors that play into selecting first
position as the optimal riding position for this moment:
External Factors
This position is optimal for flat and rolling terrain with light to moderate winds, both drafting and non-drafting. It’s also optimal for

draft-legal peloton riding even in windier conditions. (Triathletes!
Remember, if you are riding in a tight pack, you must ride in first
position. Keep your hands near your brakes and stay off the aero
bars!)
First position also works well for sustained climbs on gentle to
moderate hills. With the exception of a steep-angled tri bike, you
can ride comfortably in this position for long periods of time. On
a road bike, this is the primary riding position. For triathletes riding hilly and long courses, this may also serve as a frequently
used alternative to aero position on flat and rolling terrain and as
a primary position for the sustained climbs.
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Video 15: First Position: UAT Focus on TT Bike

In first position, your visual field and respiration are optimal. You
have access to your brakes and (with STI levers) your gears. On
a road bike, riding in first position optimally distributes your
weight over the front and rear wheels, maximizing your stability
and handling, so it’s a great position for cornering and negotiating
rough roads.
Detriments
Riding in first position, your upper body creates a lot of wind resistance. You must constantly evaluate the power generating advantages of this position versus the lack of aerodynamics. (Note: On
a steep tri bike, you may actually develop more power in aero position, simply because the seat is too far forward for an optimal
first position.)

Benefits
Since this position most closely resembles the ASAP, you maximally engage your core and glutes for stability, pedaling and upper body support. Your hips are open and your low back is relatively flat. This riding position enables you to vary your cadence,
resistance and pedaling biomechanics at your widest ranges.
With respect to technique, the key to endurance is your ability to
vary these parameters - even slightly - rather than constantly pedaling with exactly the same form and biomechanics. This makes
first position optimal for endurance and comfort – provided your
bike is well set-up for it.

If you are truly using your core to support your upper body, most
of your weight will be in the pedals and the saddle. If most of
your body weight rests on the saddle for a prolonged period of
time, you may experience saddle soreness or numbness from the
unchanging concentration of weight on the pressure points. Your
mid-saddle location is least likely to cause this; but sooner or
later, you will feel it. Riding in first position, you rely chiefly on
your low back and abdominals for upper body support and these
muscles are subject to fatigue.

Summary
First position is the best position for learning to engage your core
and gluteus muscles for pedaling power, stability and for upper
body support. You will quickly learn how to use the saddle to sta50

bilize your core and to link your COM with your bike’s COM. It is
also optimal for imprinting UAT so that you avoid chronic tension
in your neck and shoulders and lead with the crown of your head,
not your forehead. You can explore and develop the widest
range of efficient pedaling biomechanics in first position.
Novice triathletes can benefit greatly from training in first position.
This is true even if the rider positioning strategy s/he is developing for specific triathlon racing goals does not emphasize this position. The perfect scenario for novice triathletes who will ride
mostly in aero position, but want to quickly improve cycling technique: Acquire both a road geometry bike that offers an ideal first
position set-up close to her/his ASAP, and a steeper tri bike for
predominantly aero position riding. Don’t discount this emphasis
on riding in first position – many professional triathletes ride road
bikes for early season base and strength building.

at Mount Van Hoevenburg, the 1980 Olympic Nordic Ski venue,
just 10K from home. I reserve the stationary bike stand for technique study and specific interval workouts.)
As you approach your racing season, you can shift your training
to the tri bike. If your wallet is slim, you can certainly set up a single bike to accommodate both positions. (This is ideal if you are
training and racing on hilly courses.) Typically this single-bike
set-up means you will position the saddle further back and the
bars up higher and further back than a steep angled time trial
bike. (Seek out a fit specialist who has experience working with
long course triathletes to dial in your perfect hybrid.)

Your road bike might be of lesser quality, to serve simply as training tool. (Don’t tell my roadie friends I said that.) Cyclocross
bikes also serve well for this; they are versatile enough for rough
roads and marginal weather conditions and are designed for First
Position riding. If you ride with a group, keep in mind that a heavier, less expensive road bike will require you to work a little harder
to keep up.
Early season training can focus mostly on developing strong
core-based technique on the road bike, in a position close to your
ASAP, as you build an aerobic base. (If you live in a cold winter
climate, speed skating or nordic skate skiing can serve the same
purpose. Correct skate skiing technique requires the athlete to
assume a squatting position very similar to ASAP. I savor my winter metabolic base and strength building workouts - skate skiing
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Section 3

Standard Aero Position
INTRODUCTION

Ah, tri geeks rejoice! Familiar territory at last! Now you can look cool and (at
least) feel fast!
For some triathletes, this may be the only position in your vocabulary. This was certainly the case when I first began cycling seriously for triathlon. I lived on the Big
Island of Hawaii when I first got “sucked” into the Ironman obsession. I trained
and raced for years on the almighty Queen Ka’ahumanu Highway, through the rolling and exposed desert. There is only one way to ride through this land of wailing
wind – aero position. When I sat up to ride, I got blown backwards!
The toughest part of Hawaii Ironman is riding 112 miles in aero position, without
any discernment of the subtleties of riding positions and biomechanics. By Mile
90 on the bike, I started to drool at the thought of a marathon in the heat and humidity, like a poolside mint julep in a lounge chair.
Moving to Lake Placid was a true and abrupt awakening. I discovered that there
really were other riding positions in triathlon! And, I discovered that I was not efficiently producing force by maximally engaging my pelvic core and glutes. In fact,
it was these discoveries (and my experience as a bike fit technician) that led me to
develop this rider position-based Zendurance Cycling Technique. I have discovered that there is more than one “aero position”. Subtle, consciously articulated
variations in my posture as well as my saddle and bar positions make a big difference.
The primary benefit of aero position is... yup, aerodynamics. You reduce your
body’s drag in the wind. The faster you go, the more wind resistance you encoun52

ter, and the more significant aerodynamics become. Primarily,
you reduce your body’s drag by minimizing the frontal area of
your body. The precious watts you generate move you forward
rather than battling the wind’s resistance. However, you also reduce drag by cleaning up the flow of the wind over your body’s
surface. Specifically, the wind needs to leave the surface and
continue on its merry way behind you without turbulence. Keep
your clothing snug, your bottles and accessories to a minimum.

the core and glutes as much as a flatter low back position. The
best strategy for long distance is the ability to articulate pelvic
pitch and low back profile throughout the range, since varying pelvic tilt/low back profile will vary biomechanics and muscle group
use, and delay the onset of fatigue.

A secondary benefit to riding in aero position: This is by far the
coolest image you project as a triathlete. You will look fast, even if
you are not.

Do What Works

Pelvic Tilt and Low Back Profile
Standard Aero Position combines a mid-saddle location with
hands/elbows on the aero bars. Pelvic tilt and low back profile
vary significantly from rider to rider. If the seat angle is very
steep, (seat positioned far forward relative to the bottom bracket)
then the hips are very open, even if the bars are positioned much
lower than the seat. Given a wide range of mobility in the hips
and low back, you may be able to tilt the pelvis very far forward
and achieve a relatively flat low back, so that your spine is fairly
straight and elongated from base to crown.
Some riders prefer to round the lower back, with less pelvic tilt.
This keeps the hips more open for leg power, but may not engage

Using ASAP, we have examined how pelvic tilt and low back profile help to engage and stabilize the pelvic core muscles. We
have explored the similarities between ASAP and First Position on
the bike. In aero position, don’t feel that you must ride with a
razor-straight flat low back. Examine what ranges of pelvic tilt
and low back profile work for you in your aero position. Examine
how these articulations affect your comfort, stability and performance and respond accordingly.

Remember that a steep seat angle set-up may not be appropriate
if your training and racing goals focus on hilly courses with variable winds. Just because your favorite triathlon hero slices
through the relentless wailing winds of the Kona Coast with his/
her head mere inches above the searing pavement, riding in a flying wedge shape, does not mean it is the most effective positioning strategy for your body and your goals.
However, if your main goal is to look sleek and cool on the bike,
regardless of how slow you are on that hilly course, or how miserable you might feel when you dismount and waddle along on the
run, doubled over with your shoulders glued to your ears…
With a mirror at your side, you can explore aero position on the
stationary stand, and experiment with pelvic tilt. As you flatten
your low back and tilt your pelvis forward, look down at your
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Another consideration in the range of pelvic tilt has to do with saddle pressure. As you flatten your low back and tilt your pelvis,
your saddle weight will shift away from your sit bones and towards your perineum. This can cause more saddle discomfort.

knees to make sure they are not flaring out to the sides at the top
of the pedal stroke. (Position a mirror in front to check this.) This
is an indication that you are exceeding the maximum range of motion for flexing (folding) your hips.

Triathletes often struggle with a dilemma here. Slide back in the
saddle, and you may alleviate some of the pressure to the perineum, but you close down the hip angle, stress the hamstrings,
glutes and low back muscles, and create a longer reach to the
bars. Slide forward in the saddle and you open up the hip angle,
shorten up the reach to the bars, but you may increase the pressure on the perineum.

You can open your hips up using one or a combination of these
adjustments:

If you use your range of pelvic tilt effectively, you can vary the
pressure for the sake of comfort as you vary the biomechanics for
the sake of endurance. This variation may be fairly subtle, but it
does make a difference.

1) Round your low back and decrease the forward-pitch of your
pelvis.

Finally, remember this: The more weight you keep in the pedals,
the less you have in the saddle.

2) Raise the forearm pads or the whole aerobar unit.
3) Move forward on your saddle, or move your saddle forward.

Videos 16 & 17: Aero Position: Pelvic Tilt Parts 1&2 present an
examination of pelvic tilt and low back profile in aero position.

4) Increase saddle height.

Upper Body Posture in Aero Position

5) Decrease the length of your crankarms.

Core stability is more challenging in aero position than in first position. This is one reason I recommend that novices invest adequate time training in first position to develop the neuromuscular
skills for core stability while pedaling.

Your best course of action is to work with a bike fit specialist.
Be aware that as you change your pelvic pitch and low back profile or move fore-aft on the saddle, you may change the reach to
your aerobars.

In aero position, you may have less weight in the saddle, since
more of your upper body weight may rest in your arms as you
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Video 16: Aero Position Pelvic Tilt Part 1

Compact aero position for lateral stability

slide forward. The decrease in saddle weight (especially at the
sit bones) coupled with varying degrees of pelvic tilt can compromise core stability. Also, as you move forward towards the nose
of the saddle, you are perched on a narrower platform.
All of these factors affect pedaling power and lateral stability. The
remedy for this requires excellent upper body posture. Keep your
position compact. Make sure your shoulders are retracted, with
lots distance between your ears and shoulders. This compact position offers optimal lateral stability for your core.
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Video 18: Aero Position Upper Body Focus Part 1

In aero position, it may be difficult to lead with your crown if you
are used to craning your neck and leading with your forehead.
The tendency to do this comes from the desire to look out ahead
and maximize your field of vision. Nothing wrong with survival instinct!
Videos 18 & 19: Aero Position: Upper Body Focus Parts 1 & 2
examine upper body posture in aero position, particularly UAT, as
well as sighting strategies.

Video 19:
17: Aero Position Upper
Pelvic Tilt
Body
Part
Focus
2 Part 2

Maintaining UAT on the aerobars will help you in two ways. First it
will alleviate that neck and shoulder tension so many of us have
come to dread on those long rides in aero position. (Ever have
that feeling of “shoulder cement” when you transition to run?) Second, it will solve the core stability problem mentioned above, because you will keep your shoulders connected to your core.
UAT allows you to engage your lat muscles along the sides of
your upper torso, just below your arm pits. Engaging your lat
muscles connects your shoulders and upper body to your pelvic
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Video 20: Aero Position Shoulder Variations

tal area and field of vision) by changes in shoulder posture.
Video 20: Aero Position Shoulder Variations examines this.
External Factors
Standard aero position works best on flat to rolling terrain in all
kinds of headwind and crosswind conditions. The only exception
might be extremely erratic crosswinds that can suddenly pitch
you sideways. (A perfect example of this is the return from Hawi
to Kawaihae on the Hawaii Ironman course, where the winds alternate suddenly from tailwind to crosswind. Riders have been
blown off the road along this stretch. In fact, some riders have
even been lifted off the ground with their bikes.) You will be more
stable if you stay on the base or drop bars in these conditions.
Standard aero position also works well for moderate ascents
where the power advantages of riding upright in first position are
outweighed by headwinds or crosswinds. As mentioned above,
you must constantly consider topography and wind conditions in
your choice to prioritize aerodynamics versus power output. In
your focus to hammer forward, do not lose touch with the mental
composure and reserve required for this vigilance.

core for lateral stability. Hunching your shoulders causes chronic
tension in your neck and shoulders. It also it disconnects the
“yoke” of your shoulders and arms from your core and diminishes
lateral stability.
As you train in aero position, make this perfection of upper body
posture a priority, especially on your stationary stand with the aid
of a mirror.
You can alter the height of your upper body (and hence your fron-

If you find yourself riding with a tail wind on a predominantly aero
position course, sit up in first position and give yourself a break.
The glutes, low back and hamstrings are stressed in aero position, since they are working hard in a lengthened state. The variation in riding position will grant certain muscle groups a recovery,
before you have to return to the aero hunker.
Benefits
Standard aero position is… well, it’s aerodynamic. In a mid57

saddle location, it is still reasonably comfortable and sustainable.
Keep in mind that your mid-saddle location for standard aero may
be slightly different than for first position. Mine is slightly more forward in aero.
Determining factors that vary between these two mid-saddle locations (for first and aero positions) include your pelvic pitch –
which changes the distribution of weight and pressure between
your sit bones and perineum – and the distance from seat to bars
versus the distance to the elbow pads. Aero position relieves
your abdominal core and low back from supporting your upper
body. It reduces overall saddle weight (though it may increase
weight and pressure on the perineum and in your shoulders).

rower bar stance that relies on the elbows for lateral stability may
compromise handling, especially in strong erratic winds. Your visual field is limited and respiration may not be as efficient as in first
position, especially if your elbow pads are narrowly positioned.
As mentioned above, you may feel more pressure and discomfort
on the perineum from the increased pelvic tilt. Aero position also
requires more head and neck support and challenges you to
maintain UAT.
Summary

On a tri bike with a steep seat tube angle, aero position should be
the most comfortable, sustainable position. Compared to first position, you may have slightly less range of cadence, pedaling
force and biomechanics, but they should all have a fairly wide
range. (Again, this will depend on the geometry and set-up of
your bike.) With a steep seat tube angle, you may actually produce more power and sustain a higher cadence in aero position,
since your first position set-up is less than optimal.

Like first position, standard aero position is a versatile, sustainable position that allows you to pedal at a wide range of cadence
and under a wide range of load. It is not as close to ASAP as is
first position, but is more aerodynamic. Generally, (and this depends on your bike’s geometry and setup), your power production will be slightly lower in aero versus first, but your speed may
be greater due to the aerodynamic efficiency. Developing core
stability for pedaling power by training in first position can improve core stability in aero. UAT vigilance, (particularly shoulder
placement) will also improve core stability and pedal power in
aero position.

Detriments

Have Your Cake and Eat it Too!

Standard aero position deviates from ASAP. The hips are folded
at a more acute angle and the upper body is pitched farther forward with less weight in the saddle. Consequently, core stability
and engagement is diminished to a degree dependent upon the
bike’s geometry and set-up, and the rider’s flexibility and use of
the upper body.

It is possible to adjust your bike so you can ride comfortably in
both first position and a moderately low aero position – given adequate core strength and hip flexibility.
For hilly courses, I ride a set-up that accommodates both positions well. For this set-up, I slightly tilt the nose of my Fizik Arione
Tri saddle high for two reasons:

Aero position places more weight on the front wheel. The nar58

First, it gives me the seat height I need to ride low aero up front
without bumping my knees to my chest. But, I perch right on the
end of the nose to get as far forward over the bottom bracket as
possible and to keep my hips open. I keep enough of my weight
in the pedals to tolerate the pressure of “riding the rivet”.
Second, when I slide way to the rear of my saddle, to climb in first
position, I can (just barely) shift my weight far enough behind the
bottom bracket to alleviate most of the weight from my arms. The
nose-high tilt of the saddle makes it easier to stay at the rear of
the saddle without having to push on the bars. However, on
steep slopes I have to pull on the base bar – both for lateral stability, and to keep from sliding too far back in the saddle.
There is always a “give and take”. The high nose and low rear
give me the ideal saddle heights for both extremes. This kind of
strategy only works for a saddle that is long enough and appropriately shaped to accommodate extreme fore and aft riding positions.
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Section 4

To Push or To Pull?
CONCLUSION

We have now examined the basic elements of both first position and aero position.
However, it is essential that we examine and compare one more element of both
positions – lateral stability. This element will be most significant as you apply more
force (body weight) to the pedals. Providing lateral stability differs significantly
between First and Aero Position.
Throughout Zendurance Cycling, I emphasize a pitched-forward pelvis and a flat
low back for pelvic core muscle engagement. For instance, first position uses a
flat back, combined with a mid-saddle location. Ideally, your hands are “resting”
on the hoods/ base bar. However, there is no Commandment of Cycling that
mandates a razor straight low back. This is why I use the term “relatively flat low
back” throughout this material.
As you ride in first position – on a road bike with a setback saddle or a tri bike with
a forward-mounted saddle – keep in mind that your core must simultaneously
perform those three tasks I’ve mentioned repeatedly. (Please step to the front of
the class right now and write those three tasks on the board.)
A flat low back and a pitched forward pelvis train you to maximally engage your
pelvic core to perform these three tasks. I recommend combining a flat low back
with virtually weightless hands and arms to neuro-muscularly train your pelvic core
for these tasks – especially when you are focusing on technique improvement.
However, like swimming drills, use this practice as a tool for developing your
technique and not as an absolute rule for riding.
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In the “real world”, when you ride in first position, and rest your
hands on or slightly behind the hoods, or on the tri base bar, you
will support some weight in your arms and upper body. Provided
it is not excessive, this weight support serves a positive function –
it translates to a slight pushing into your pelvic core for lateral
stability.

compact aero position versus the instability of a stretched-out
position. If you study successful time-trial and triathlete cyclists,
you will see that the vast majority ride in a compact position. This

This is most effective for first position when your fore-aft balance
is correct: Your hips are optimally positioned on the saddle,
behind the bottom bracket to alleviate weight from your arms and
hands. Many cyclists slightly round the low back in response to
the slight push on the bars, rather than keeping the low back
razor straight.
To reiterate, practice riding with weightless hands and arms and
using your pelvic core as much as possible (with a “relatively flat
low back”) to create that stable connection with your bike through
the saddle. This will minimize reliance on your arms and hands
for support of lateral stability. It’s just a good exercise to practice.
However, as you ride in first position, it is OK to use your arms for
some weight support, and to translate that upper body
engagement into a pushing force that provides lateral stability.
The goal is to use the large enduring muscles of the core as
much as possible and to use your upper body and arms
judiciously.

is for the sake of lateral stability, which translates to efficient
power production and navigational stability.

In a compact position, as your pedal force increases, you begin
to pull lightly on the bars to engage your lat muscles for that
lateral stability. This engagement connects your arms and
shoulders to your core. While your forearms are critical for
stability, you may use your hands to help with the pull.

Aero position is a completely different task with respect to lateral
stability.

It’s not unusual for novice triathletes to resist a compact position.
The primary reason for this is the attempt to provide lateral
stability by pushing on the bars, rather than pulling. (These
athletes tend to angle their aero bars upward.)

I have emphasized already the key role your forearms play in
providing lateral stability. I have also discussed the value of a

Pushing on the bars in aero position compromises efficiency: It
drives your pelvis aft in the saddle, closing your hips. It causes
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chronic upper body tension and disconnects your upper body
from your core, making navigational stability difficult. Pushing in
aero position is not an effective way to engage your pelvic core
muscles or to articulate a full range of pelvic pitch.
Pulling in Aero Position is a more natural way to engage both your
abdominal and low back muscles, as well as your spinal
stabilizers – without undue tension in your shoulders. You are
more able to articulate pelvic pitch and pelvic core engagement.
Summary
As resistance at the pedals increases – hill climbing, turning a big
gear, high output – you will supplement your pelvic core’s lateral
stability with your hands, arms and upper body. In First Position,
this is generally accomplished by pushing on the bars. In Aero
Position, this is accomplished by pulling on the bars. Providing
lateral stability is perhaps the biggest fundamental difference in
technique between classic road cycling and time trialling.
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Chapter 4

Rider Positioning Part 2

Rider Positioning: Climbing
Aero Climbing Position
Standing Hill Climbing

Section 1

Rider Positioning Part 2: Climbing
INTRODUCTION

Seated Climbing Position
Uh-oh, the party’s over! Here come the hills!
If you dread climbing hills on your bike, remember it’s the almighty hills that build
strength and tenacity. As you climb those noble hills to their lofty summits, your
cadence will probably slow due to the increase in resistance. It is this combination
of slow cadence and high resistance that challenge you to develop core stability,
as well as core and leg strength, so that you can keep more of your body weight in
the pedals and off the saddle.
The best rider position for seated climbing combines a rear-saddle location with
hands on the hoods/base bar. Basically, it’s first position with an aft saddle position. How extreme is that aft saddle position? That is contingent – in part – on
your saddle choice and the steepness of the hill. Hill climb repeats provide the opportunity to refine your saddle position and technique.
For triathletes with a simple base bar, there may not be as many hand position options for climbing. Equipment choices must be considered based on the rider positioning strategy you are developing for specific courses and terrain. Some base
bars offer a wider range of hand positions than others.
Seated climbing positions work best for sustained climbing at slow to moderate cadence. The additional width of the saddle in the aft position, as well as the additional distance from the bottom bracket are optimal for climbing but are not the
best for spinning at a fast cadence. This is a strength position that maximizes core
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stability for generating pedaling force from the glutes and core.
Aft Saddle
As you slide back on the saddle, it gets wider. Use the Saddle
Sensing Exercise to locate an aft-saddle position that allows you
to push your sit bones back and pin them against the sides of the
saddle. Depending on your saddle and your set-up, this aft position may be only slightly behind your mid-saddle location. Remember, even very subtle changes in position can be effective.
If your saddle is wide enough to provide these sit bone contact
points, they can serve as anchor points for pelvic core stabilization as you drive with your legs. Sliding back also moves your
COM farther behind the bike’s COM to help with that anchoring.
Biomechanically, this aft saddle position may make it easier to
drive the pedals forward over the top of the stroke, to transition
through the bottom of the stroke and to un-weight the pedals
through the back of the stroke. This aft-saddle advantage can
compensate for the decrease in centrifugal force caused by your
slower cadence. Finally, sliding aft on the saddle slightly increases your seat height (assuming a level saddle) by increasing
the distance between the saddle and the bottom bracket. Your
knees will fold less as you cope with the increased resistance.
Again: To Push or Pull?
In the aft-saddle position, as you climb, position your hands on
the bars to optimize lateral stability in response to the increased
resistance of climbing. The standard hood position on the drop
bars with integrated shifters gives you access to your gears and
the most comfortable wrist and hand orientation. However you

may choose to shorten your reach and ride more upright by moving your hands back on the bars – either slightly behind the
hoods (hands and wrists in the natural orientation) or back on the
cross bar (hands and wrists oriented perpendicular to the direction of travel). As always, even slight changes can be significant.
In your aft saddle location, you can choose a hand position that
allows you to push against the bar to help stabilize your sit bones
against the back of the saddle. For moderate efforts, experiment
with your low back profile. You can slightly round your low back
and scoop your abdomen as you lightly push.
When climbing in the aft saddle position, this method of lightly
pushing on the bars as you slightly round your back is an effective way to provide core stability and engage your core muscles
in pedaling. It is a slight change-up to the flat low back technique
of engaging your pelvic core for stability and strength.
This change-up allows you to rest and stretch some of the muscles that you engage almost continuously when you keep your
low back flat and pelvis pitched forward. When you develop and
refine this strategy for hill climbing, you use the change in topography to your advantage. This pushing technique works well for
easy-to-moderately challenging climbs.
On easy sustained seated climbs, I sometimes opt to round my
entire back and neck briefly for the purpose of stretching and relaxation, without compromising stability. (I may even shrug or
hunch my shoulders briefly!) I do this with my hands positioned
back on the cross bar. I can still use core muscles while pedaling, as long as I focus on that. Positioning your hands back on
the cross bar may not be as effective for lateral stability as plac65

ing them slightly behind the hoods – hence it may bring relief, but
works only on easy ascents.
In contrast, you may choose to pull against the bar to flatten out
your low back and pitch your pelvis forward and press down
against the saddle. You may find that pulling on the bars for stability works best by reaching far forward and gripping the pivot
points of the brake levers (forward of the hoods) on your drop
bars, or the extreme ends of the base bar horns, also at the brake
pivots. The extra reach will straighten your elbows more and
lengthen your arms to make it easier to pull.
This pulling technique works very well for the most challenging
seated climbs. Pulling on the bars, with a flat low back and extreme pelvic pitch is the strongest seated climbing position for
me. And, by pitching forward, I get some of my weight over the
front wheel.
To summarize, a top priority for sustained climbing in the saddle
is lateral stability - as you endure (enjoy?) the challenge of slow
cadence and high resistance. As the pitch of the hill increases,
your cadence slows and your pedal resistance increases. You
will use more of your upper body to provide lateral stability – either by pushing or pulling. For efficiency and sustainability, you
must provide this lateral stability with the least amount of muscular tension possible.

Seated climbing: Left: Aft saddle, light push on bars.
Right: pulling on bars, while pressing forward with pelvis.
Determine the best combinations of pelvic pitch and low back profile, as well as hand positions, so that you have two distinct
choices – provided your bike set-up allows for this. I am able to
articulate both pulling and pushing positions for seated climbing
on both my road bike and my tri bike – despite the significant difference in fore aft saddle set-up.
The length of my saddle is a significant factor in this ability. Balancing these two techniques for hilly terrain is an effective way to
enhance your endurance. However, a short saddle may not afford such diversity.
To study these two methods of creating lateral stability, practice
on a long hill, so you can sustain each position for several minutes. I practice on a hill that takes 18 minutes to climb at a moderate aerobic pace – with grades ranging from 5% - 12%. I usually
keep my cadence low – 50-60 rpm – to challenge and focus on
my lateral stability without scorching my aerobic system. This
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gives me lots of time to examine my push technique and my pull
technique and my ability to transition from one to the other.
Just Relax! This Won’t Hurt At All!
It is easy to turn hill climbing into misery: Grit your teeth, tense
every muscle in your body and distort your face into your ugliest
grimace. The result? You emphasize the agony and you waste
lots of energy maintaining unnecessary tension. As you fight with
your bike on the way uphill, you will swerve and wobble around
on the road like a drunken sailor.
Unnecessary tension impedes your breathing and circulation. Instead of responding to the increased challenge by tensing the
rest of your body, learn to be calm, relaxed and mentally present
in your experience. Concentrate on maintaining lateral and core
stability, saddle silence and a smooth pedal stroke. Stay light in
your upper body as you maintain UAT. Keep your shoulders from
hunching close to your ears. Remember, UAT. Relax. After all,
you are simply ascending a hill on your nimble bicycle, beholding
the majestic alpine vistas. You’re not down in the coal mines
wielding a pick. Be grateful for the opportunity.
Be very discerning in your upper body muscle recruitment when
you climb. Engage only what you need to in your upper body,
arms and hands for core stability and pedal force (as when you
push or pull on the bars). Jettison the rest of your tension at the
bottom of the hill before you begin climbing. Keep your breath as
slow and deep as you can – that helps to cue the relaxation, as
does a relaxed facial expression.

In seated climbing position, concentrate on driving your bike forward in a straight line, like a knife, up the hill without a lot of leaning or swerving. This requires mindfulness and discernment, as
well as core strength and agility. It is a true art to climb well as
you maintain composure and serenity. Hill interval training is a
great opportunity to develop this artful skill, as you concentrate
on all the relaxation cues just mentioned. The focus is to climb
calmly and efficiently as the intensity builds, without fighting the
bike or your own body.
Videos 21 – 24: Seated Climbing Parts 1–4 present an intensive investigation of seated climbing.
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Video 21: Seated Climbing Part 1: Aft Saddle

Video 23: Seated Climbing Part 3: Hand Positions
Road Bike

Video 22: Seated Climbing Part 2: Pelvic Pitch and
Low Back Profile (TT vs Road)

Video 24: Seated Climbing Part 4: Hand Positions Tri
Bike
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External Factors
Seated climbing position works best for sustained climbs on moderate to steep hills that require strength and staying power from
your legs and core, combined with optimal respiration and minimal exertion in the rest of your body. Sustainable power production takes precedence over aerodynamics. It is assumed you are
not climbing into strong headwinds.

Benefits
The width of your aft-saddle location provides the most effective
stabilization anchor for pedaling with a slow to moderate cadence
under heavy resistance. This makes it a great choice for sustained efforts that may tax your legs, but will prevent your heart
rate and respiration from red-lining. In the aft saddle location, you
maximize your seat height and minimize knee flexion for better
pedal leverage – two more factors that optimize your pedal force
potential.
Positioning your hands on the brake hoods, you have instant access to gear selection, which is a crucial part of hill climbing strategy. (Triathletes with bar ends will need to reach to shift, momentarily compromising core stability and force production.) Positioning the hands slightly aft, brings your arms closer and your torso
to a more upright position. This enables you to push against the
bar for lateral stability. This aft saddle location offers the greatest
range of pelvic orientation and a wide range of pedaling biomechanics. Your visual field is at a maximum, so look around and
enjoy the scenery as you put the sear to your legs!

(Once you reach the summit of that beast, remember to slide forward slightly in the saddle, increase the cadence and get up to
speed quickly, then relax and recover. Slogging along for a few
minutes at the crest and initial descent of the hill – with your
tongue hanging out and a glazed look in your eyes – will cost you
time. Get up to speed first, then drool.)
Detriments
This is not an aerodynamic position. For riders who are already
stretched out on the bike, sliding to the rear of the saddle will exacerbate this condition. However the pitch of the hill raises the
front end of the bike, so this additional reach may not be perceivable. For high-cadence pedaling, an extreme aft saddle location
does not work as well as a mid saddle location.

Summary
Of all the external factors, topography is often the greatest determinant of rider position (followed closely by wind conditions). Cadence and speed (along with morale) usually decrease while ascending hills. Emphasis shifts from aerodynamic efficiency to sustainable power transmission through core and leg strength. The
intent is to ascend the hill while staying aerobic – and this requires that core and leg strength.
Establish at least two hand positions on the road bars or tri base
bar and pair them with two low back profiles (and hence two degrees of pelvic pitch) so that you can generate lateral stability by
either pushing or pulling on the bars. Typically, these two techniques employ aft-saddle positions.
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A mid-saddle position will enable you to maintain a moderate to
high cadence for gradual to moderate hills. In this position, if you
elect to flatten the low back and pitch the pelvis forward, position
the hands on the brake hoods of the road bars or near the forward ends of the tri base bar.
For more demanding sustained climbs, use the aft saddle
position. Drive smoothly with the legs, at a slower cadence and
anchor your pelvis against the back of the seat with your sit
bones. Experiment with maintaining a forward-tilted pelvis with a
flat low back to emphasize your “back body” strength versus a
rolled-back pelvis and curved spine to emphasize your “front
body” strength. If you elect to climb a very steep hill while
seated, you may have to lean forward and low, flattening the low
back and bringing more weight forward just to keep the front
wheel on the ground.
Effective sustained climbing is contingent on economy of energy.
Even at high intensity, you must distinguish between those parts
of your body required for the ascent and those parts that are not.
As you train on hills, do some of your repeats with the primary focus of relaxing those areas that are not required – particularly
your upper torso, shoulders, neck and facial muscles. Remember, guide your bike like a knife up the hill. Imagine you are cutting through the competition!
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Section 2

Aero Climbing Position
INTRODUCTION

For ascents that include headwinds or crosswinds, you may need to re-prioritize
power production versus aerodynamics. Establish and train in an aero climbing
position if you anticipate windy climbs in your races. Aero climbing position may
be your default climbing position, regardless of wind conditions – if you ride a very
steep tri bike and have difficulty producing power in first position with your hands
on the base bar.
On a road bike without aerobars, you may reduce your frontal area even as you
continue to position your hands on the hoods – by bending your elbows more to
lower your upper body. Wrap your fingers down around the hoods and pull or
push against the bars for additional core stability. Again, minimize the tension
throughout your upper body.
You can also position your hands down low on the drop portion of the bars for better aerodynamics without bending your elbows so much. This may decrease the
total energy expenditure in your upper body for lateral stability. The limiter for lowering your upper body is most often the closure of your hip angle.
Remember that a lower upper body (more aerodynamic) position on a road geometry bike with the seat positioned further back closes your hip angle and impedes
your power production. A mid or forward saddle position will keep your hips more
open than an aft saddle position while in aero position; however, you lose the sit
bone anchor points of the wider aft saddle. The lack of anchor points can be a significant loss of stability - just when you need to maximize stability for slow-cadence
high-resistance climbing.
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Use your forearm contact with the aero bar pads and the integrity
of your upper body with your abdominal core (shoulders rolled
back and down) to maximize lateral stability. You must also use
your upper body to maintain your forward saddle position for optimal hip position over your pedals. Your weight is directed down
as vertically as possible.
Compatibility

Climbing in aero position
The dilemma: Move aft to gain the anchor points of the wider saddle and your hips close. Move forward to open your hips and
lose the anchor points.
Lateral and Core Stability
To regain the lateral and core stabilization you lose in aero position by perching on the narrow nose of your saddle, use your upper body efficiently: Rotate your shoulders down and back, away
from your ears, and contract your lat muscles to maximally connect your shoulders to your core. Pull on the aero bars to further
activate and maximize core stability in this aero position so you
can turn the pedals and still guide your bike like a knife up the
hill.
The nose of the saddle provides little aide for lateral stability.
However, moving forward in the saddle positions your hips more
directly over the bottom bracket. This vertical alignment makes it
easier to weight the pedals.

For climbing, these two seated riding positions – 1) Seated, aftsaddle first position, and 2) Seated fore-saddle aero position –
may not be compatible on a single bike. Here’s why: A TT bike
may not allow you to move far enough behind the bottom bracket
where you can gain enough horizontal leverage (your hips positioned far enough behind the pedals) – to effectively anchor your
sit bones against the wide flange for lateral stability.
This is contingent on saddle selection as well as frame geometry.
A long saddle, like the Fizik Arione, may provide enough fore-aft
variation. With this saddle, I can ride on the nose to get far
enough forward over the BB for efficiency in aero position, and
still slide far enough aft to anchor my sit bones for seated climbing. A shorter saddle, like the ISM, provides optimal comfort and
blood flow, but limits fore-aft adjustability. (Your rider positioning
strategy is contingent on saddle choice.)
Conversely, a road geometry bike may not allow you to move far
enough forward over the bottom bracket to climb in aero position
with your hips open and vertically aligned to drop your weight directly into the pedals. In addition, positioning your hands on the
drops of a road bar is not an optimal choice for pulling on the bar
to provide lateral stability. Without the forearm anchor points pro72

vided by the arm rests of aero bars, you must contract many muscles in your arms and shoulders to pull for lateral stability. This is
an inefficient use of energy – even for the sake of aerodynamics.
Aero climbing on a road bike, with hand in the drops, is a challenge to sustain.
Summary
Seated climbing in aero position is a practical strategy on the appropriate bike. In addition to the bike’s set-up, your ability to sustain hill climbing in aero position is contingent on how much you
train in it. On the trainer, you can develop your awareness and
strength to maintain a good compact upper body-to-core position
under moderate-to-high resistance at low cadence and low-tomoderate intensity.

ditions.
As you gain strength and technical experience, you can “ride the
rivet” (ride on the saddle tip) for prolonged periods of time. Comfort and tolerance “on the rivet” are contingent on your ability to
keep your weight in the pedals and not in the saddle.
Video 25: Aero Climbing: Introduction and Video 26: Aero
Climbing: Upper Body present an investigation of climbing in
aero position.

Video 25: Aero Climbing: Introduction

Focus also on maintaining UAT as a vital part of that a stable upper body position. On the trainer – and then on the real hills – focus on optimizing the “fall line” from your hips to the pedals by
getting far forward in the saddle and keeping your weight in your
legs. Develop these skills on the trainer first; then, on the real
hills, it will be easier to drive your bike like a knife without swerving, even at low cadence on a steep hill. Keep those shoulders
retracted by contracting your lat muscles, and lead with the
crown of your head.
Some triathletes are able to remain on the aero bars while moving
so far forward on the saddle that they are virtually standing –
squatting with very light contact on the tip of the saddle for
stability. This position can increase weight in your shoulders and
arms and may challenge your stability. Use this position for brief
surges on flat to rolling terrain and short hill attacks in windy con73

Video 26:
25: Aero
AeroClimbing:
Climbing:Introduction
Upper Body

Summary for Seated Climbing
Lateral and core stability are essential for efficient climbing. Your
climbing positions must be crafted for lateral and core stability
with minimal tension in your upper body. Observe the muscular
tension in your upper body required to stabilize your abdominal
core for power production, as you compare the various combinations of saddle positions, low back profiles and hand positions –
especially on challenging hills. Monitor and evaluate this constantly.
On a TT bike, an upright first position may not afford much core
stability without a lot of upper body engagement when your cadence is low and the resistance is high. This doesn’t rule out the
position entirely - it just means that you use it sparingly when you
need a break from climbing in aero. It is still a valuable position
under less demanding conditions so you can change up your
muscle group use and biomechanics. Even a one-minute break
from aero can be a great refresher in a long race.

Use hill repeat training as an opportunity to determine optimum
body positions, gear selections and cadences for various
conditions. Strive for maximum lateral and core stability with minimum upper body tension. Experiment with position refinements
and biomechanics, and time each ascent as you note your rate of
exertion.
When you race, constantly monitor wind conditions as you climb.
Hilly courses often have intermittent wind shadows that will allow
you rise up off the aerobars, get into first position and produce
more power, as you change up your muscle group use. Observe
and respond intelligently.

On a road bike, aero position climbing (with hands in the drops)
may close your hips too far and not offer an effective vertical alignment of your hips over the pedals for low-cadence-highresistance pedaling. Here again, the cost will be excessive upper body tension for stability. If you are unsure of the effectiveness of either position on your bike, compare your level of saddle
silence with your upper body tension in each position.
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Section 3

Standing Hill Climbing
INTRODUCTION

It is always amazing to watch pro cyclists ascending the legendary summits of the
Alps. When they stand to climb, they pitch their bikes side-to-side. With the exception of high-intensity standing sprints, notice that their pelvic cores shift very
little side-to-side. This still, calm pelvic core stability is the secret to sustainability
and efficiency.

Standing to climb – either for short surges at moderate cadence, or longer drives
at slower cadence – can be a valuable element of your cycling technique. Use
this technique to your advantage – to vary your biomechanics – provided you can
regulate (not redline) your intensity.
In bike races, you see cyclists stand for short intense hill surges and for finish line
sprints – furiously throwing the bike side to side in coordination with the pedaling
cadence. This side-to-side action recruits the core and upper body for the surging
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effort by leaning the bike away from the downward pedal stroke to
accelerate the downward force (body’s weight) through the pedal.
Leaning your bike side-to-side also produces a very slight rotation in your core as you transfer weight from pedal to pedal. Remember, the two most efficient ways to produce force are: 1)
Transfer weight from one leg through the other. 2) Rotate your pelvis. Pelvic rotation is especially relevant for producing force with
your upper body – a component of standing to climb on your
bike. The rotation is subtle but effective.
Standing climbing is less common in triathlon than it is in bike racing. However, it does have valuable applications in both venues.
On a windless hill, standing to climb at a moderate sustainable
effort provides relief from saddle pressure, and variety in pedaling
mechanics. For short steep pitches, you can stand to surge up
the hill and maintain cadence without dropping too many gears or
losing much speed. While the surge is higher intensity, if it is
short, it will likely be more efficient than remaining seated, gearing down, slowing your cadence and loading your legs.
For longer sustained climbs, a low cadence with a smooth weight
transfer and pedal stroke make for an efficient way to climb without pushing the intensity. To do this efficiently you must develop
the skill to lean your bike side-to-side gracefully and smoothly.
Placing your hands wide on the road bar or tri base bar will provide stability and enable you to lean your bike more precisely in
response to the pedal drive without excessive tension and without
swerving. A narrow tri base bar with very little hand grip area
may prove difficult for standing climbing.
Fore-aft balance is essential for sustainable, efficient out-of-the-

saddle hill climbing. On any bar set-up, your hands should be
slightly forward of your shoulders, rather than directly underneath
or behind your shoulders when you stand. If you are top heavy,
you must support excessive weight with your arms, making it difficult to control the lean (to maintain lateral stability) and to guide
your bike.
When you stand to climb, you will engage more of your core and
be more stable and efficient if you hinge at your hips and pitch
your pelvis forward, with a relatively flat low back. Approximate
your ASAP. Also, remember to avoid craning your neck and looking up the hill. Keep your spine long and lead with your crown!
As you practice standing climbs, focus on establishing and maintaining a combination of cadence and resistance that enables
you to sustain the intensity level appropriate for the duration of the
climb. A big factor in your efficiency – and consequently your intensity – is how smoothly you can transfer your weight from pedal
to pedal. Your cadence and resistance must allow you to do this
with minimal vertical or horizontal movement of your pelvis.
Even though you lean your bike side-to-side when you stand, you
can still drive your bike straight up the hill without swerving or
bouncing. To do this, you must move your pelvis straight up the
hill – again, with minimal vertical and horizontal oscillation.
Learn to smoothly pump your bike by leaning it side to side without weaving. If there is a painted side line on the road, see if you
can ride the line (or stay parallel to it) as you stand to climb. Generally the more intense and shorter the effort, the higher the cadence and the more you will pump the bike side to side. Regardless of your intensity level and the degree of pumping, find a natu76

ral rhythm that enables you to lean the bike without forcing it and
without unnecessary tension in your upper body. Be smooth and
efficient!
When you stand to climb, can you feel that by leaning your bike,
you slightly rotate your pelvis while keeping your shoulders
square, as you shift your weight from pedal to pedal? This aids in
producing efficient force.
For long duration climbing out of the saddle, adjust your gearing
so that you can keep the cadence lower as you stand, with less
side to side pumping. The strategy behind standing to climb: It
is an efficient way of weighting the pedals and producing power –
if you can establish a rhythm and guide your don tien up the hill
without vertical or horizontal oscillation. Also, it gets you out of
the saddle to relieve the pressure on your groin, and allows you to
stretch your legs and to vary your pedaling biomechanics.

pull up on one pedal as you weight the opposite one. This requires even more synergy between you, your bike and gravity.
Once again, you must minimize both vertical and horizontal movement of your don tien. It’s a real challenge to focus on your COM
Link under such challenging circumstances – low cadence, high
resistance, standing (with no saddle connection), as you shift
your bike laterally underneath of you while simultaneously pulling
up and pushing down. Be tenacious and calm – relaxing every
muscle you do not need!
Video 27: Standing Climbing: Fore-Aft Balance and Video 28:
Standing Climbing: Lateral Stability present some of the elements of standing to climb.

Video 27: Standing Climbing: Fore-Aft Balance

Be attentive to your breath and muscular tension to monitor your
intensity.
On very steep and challenging climbs, you may simultaneously
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Video 28: Standing Climbing: Lateral Stability

tial for this. Monitor the muscular tension in your upper body and
strive to keep it minimal. Positioning your hands wide on the bars
to maximize your lateral stability will help. While leading with your
crown, drive your don tien up the hill with minimal horizontal or vertical oscillation.
Descending: Positioning and Techniques
Introduction
As you descend hills, aerodynamics, stable navigation and recovery replace efficient power production and regulated metabolic
intensity as the priorities. Move up through your gears and get up
to speed quickly. Lower your upper body by dropping the hand/
elbow position. You can remain aft in the saddle, as you lengthen
and lower your torso and lower your head.

Regulate Intensity
Most of us are not able to sustain an intense standing climb for
long. However, with practice, you can learn to judge and regulate
your intensity appropriately for longer durations. To refine your
standing position, concentrate on aligning your hip and knee over
the weighted foot so that all the force (body weight) falls through
the pedal. If you maintain this vertical hip-knee-foot alignment as
you shift your weight smoothly and lean your bike from side to
side, you will expend less energy to stabilize your joints and to
maintain a stable connection with your bike.
Fore-aft balance, without excessive weight in your arms is essen-

On a road bike, you can go to the drops. On a TT bike, aero bars
with wide pad placement may provide navigational stability under
most conditions. However, high speed turns, rough pavement
and erratic winds may “inspire” you to seek out another alternative. If more stability is desired, use the drops or base bar – keeping your elbows bent and tucked in. The wider your bars, the
more stable you are likely to feel.
Stability
You may elect to squeeze the top tube of your frame with your
knees. Do this with your pedals at the 3 and 9 o’clock (horizontal
position). This gives you more contact with your bike, close to
your saddle connection. Your inner thighs also grip along the
sides of the saddle nose. All of this increased contact with your
bike can significantly enhance your sense of control and stability
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– as you exceed the posted speed limit and streak past cars illegally. ;-) This knee-grip technique has saved more than a few riders from crashing when they suddenly experience wheel wobble
at high speed.
You may also find the “crouching tiger” stance to be a stable option for descending: Hover just above your aft saddle location,
lightly squeezing your inner thighs to the saddle for stability, and
your knees to the top tube. By rising slightly from the saddle, but
keeping a firm grip on the sides with your thighs, you can buffer
the shock of road bumps that would otherwise bounce you out of
the saddle and break your COM Link at a critical moment.
The crouching tiger stance also moves more of your weight over
the rear wheel, offering enhanced stability over rough road surfaces. Remember to keep a relaxed grip and soft arms (hands
on the hoods, drops or base bar) when you negotiate rough roads
at speed. Soft arms and hands will absorb the bumps, insulating
your core to remain stable.
As you approach the speed of sound, you can forsake UAT for a
maximum field of vision. Eye protection is essential right now. Extend your vision well down the road, searching out potholes,
seams, debris, (and state troopers). Always sound off before you
streak past other riders, to their left.

“Crouching Tiger” Stance: Hovering slightly off-saddle, squeezing
top tube with knees.
Recovery
Once up to speed, descents provide you with an opportunity for
some recovery. If you feel stable and comfortable, position your
pedals horizontally (3 and 9 o‘clock), rise up out of the saddle, flatten your low back, bend forward, flex your ankles (drop your
heels), straighten your legs and stretch your glutes, hamstrings
and low back. Sit back down in the saddle, rotate the pedals 180
degrees, and repeat. Just 5-10 seconds of this stretch on each
side can work wonders for tired legs.
Cornering At Speed
Whether descending or on the flats, there will be instances where
you corner at speed. Don’t wait until race-day to try this out –
even if the EMT’s are right there at the hairpin turns, looking at
you like vultures from behind the hay bales. Get out and practice
cornering in both first and aero positions. First position will be far
more stable than aero, even though you may not look as suave.
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The most important principle for cornering is this: Your bike will
respond and turn to the extent that you are comfortable while leaning into the turn. Your bike will not turn with any sense of stability
whatsoever if you attempt to grip tightly to the bars and turn them.
Lean your bike and carve the turn.
If your body tenses up as you go into a turn, you will lose your energetic connection with your bike. You will no longer feel your
bike. You can corner only as fast as you feel comfortable and relaxed leaning your with your bike. That limit will stretch as you
gain experience. If you can’t relax enough to lean through your
bike into the turn, it will be a white knuckle experience. You will
not look too cool either. (I’m speaking from experience here.)
Stay within the limits of your capacity to relax and lean.
As you approach a turn, bring the outside pedal down and the inside pedal up. Visualize the arc of your turn: Begin the turn near
the outside, lean into the apex and then exit the turn relaxing your
lean and the degree of our turn. Weight the outside (dropped)
pedal and the inside arm. Lead with your head and turn with your
COM as you lean into it.
You may also corner in the “crouching tiger” position described
above in the discussion on descending – with your pedals in the
horizontal 3 and 9 o’clock position. This works best for bumpy
turns. Grip with your inner thighs and knees, as you hover just
above the saddle.

close to the frame keeps your center of gravity over the gripping
surface of the tire.
I marvel at how motorcycle racers will slide to the inside of the
saddle, flare that inside knee and bring it within millimeters of the
road surface. However, that is on machine that weighs far more
than the rider with really wide and very round tires. As a bicyclist,
I prefer to keep my knees close to my line of gravity.
Another important point on turning: Different tires and different
pressures corner differently on varying surfaces, dry or wet.
Every combination is unique. Know the behavior of your tires and
pressures on various dry and wet surfaces before you try anything suave and debonair.
Parking Lot Play
You can only turn as quickly and as sharply as your sense of relaxation is willing to go. This is where Parking Lot Play comes in:
Practice your lean-turning skills in a parking lot where you feel relaxed and can experiment with what feels right. Try simple single
turns, complete circles, figure eights, and S-turns. Just remember to drop the outside pedal and elevate the inside pedal. Turn
by leaning; let the handlebars turn in response to your lean.
For more discussion on Parking Lot Play and turning, see “Outdoor Exercises” in Chapter 6.
Rider Positioning Summary

On the subject of knees, you will notice some variation among riders positioning the knee on the inside of the turn. Some cyclist
will flare the inside knee as they turn, others will keep it in close to
the frame. From the physics perspective, keeping your knee

By now you realize there is an array of subtle variables to consider as you articulate your rider positioning strategy. The key to
an intelligent and successful strategy is sharp and accurate per80

ception of the very subtle nuances at play.
When you are successful, you will ride with your bike. Together,
you will be graceful, intelligent and efficient. Riding is a dynamic
relationship (bike and rider) responding to a complex matrix of energies and variables, informed and oriented by gravity. With sensitivity, attentiveness and vigilance you can thoroughly enjoy riding... and still look very cool, calm and composed.
Stationary riding during the off-season in a mirrored studio provides an excellent opportunity to hone your perceptive skills and
imprint your neural system through a deliberate investigation of
these various combinations. When the snow melts and you hit the
open road, you will have the reserve in your awareness and imprinting in your neural system to respond to varying conditions
with the optimal position and biomechanics.

“subtle landscape”. Use both logic and intuition. The intuitive
approach is your body guiding your mind. If you depend heavily
on “the numbers” – produced by your GPS, power meter, heart
rate monitor and watch – the intuitive process may be a challenge.
Think of it cycling as an art. Make beautiful music through an intimate connection with your instrument, just as the virtuoso violinist
does.

No longer will you be unconscious about where you are sitting in
the saddle, about your core engagement, hand position, cadence
or your biomechanics as you drive your awareness and your bike
gracefully forward.
Every successful, functional relationship requires good communication skills, flexibility and adaptability. You are only as good as:
1) Your perceptive ability and insight. 2) Your expressive capacity
and articulation.
Buying the best bike in the world does not assure a happy marriage any more than selecting the most attractive mate. Each relationship is unique.
Use this basic outline as a starting point for developing your own
unique positioning dialogue with (each of) your bike(s). This is a
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Chapter 5

Technique Training
Guide for Stationary
Stand

Guidelines for Training Stationary
Zendurance Stationary Cycling Warmup
Zendurance Cycling Technique Drills

Section 1

Guidelines for Training Stationary
INTRODUCTION

For some cyclists and triathletes the phrase “stationary stand” is almost as repulsive as “did not finish”. Yet, it’s no coincidence that some of the most successful
age group and pro cyclists/triathletes train stationary.
I first joined the “Church of Triathlon” while I was living in Kona. I rode outside in
warm sunny weather all year. I swam only in the open ocean. I had a great tan!
No pools, no stationary stands, no snow. Well! I’m here to tell ya, things have
changed since I moved to Lake Placid.
Pool swimming? That was a rude awakening. I’ve lost the salt water buoyancy I
was used to in Great Blue Pacifica. Balance and streamlined body position are
much more crucial in the pool. Now that I am swimming measured laps, I’ve discovered stroke length, and cadence. In the pool, I see how minor changes in technique affect my efficiency. Ah yes, the sacred chlorine chamber has become a vital training tool. I am a faster, more efficient (although highly chlorinated) swimmer.
The same holds true for my venerable stationary stand. I’ve ridden some serious
quality miles inside on the stand - even when the weather was perfect outdoors! I
am a faster more efficient rider because of it.
Three Opportunities Unique to Stationary
Your stationary stand is a powerful training tool: You can improve the proficiency
of your cycling technique quickly with a stationary stand and a mirror. You can
also execute specific interval workouts on the stationary far better than on the road
– while you monitor your technique in the mirror.
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And here’s another profound advantage of stationary riding: You
can close your eyes! You can “train blind” to significantly enhance your proprioception and your feel for your bike. With Zendurance Cycling Technique, you will use the stationary stand in all
three of these applications: mirror feedback, blind training and
stationary intervals.
Your stationary stand and mirror are part of your Velo Studio your very own laboratory. Here, you have the opportunity to investigate and refine your relationship with your bike in ways that are
impossible on the open road. You are free from the dangers and
distractions.
You don’t need a Computrainer or a power meter to develop cycling technique, although both of these can be superb technique
training tools. You need just enough space to set up your bike on
the stand, adequate distance to the mirror for an effective view,
and a strong sense of curiosity and passion. I heard about a pro
cyclist who had a trainer in a closet painted white. He would go
in with enough fluids and nutrition for a multi-hour ride and zero
distractions. That is serious zen!

quality time investigating the subtle nuances that comprise your
dynamic and harmonious relationship. Even a dingy basement
works - if your attitude and your approach are genuine.
What really matters about your studio space, (beyond keeping
peace and harmony with those you live with) is your inner studio
space: Your diligence, passion, curiosity and creativity. Your reverence for training and mastery. Regardless of amenities, your
studio is a sanctuary by virtue of your passion and reverence.
There is one significant disadvantage to stationary training - the
absence of dynamic balance. The constant rigid vertical position
of your bike in the stand eliminates the need for your stabilizing
response that recruits so many small muscles, ligaments and tendons.
The exceptions to this are rollers or a Kurt Kinetic Rock and Roll
Trainer. I confess, I have not yet ridden on rollers, and respect
those who do. However, I do ride on the Rock and Roll, and it
does provide enough lateral “freedom” so I can hone my lateral
stability – seated and standing.

Space
Your studio might be your garage, porch, living room, or a deluxe
Computrainer “theater”. The requirements are relatively simple:
Make sure the floor is level and that you will not disturb anyone
when you ride. No small kids or puppies around spinning
spokes! A fan is a must, unless you ride in a cold garage (or a
walk-in freezer), or desire the heat acclimation.
There is one more thing that is vital for your studio space: It must
be a place where you and your bike are willing to spend some

Kurt Kinetic Rock and Roll Trainer
Focus your stationary riding on the applications mentioned above
- mirror feedback, blind training to develop technique, and stationary intervals to maintain technique at high output. Balance that
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with the dynamics of outdoor riding or – in a prohibitive winter environment – an alternative activity like Nordic skate skiing or
speed skating. Both of these activities require a great deal of dynamic balance and stabilization that will benefit your road and triathlon cycling. Mountain biking is also an excellent alternative
that will improve your bike handling skills by challenging your dynamic balance and stability.
The Venerable Stand Itself
Choose a sturdy unit that, together with your bike’s gearing, provides a range of resistance. You should be able to spin fast with
light resistance and churn slowly using most of your body’s
weight with high resistance. Your stand must be stable, quiet,
free from vibration, easy to mount your bike on, and capable of
washing the dishes. (Well, it wouldn’t hurt.) If you are earnest
about training, you’re going to put in many hours with this “friend”.
Invest accordingly.
Fluid trainers offer a great range of resistance and quiet operation
for a reasonable cost. Inexpensive wind trainers are noisy and do
not provide the resistance range for your needs. Magnetic resistance units vary according to price. If you buy from a retailer,
take your bike to the store and try a few.
Tire Selection
Rear tire selection is important for your stationary training. High
performance race tires will not survive the wear caused by the
metal roller. The best tire I have used for stationary training is the
Specialized Armadillo (not the Elite). The Armadillo is a heavy
non-foldable tire with thick side walls that lasts forever. On the
road, it rarely ever flats – but the high rolling resistance will slow

you down by 1-2 miles per hour. (When this tire first came out in
the late 1990‘s, I put close to 5,000 miles on an Armadillo
mounted on the rear wheel, and never flatted.) For on-the-road
training without the resistance, I am loyal to the Armadillo Elite.
This is a foldable tire with superior flat protection, but without the
weight or rolling resistance of the original Armadillo.
Mirror
Ideally, a full length studio mirror, say 3’ X 6’, is great! I had two of
these in my living room as I developed this program. However, a
much smaller mirror will work. To get the most out of it, you will
need to move it around and prop or angle it so you get the view
you need. A full length closet mirror serves well for a front view,
and is affordable. You might need to improvise for a wider side
view.
With all the expenses associated with triathlon, it may be difficult
to justify investing in mirrors. However, for cycling technique, the
instant feedback provided by a mirror is essential. Improvise as
best you can. (A clothing retail location that is going out of business may be a great source for affordable mirrors.)
Some health and fitness clubs will allow you to bring your stationary stand and bike into a mirrored studio. If that opportunity exists for you, take advantage of it! And, if you have motivated
friends, you can coach each other.
Distractions
Remember, the studio is a golden opportunity to investigate and
improve your cycling technique because it shields you from the
distractions of the open road. I won’t condemn you from watch85

ing TV as you ride stationary, but don’t pretend to be improving
technique while you watch football on Sunday afternoon. Your
dividends are only as good as your investments. When I’m deep
into a stationary session, even a radio is distracting. Quality training is neuro-muscular, as well as metabolic. This requires mindfulness.
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Section 2

Guidelines for Quality Technique Training
INTRODUCTION

Approach
The single most important factor that determines how much I benefit from any workout – be it high intensity intervals or low-key recovery – is my approach. This includes my state-of-mind and my state-of-body. It includes my attitude, my focus
and attentiveness, and my expectations and goals.
Beyond the money I spend on equipment, what am I truly investing in my pursuit of
athletic excellence? If I approach my daily training sessions in “auto-pilot”, just going through the motions with little invested awareness, I will not realize maximum
value or improvement. The same is true for any area of my life.
In the pursuit of excellence, I must continually develop and refine my optimal approach to training, racing and life. A diligent and joyful approach brings much fortune and happiness into any area of my life.
The process of crafting a well-developed approach to each training session is perhaps the greatest way in which the multi-sport lifestyle enhances the quality of our
everyday lives.
Here’s the best way I can approach every single training session, whether it is a
breakthrough high intensity interval session, or a low-key recovery session: I conduct each and every workout as if it is the very first time in my life that I have ever
done this activity. In Buddhism, this is known as “beginner’s mind”. With the beginner’s mind, I am keenly aware of every perception, every detail and nuance.
My curiosity is peaked. I take nothing for granted.
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At the same time, I also perform each and every workout as if it is
the very last time in my life that I will ever have this fortunate opportunity to exercise. We can call this the “final mind”. As a seasoned athlete, I have experienced injuries that put me on the sidelines. I know what it is to be denied the opportunity – the privilege – to train and race. I never take this privilege for granted. I
make every moment count!
Beginner’s mind assumes there is no past. Final mind assumes
there is no future. Combined together, we are left with just the present moment. This is how we transform a workout into a practice.
A workout is an obligation; a practice is an ongoing quest for excellence.
Patience, curiosity, gratitude and enthusiasm are all tremendously
empowering qualities. If I approach each training session with patience, curiosity, gratitude and enthusiasm – even the most mundane stationary bike session – I am bound to discover something
new! I am bound to improve and absorb as much as I can from
each experience. I approach my training session today as an opportunity to execute each and every stroke or stride with absolute
perfection. I don’t save that level of excellence just for high intensity training or for race day.
Here is a reminder that helps us to appreciate the opportunity that
lies in each moment of our athletic training: Less than one-tenth
of one percent of the world’s population has the health, wealth, political and cultural freedom, the family and community support to
do what we do as athletes. I am grateful and I cherish what I do.
Take a moment before each training session to breathe deeply
and to appreciate your great fortune. It is a very effective way of

stimulating patience, curiosity, gratitude and enthusiasm!
Warm-up
Remember, your approach includes both state-of-mind and stateof-body. Begin each session with a patient, thorough, relaxed
warm-up. On the physical level, a warm-up is literally just that – a
gradual warming of the body’s temperature. Increasing a muscle’s temperature lowers the muscle’s response time for contraction and extension, and it lowers the fluid viscosity of the muscles.
In other words, the muscles move with less resistance and less
chance of injury.
Similarly, when I start my car in cold weather and allow the engine
to warm up for a few minutes, the viscosity of the oil decreases
and the oil has a chance to circulate throughout the engine. All
the moving parts get lubricated as they heat and expand to their
operational size. The engine parts move with less friction. In
fact, for a car engine, most of the wear occurs in the first 5-10 minutes of operation. Our chances of injury are also elevated during
those first several minutes. And, unlike the added gas consumption and air pollution, warming up your body is eco-friendly!
During athletic warm-up, blood flow increases to the active muscles, with a subsequent increase in oxygen and nutrient delivery,
as well as waste removal. There is a gradual rather than sudden
increase in heart rate. Synovial fluid begins to circulate and lubricate the joints. A patient warm-up allows your body to gradually
and gently transition from a resting to an active state.
The amount of time required for an adequate warm-up varies by
individual. Factors such as age, time of day, level of activity preceding the workout, body and air temperature, current level of fit91

ness, diet, and the sport you are training for will all factor into an
appropriate warm-up. Generally 10-20 minutes of gradual increase in intensity, beginning at a very gentle level will suffice.
The bottom line is this: “I listen to my body.” Don’t allow your
mind to dictate the speed at which your body “should” warm-up.
“I am patient.”

muscular system to absorb and integrate the desired modifications to my technique and prevents stimulus overload. However,
transitioning directly from a specific drill focus to an encompassing awareness of overall technique, without pause, can also facilitate that integration. During my low-key recovery sessions, I am
free to experiment! I am free to play!

It is extremely important during an athletic warm-up to create harmony and union between body and mind. If your objective is
technique improvement, this body-mind union is essential! Remember: “Mind in matter” honors the powerful synergetic intelligence that occurs through an intimate union of body and mind.
This is where technical brilliance is born.

Tips for Drill Sessions

Recovery Session – The Golden Opportunity
With a thorough, relaxed warm-up, the very best time to focus on
technique is during recovery sessions. During my recovery sessions, I am not distracted by performance standards. I don’t
need to produce a specific level of output for a specific amount of
time. There’s plenty of “room” for patience, curiosity and relaxation – plenty of opportunity for experimentation. It’s the perfect
time to play.
I choose just 1 or 2 aspects of technique, and focus very intensely for a few minutes at a leisurely pace. Then, with (or without) a short pause, I let go of that very specific focus, and instead
open my awareness to every nuance of my overall movement and
technique. During my recovery session, I repeat this alternating
“specific-focus/open-awareness” cycle.
Here are the pros and cons of pausing between these two: Pausing frequently during technique sessions enables the neuro-

General
Check your posture and alignment before each drill and frequently throughout. You can practice the off-bike ASAP for just a
few moments each time you begin your stationary sessions (and
even before your open-road sessions). You can also pause during a session, dismount and assume this position if you are unsure of your posture or alignment on the bike. This comparison
may help guide you in developing your positioning strategies –
especially your pelvic orientation.
Perform every exercise with correct posture and alignment. Retract your chin and lower jaw, lengthen the back of your neck and
lead with the true crown of your head. (Hmmm, sounds like UAT
to me.)
Many of the exercises and drills (especially the Sensing Exercises
– covered in Chapter 7) can be performed with your eyes closed.
Training “blind” helps to develop your proprioceptive ability specific to cycling. I recommend alternating blind training with mirror
training. The mirror provides instant feedback and allows you to
confirm that your alignment and technique are correct. By alternating between blind and mirror training, you can strive to match
what you feel inside with what you see outside.
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Just remember, once you are out on the open road, you can’t
close your eyes or look at the mirror. That’s why it’s important to
use these tools during stationary training to imprint your neuromuscular system.
Unlike swimming and running, cycling technique is determined
as much by a piece of equipment as it is by the athlete. You have
a unique relationship with each bike you ride. Hence, there is no
single standard for cycling technique. Your technique is unique!
Perform these exercises and drills patiently and consistently, and
you will discover your very own path to harmony, effortless power
and velo-nirvana.
Technique mastery is contingent on your ability to sense very subtle differences and variations. Cycling technique is a subtle pursuit. Your sharp perceptive capacity is the single greatest asset
you bring to the pursuit of athletic excellence. Your capacity for
mindfulness and proprioception are infinite… the final frontier!
Resistance and Cadence
As you ride, you cannot alter the circular path of the pedals and
your feet. However, you can adjust your resistance and cadence.
Most obviously, this affects your level of metabolic intensity.
Since our precedent here is on training the neuro-muscular system to develop technique, let’s consider resistance and cadence
in this context.
Pedaling a slow cadence at high resistance will develop your neural capacity to recruit more muscles fibers as you move slowly to
improve and maintain good form – particularly the alignment and
stability of your hip, knee and ankle joints and your feet, and your
balance.

Pedaling a high cadence at low resistance will develop your neural capacity to precisely coordinate and time the contraction and
release of muscles for a smooth and efficient pedal stroke without
the stress of resistance. Again, be mindful of your joint alignment
and stability.
By focusing singularly on resistance or cadence, you provide
your neural system with the valuable opportunity to imprint correct
patterns without undue stress that would impede this initial imprinting. As these patterns imprint through patient and mindful training, you can begin to combine resistance and cadence.
The purpose of high-intensity intervals – using challenging combinations of cadence and resistance intelligently – is to develop neuromuscular capacity to maintain efficient technique at high workloads. Focus on great posture, and alignment, correct riding positions and efficient biomechanics. (We examine this in more detail
in Chapter 7. See “Zen Guidelines for High Intensity Interval Training”.)
The drills presented in the Audio Guides include suggestions for
both resistance and cadence specific to each drill. Remember
that the drills are tools for studying your relationship with your
bike, particularly your posture, alignment, rider position and biomechanics. The most effective way to begin this kind of subtle
and intensive investigation is at low-to-moderate intensity. Once
you are familiar and proficient, you can use some of these drills,
focal points and techniques at higher intensity.
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Section 3

Zendurance Cycling Technique Drills
INTRODUCTION

Sensing Exercises
The Sensing Exercises help you develop sensitivity through the three areas of your
body that contact your bike. Don’t expect to get a great endorphin high when you
first explore these sensing exercises. Great cycling technique is based on a harmonious dynamic relationship between you and your bike and gravity. (No, I’m not
senile. I’m just repeating the single most important principle.)
Every harmonious relationship requires keen perception. Hence, these exercises
develop high-intensity perception, a process that can be overshadowed by highintensity output. To encourage this high-intensity perception, you will be encouraged to conduct these investigations with your eyes closed. Approach each exercise with the utmost curiosity and patience and start at a very relaxed pace. (Beginner’s Mind, remember?) These are great exercises to begin your stationary
training sessions with. They will set a tone of “mindfulness” for your sessions, assuring you get the most out of each one.
As you gain proficiency, you can slowly and gently build the intensity level during a
sensing exercise until you start to “lose touch”. With this approach, your governor
for intensity is not aerobic or anaerobic threshold. It is your neural threshold.
Pushing the limits like this will help you to retain a greater degree of sensitivity and
neuromuscular function – and therefore better technique – at higher intensity. This
will improve your performance during breakthrough workouts and races.
For instance, after you have practiced the Saddle Sensing Exercise and have
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gained familiarity and skill at saddle sensing, you may elect to focus on saddle sensing as you conduct the high intensity intervals
of a key session. Maintaining silence in the saddle at high intensity is a tremendous asset, ensuring that you are efficient, economical and stable on your bike, through a stable core, and that
you don’t end up with a raw and chafed crotch.
For more details on using the Audio Guides for the Sensing Exercises, see Chapter 7.
Biomechanics Drills
Developing sound cycling technique involves an enduring study
of pedaling biomechanics – with all the variations and subtleties –
as an integral part of your harmonious, dynamic relationship with
your bike and gravity. After all, pedaling is what produces the forward motion that makes that relationship dynamic. The most effective guidance for developing biomechanics is your very own
proprioception. Stationary training provides an excellent opportunity for the intensive internal investigation of proprioception.
Good pedaling biomechanics begin with correct pelvic orientation and core engagement. This provides you with a stable platform for producing power. Just as important for great cycling
technique is precise alignment of hip, knee and ankle joints, and
orientation of the feet. Misalignment may be caused by chronic
tensions, joint immobility and/or muscle imbalances, or simply by
lack of awareness.
Begin each of the Biomechanics Drills in a completely relaxed
state. Always keep in mind that these drills are used first and foremost to develop your neuro-muscular system for great technique.
Remember, proprioception is vital to great technique. It results in

efficiency, economy, grace and speed. Your body’s proprioceptive capacity is at its peak when you are physically relaxed and
mentally attentive.
Use a mirror as you practice these biomechanical drills to assure
joint alignment and correct pelvic orientation. Positioning the mirror in front will help you to confirm hip-knee-ankle-foot joint alignment. Positioning the mirror at the side will help you to examine
your positioning on the bike, especially your pelvic orientation
and posture (including low back, spine, shoulders, neck and
head). Combine this visual verification with “blind training” to
equate what you see with what you feel.
Once you are confident in the technical skill you have developed
by doing these drills at low intensity, you can begin to challenge
your ability to maintain correct technique at higher intensity
(higher cadence and/or resistance) and longer duration.
This is only appropriate with certain drills – others are not intended for high intensity training. When you feel your body tense
up, when your joints misalign, when you lose your “saddle silence” – these are all indications that you are going beyond your
limits – especially your neural threshold.
It is important to patiently push those limits, so you develop the
ability to maintain your graceful, efficient technique at higher levels of intensity. However, it is just as important to avoid staying
outside your limits for long periods of time that might habituate inefficient biomechanics and an antagonistic relationship with your
bike. As you gradually build intensity (by increasing cadence, resistance and/or duration), concentrate on maintaining this relaxation, especially in your joints.
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As with stroke drills in swimming, many of these pedaling drills isolate and examine specific components of your overall pedal technique. Isolating and exaggerating components of your pedal
stroke (for example “ankling” does not mean your perfect pedal
stroke includes excessive ankle articulation. (For more on ankling, see the discussion immediately below.)
Rather, approach each drill as an investigation of that specific
component of your pedaling movement, and then integrate it
back into your overall technique. These isolation drills will help
improve your proprioception in that localized area of your body
and afford you the opportunity to study how a particular joint/
muscle movement functions in your overall cycling technique.

As you vary the amount of ankle articulation and the synchronization of that articulation with the pedal stroke, you affect your pedaling biomechanics. Ankle articulation is essential for a fluid, efficient pedal stroke and for variation in your pedaling biomechanics.
Videos 32–34: Ankling Parts 1–3 present instruction on ankling.
Also use the Audio Guides to guide your investigation of ankling.
For more details on using the Audio Guides for the all of Biomechanics Drills, see Chapter 7.

Ankling
Together, your ankle and foot comprise a lever that you can use
effectively to vary the biomechanics of your pedal stroke. The

amount of flexion or extension of your ankle determines the angle
of your foot on the pedal spindle at any particular moment of the
pedal stroke. This angle determines the direction of your force in
relation to the circular path of the pedal.
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Video 32: Ankling Introduction

Video 34: Ankling Part 3

Video 33: Ankling Part 2

Section 4

Zendurance Stationary Cycling Warm-up
INTRODUCTION

Take a moment in your tightly scheduled multi-tasking day to re-read the discussion regarding your warm-up. Many, many injuries are preventable with a patient
warm-up. If you really don’t have time to warm up, don’t worry; once you’re sidelined with injury, you will have plenty of time on your hands. I’ve remained virtually
injury free for many years as a triathlete, through seasons that included multiple
races at or longer than iron-distance with rapid recoveries, even in my 50‘s.
I have developed a stationary warm-up that I use before my cycling and my running workouts. There are three components to the warm-up: 1) Easy Relaxed
Start-up focusing on ASAP and UAT. 2) Yin/Yangs. 3) Jumps. Here, I introduce
the warm-up sequence for stationary riding, but you can adapt it for open-road sessions as well. (Note: I often warm-up on my stationary before a running session.)
Almighty Standing Athletic Position
You may choose to begin your session by standing next to your bike in your very
best “prize-winning” ASAP. Make sure you use UAT for head, neck and shoulder
posture. Use a side view in the mirror to evaluate ASAP and UAT. Close your eyes
and “body-sense” that position – especially your low back profile, pelvic coremuscle engagement, aligned elongated spine, and shoulder, head and neck posture. Maintain that body sense as you hop on your bike. Before you begin pedaling, put the pedals in the horizontal 3 and 9 o’clock position and focus on your low
back and pelvis to regain that sense of core engagement you felt while standing
off the bike in ASAP. Then focus on UAT. Once you feel the carry-over, begin to
pedal.
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Easy, Relaxed Start-up
As you begin to warm-up, riding in First Position, compare your
cycling posture and alignment with your ASAP. Relax and ride
easily with buttery smooth pedaling. Be gentle and allow the
synovial fluid to start lubricating your joints. Just allow your cadence to increase as your stroke gets fluid and relaxed. Don’t
force this increase in cadence. It must progress as your joints
and muscles warm up and “get fluid”. Maintain saddle silence.
After 10 minutes or more, when you can comfortably hold a cadence of 90 in an easy gear, proceed to Yin/Yang Warm-ups.
Yin/Yang Warm-ups
Yin and Yang are Chinese Taoist terms that represent elemental
polar opposites - like night and day, or female and male. To experience harmony and mastery in any endeavor, each of us must
welcome and embody the polar opposites at play in a given action and maintain a dynamic balance between them. I’ve chosen
Yin/Yang as a name for this exercise because we alternate between two extreme pedaling activities.
In our quest for velo nirvana, we embark upon the Taoist path of
dynamic harmony between Yin and Yang, as we oscillate between high-resistance slow-cadence pedaling, and lowresistance fast-cadence pedaling.
Since you spin easy with light resistance during your warm-up, begin Yin/Yang with the high resistance/slow cadence polarity that I
call “Yang”. To do this, you have to shift to your highest gear:
First, bump up your rear derailleur to the 5th or 6th sprocket – one
at a time. Then shift to the big chain ring up front, before shifting
the rear all the way to the smallest sprocket. Shifting between the

chainrings in the front is smoothest when the rear derailleur is in a
middle gear, and this practice avoids cross chaining. Once you
are in the big chainring, each time you make an up-shift to a
harder gear while riding on the stationary stand, ease up for a moment on the pedals to release the chain tension – just long
enough for a smooth shift.
Yang: For a minute or so, pedal at very high resistance with very
low cadence (40-60 rpm). Keep your exertion level low. Focus
on aligning your hips, knees, ankles and feet, and keeping your
body weight in the pedals. After a minute or so, it’s time to switch
to...
Yin: Do just the opposite - spin very fast (90+ rpm), at very low
resistance. Relax your joints to spin at your limit, remaining silent
in the saddle. And again, after a minute or so, switch back to
Yang. This frequent oscillation is good stimulus for your neuromuscular.
For both Yin and Yang, keep your intensity at Zone 2 - remember
this is a warm-up! (For more on intensity and Zones, see “Zendurance Cycling Chapter 6: Technique Training With Intensity”.)
The duration of each Yin or Yang phase need not be exact. This
is more about feeling than about exacting math. As a warm-up, I
usually switch every 1-2 minutes. I do Yin/Yangs for 10 minutes
or more.
You can also make Yin/Yang a whole workout by varying the duration and intensity of each phase as you focus on specific elements of technique.
You will be shifting through most - if not all - of your gears each
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time you alternate, so do it smoothly. Smooth, quick gear
changes are vital for this exercise. If you are warming up for
high-intensity intervals, perform Yin/Yang warm-ups in the riding
position you will be using for those intervals. If you will be riding
in more than one position, do these warm-ups at a similar proportion.

Video 30: Yin/Yang Warm-up First Position

Yin/Yang is a crucial technique for training your neuro-muscular
system. For a more detailed introduction to Yin/Yang as a warmup, see Videos 29–31: Yin/Yang Warm-ups.

Video 29: Yin/Yang Warm-up Introduction

Jumps
After Yin/Yang, do (4-6) 30-second jumps at a high cadence and
high resistance. Perform your Jumps at a cadence of 90 or
higher, choosing a resistance that enables you to maintain the excellent biomechanics of a smooth pedal stroke. Your rate of perceived exertion (RPE) should be 7-9 on a scale of 1-10 (Zone 45). Recover by lowering resistance and spinning easy until your
RPE drops back to 3-4 (Zone 2). Typically this takes 60-90 seconds, but allow more time if needed for this recovery. Perform
these jumps in the rider position(s) you will use for your session.
To finish the warm-up, spin again for 2-5 minutes.
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This complete warm-up will take about 20-30 minutes. While this
may seem like a lot of time, the process does more that elevate
your heart rate and warm-up your muscles. It primes your neural
system, and your mindfulness. These are two essential elements
in your approach.
Remember: With a mindful and committed approach, you maximize the value of your workout. This is vital for effective, injuryfree high intensity interval training. High intensity is not simply a
“balls-to-the-wall” all-out exertion. It is a fine balance of efficient
technique at high output. Finessing this balance takes thorough
and patient preparation.

Video 31: Yin/Yang Warm-up Aero
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Chapter 6

Technique Training
With Intensity

Zen of Metabolic Training Zones
Zen Guidelines for High Intensity Interval Training
Suggestions for Basic Stationary Workouts

Section 1

Zen of Metabolic Training Zones
INTRODUCTION

The 5-Zone System
Many coaches use a 5-Zone system for defining levels of metabolic training intensity. I use this system for defining intensity in specific workouts. Dr. John Hellemans has published a small handbook that offers simple definitions and identifies
the training effect and training application of each zone. (I have slightly abbreviated and simplified.) “RPE” means rate of perceived exertion, “HR” heart rate,
“MHR” maximum heart rate. I have added one element to this system of defining
training zones: I suggest how each zone applies to training your neural system for
developing and refining technique.
Zone 1: Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE): Easy, relaxed. HR: More than 40 beats
below MHR, Effect: Increases circulation (blood, oxygen, nutrients) and temperature of active muscles. Application: Warm-up, cool-down, active recovery. For
technique: Easy, relaxed approach is optimal for attentive investigation of subtle
technique elements through drills, and easy-paced workouts with focal points.
(On a scale of 1-10, Zone 1 equates to 1-3.)
Zone 2: RPE: Steady, easy to sustain for long duration, but slightly more challenging than relaxed. HR: 30-50 beats below MHR. Effect: Improves aerobic metabolic efficiency – burning fat, conserving glycogen - sustainable for long duration.
Application: Staple component of endurance training (i.e., base-building). For
technique: Train neural and mental endurance (proprioception and mindfulness) to
maintain efficiency, grace and economy over long duration. (On a scale of 1-10,
Zone 2 equates to 3-5.)
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Zone 3: RPE: Steady, moderately challenging, but still sustainable for long duration. HR: 20-40 beats below MHR. Effect: Improves upper limit of aerobic capacity and transition to anaerobic
energy metabolism. Application: Component of longer intervals,
race pace training for long events. For technique: Improve economy and efficiency near aerobic limit. Challenge neural system
endurance in combination with moderate to almost-high intensity.
(On a scale of 1-10, Zone 3 equates to 5-7.)

levels and then equating those levels to your heart rate, velocity
and/or power output. The correlation of lactate levels to measurable values like heart rate allows you to “tag” your specific zones.
Since you can’t measure blood lactate levels as you train, some
form of tagging is beneficial. Heart rate monitors gained the
credibility of “bible status” in endurance training decades ago;
and now, power meters and GPS units are all the rage. These are
extremely valuable tools for effective training and coaching.

Zone 4: RPE: Hard, difficult to sustain for more than 10-40 minutes, depending on aerobic fitness. HR: 10-30 beats below MHR.
Effect: Improves anaerobic metabolism, lactate use/clearing. Application: Race pace training for sprint and mid-distance events,
medium intervals. For technique: Challenges capacity to stay relaxed and maintain form under duress. (On a Scale of 1-10, Zone
4 equates to 7-8.)

But none of these instruments can replace your very own Rate of
Perceived Exertion.

Zone 5: RPE: Very hard, difficult to sustain for even 3-5 minutes.
HR: <10 beats below MHR. Effect: Improves lactate tolerance
and technique economy. Application: Speedwork for metabolic
improvement. (Limited value for long course athletes). For technique: Stimulates greater neural recruitment of muscle fiber to
perform sport-specific movements. (Very valuable to long course
athletes). Note: Zone 5 is often subdivided in 5a, 5b, 5c to denote gradients of high intensity. An athlete who trains in these
zones frequently may be able to sustain 5a for 2-5 minutes, 5b for
1-3 minutes and 5c for 10 seconds to 2 minutes. (On a scale of
1-10, Zone 5 equates to 8-10.)
How Do You Feel? (Rate of Perceived Exertion)
Intensity zones can be determined by sampling blood for lactate

Here’s why: Notice the overlapping range of heart rates in the 5Zone definition. Many variables will affect your athletic readiness
on any given day – temperature, humidity, elevation, topography,
levels of sugar and caffeine in your blood, hydration, blood pressure, physical, chemical, mental and emotional stress levels (from
previous specific and cumulative athletic training, and from life as
a human being), even the time of day.
All of these will affect the relationship between your blood lactate
levels, your heart rate, velocity and/or power output and your actual level of perceived exertion. Tagging your training zones to
inflexible and very exacting heart rates, power levels or velocities
does not ensure training zone accuracy, regardless of how precise your instruments may be. There are too many variables that
skew the relationship between measurable output and the actual
stress load you are experiencing at this moment in comparison to
your lactate testing session.
The take home message is this: Do not subvert or ignore your
rate of perceived exertion (RPE) just because the almighty instru104

ments of technology tell you otherwise. Your perceptive capacity
is far more advanced and accurate for determining stress and intensity in the present moment than even the most sophisticated
“bells and whistles”.

ther perform the workout using RPE (not your meters) to stay in
the prescribed zone, or take the day off if the skewing is drastic.
When RPE seems lower than the “tags” indicate, you are probably adapting and improving.

The quality of your respiration (ease/difficulty, rate and depth of
breath), the feelings in your working muscles (such as the degree
of burn, ache, tingling, discomfort - collectively identified as “muscular tension”) the degree of relaxation/tension in your nonworking muscles (including your face), the quality of your swim/
bike/run form and technique, your general mood and attitude,
your level of enthusiasm/lethargy (about sport, family and occupation), and your sleep patterns all provide accurate data about
your immediate and cumulative levels of stress and intensity.

Your coach can help you interpret the skews.

Learn to accurately assess your readiness and response to training. Trust your feelings.
It takes experience to accurately tag your training intensity zones
by RPE. You can facilitate this process by conducting performance testing, such as blood lactate measurement. If you elect to
do this, note with as much detail as possible (either mentally or on
paper) your perceived rates of exertion at each intensity level.
These perceptions include your body‘s cues as listed above.
Also equate your test with your heart rate, power output and velocity. When you train, compare your RPE with heart rate, power output, etc., and notice any day-to-day skewing. (It will happen!)
Learn to trust your perceptions and your intuition.

The quality of your technique provides another accurate indication of your current capacity to endure the stress at any given
level of intensity. In every training session, accurately monitor and
observe each stroke and each stride.
The intelligence of your body provides more accurate guidance
for your pursuit of athletic excellence than does your logical intelligence with all its hi-tech props. This is a process of deep inner
listening that can take years of experience (and trial and error) to
develop.
Many pros have honed the art of training and racing by feel. Not
once have I seen a photo of 6-time Hawaii Ironman World Champion Natascha Badmann with anything on her wrist but the race
bracelet. Chrissie Wellington wears a watch, but uses no HRM,
no power meter, no GPS. (I think she wears the watch because
she’s in her own time zone!)

How do you respond to this day-to-day skewing? When your RPE
seems higher than it should for a given “tag” (HR, power output or
pace), you may not be adequately recovered and adapted. Ei105
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Section 2

Zen Guidelines for High Intensity Interval Training
INTRODUCTION

Perfecting Form
Even seasoned athletes can be overwhelmed by the vast sea of training theories,
scientific data, coaching programs, innovative approaches, latest skills drills and
cutting edge training tools. In his program for “ChiRunning”, Danny Dreyer presents a training pyramid that helps us to navigate that vast sea. At the base is
FORM, above it is DISTANCE, and at the pinnacle is SPEED. In any endurance
sport, developing efficient, graceful form (technique) is paramount to building distance, and both are essential for developing speed. If we skip form to pursue distance, or skip them both to pursue speed, the result is inefficiency, followed inevitably injury.
Remember, as athletes, we train three physiological systems: muscular, metabolic
and neurological. The neural system responds and improves the most to training
and recovers the fastest, while the muscular system responds and improves the
least and is slowest to recover. This tenet fits in perfectly with Danny’s training
pyramid, emphasizing form. Developing efficient and graceful form is predominantly neural training.
I must qualify this information on the three physiological systems by stating that
they are integral and inseparable. You cannot train one without affecting the other
two. The distinction is how you structure, focus and orchestrate your training..
Most of us focus our athletic training in preparation for goal race performances.
The word “performance” is a combination of “perfection” and “form”. Typically, our
goal in performance-oriented racing is to endure a longer distance or to improve
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our speed at a familiar distance. Developing efficient and graceful form at a full range of metabolic intensities appropriate for your
distance is the best way to improve cycling and triathlon performance.
A sound training program with an emphasis on form and neuromuscular training applies to athletes of all abilities and ages,
whether we are training for sprint or long distances. Breaking the
tape first in a sprint race requires the ability to maintain efficient
and graceful form at a very high level of intensity. Covering the
140.6 miles to cross the finish line of an Ironman requires the endurance to maintain efficient and graceful form for the duration.
Neurological strength and intelligence are essential for both.
Basic Interval Guidelines
Interval training challenges our ability to maintain excellent form
(technique). The purpose of short speed intervals is to maintain
excellent form at progressively higher intensity levels. Longer,
less intense endurance intervals challenge our ability to maintain
that efficient technique and excellent form at a sustainable intensity for progressively longer durations. Duration and intensity for
all interval sets are determined by your ability to maintain excellent form. During recovery, adequate duration and ease of intensity are essential so you can perform the next interval without compromising form.
If you focus primarily on form and technique during your interval
sessions (both the intensity and recovery segments) you will still
train your metabolic and muscular systems at appropriate levels.
However, you will enjoy the added benefit of enhanced biomechanical efficiency and kinetic intelligence as well. (Keep in mind

that interval duration and intensity can be orchestrated through
periodization training so that you can reliably peak for that goal
race performance.)
Age and Experience
Regardless of age or experience, the relentless pursuit of graceful, efficient form yields the greatest rewards. Strive to go farther
and faster with less energy and less injury – and you will look
good doing it! As we age, the body is able to maintain a capacity
for endurance, but less able to maintain speed. Unless we elect
to extend the distance of our races, our final pursuit is graceful,
efficient speed. Ah, the joys of aging! The wisdom of kinetic intelligence!
Golden Compass
It’s easy to get disoriented by the complexities of training and racing. An adamant and joyful focus on the development of efficient,
graceful and economical technique that leads to the perfection of
form at all durations and intensities serves us well as a golden
compass, providing most of the orientation necessary for selfefficacy. Be it swim, bike, run or strength training, be it long or
short, hard or easy, breakthrough or recovery, every session is a
performance, a quest for the perfect form.
Better yet; don’t reserve this relentless pursuit just for athletic excellence. Every moment in life is a precious opportunity for the
perfection of form – in body, mind and heart. This is truly the pursuit of excellence.
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Section 3

Suggestions for Basic Stationary Workouts
INTRODUCTION

Following are suggestions for stationary workouts. I hesitate to include these in
this text. They are not gospel – they are not written in stone by the Velo Gods and
delivered from the Holy Mount Velo. Make these workouts your own by listening to
your body. Adjust the duration, intensity, cadence and resistance of intervals, as
well as the duration of recovery based on your capacity.
Before you begin to perform any of these workouts, you can choose a technical focal point – or a series of focal points – to work with. Focus on low back profile, pelvic pitch and the degree of pelvic core-muscle engagement and stability.
Remember that some (or all) of your rider positions may not include a perfectly flat
low back or maximal core engagement. Regardless, you should feel stable and
quiet in the saddle, even at high intensity. Use your pedal, saddle and bar sensing skills, eyes opened or closed. Focus on joint alignment. Affect subtle changes
in your ankle articulation and pedaling biomechanics. When you are performing
high intensity intervals, focus on relaxing any muscles that are not required for stability or force.
Remember, your stationary stand is your “velo laboratory”: Experiment and learn
as much as you can!
Yin/Yangs
Refer back to Chapter 5: “Technique Training Guide for Stationary Stand” for an introduction to Yin/Yangs as a warm-up exercise. You can also perform Yin/Yangs
as part of a more challenging workout. First, a review of the purpose of Yin/Yangs:
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The value is neuro-muscular training – especially as a lowintensity warm-up.

reps of this combination, then select a moderately easy gear and
pedal at 85-95 rpm to recover. Repeat.

The high-resistance, slow pedaling Yang polarity allows your
body to refine the ability to transfer your body weight smoothly
and stably from one pedal to the other. The slow motion helps to
refine muscular articulation and coordination – as you focus on
remaining silent in the saddle. The high resistance teaches muscle recruitment, core stability, and joint alignment and stability.

Another variation on Yin/Yangs: Start the oscillation from one polarity to the other at the extremes – as a warm-up, with low aerobic intensity. Once you are warmed up, you can begin to gradually bring each polarity closer to the middle: Decrease the resistance of the Yang polarity each time by one gear, as you increase
the cadence. Increase the resistance of the Yin polarity each
time by one gear as you decrease the cadence.

The low-resistance, fast pedaling Yin polarity challenges your ability to move your legs and feet quickly around the perfect-circle orbit of the pedals. You must source these fast movements from a
stable quiet core. Fast spinning is more about quickly disengaging the muscles and connective tissues that must lengthen in
each phase of stroke. This is the secret to spinning fast while
staying quiet in the saddle.
You can also use the Yin/Yangs format for aerobically challenging
sessions by extending the duration and intensity of each “polarity”. Even as a warm-up you are likely using both your highest
and lowest gears. To push the aerobic and neural intensity, you
can focus on increasing your cadence at both polarities. Adjust
the duration of each by monitoring your technique.
For the Yang polarity, you can also focus on “smart strength” by
minimizing saddle weight and maximizing pedal weight – even
with a slow cadence – for progressively longer duration. (This will
be more a strength challenge than an aerobic challenge.)
You can use this same approach for the Yin polarity – spinning at
extremely high cadence as you strive to minimize saddle weight.
(This too will create some burn in the quads!) Play with a few

Continue progressively until you meet in the middle. Most likely
you will find that the “sweet spot” for you is not the exact middle
gear for a given duration. Vary the gear selection in the middle to
find the best combination of resistance and cadence for the duration you are using.
Using this format, you can alter duration and intensity accordingly. (The longer the duration, the lower the intensity.)
Use both the Videos (Chapter 5) and the Audio Guides (Chapter
7) for further guidance on Yin/Yang.
Short Force Reps
Using a high gear to create a very high level of resistance, drive
the pedals downward, as if you were surging up a short, steep
hill. Use short-duration, high-intensity climbing positions for these
reps, pedaling a slow-moderate cadence for 20-30 strokes with
lots of force. (You may want to elevate your front wheel to simulate climbing.)
Be sure to focus closely on maintaining precise leg joint align113

ment and saddle silence (pelvic core stability) as you develop
your pedal force. Observe how you articulate your ankles at
these loads. Rate of perceived muscular exertion is very high,
even though the cadence is low-moderate. During these reps
you should have little weight in the saddle. Recover thoroughly at
an easy spin until your RPE has decreased and stabilized at Zone
2, and repeat for 4-8 total reps in your workout.
Strength Endurance
To simulate a sustained climbing effort, or pedaling into a headwind, choose a resistance that allows you to pedal at 50-60 rpm.
(Elevate your front wheel to simulate climbing.) Pedal smoothly
for intervals of 5-20 minutes, with 5-10 minutes of spinning recovery between reps.
Use sustainable climbing positions, both aero and upright for
these intervals. (Triathletes may want to emphasize first position

phase, you may graduate to a sustained Zone 3 or 4 intensity.
Focus closely on all aspects of your technique – posture, alignment, biomechanics and positioning. Keep your breath controlled and relaxed as well. No auto-pilot allowed! Keep your
core and low back as stable as possible, maintaining saddle silence and your COM link. Core and low back stability, as well as
joint alignment, are the most important focal points. Constantly
assess your upper body tension, using only what you need for
core stability. Monitor your UAT!
Aerobic Strength
This simulates a very long, sustained climb or push into a headwind by maintaining a cadence of 65-75 rpm for 20-60 minutes.
As always, make each pedal stroke biomechanically efficient and
smooth. In the early season, keep the intensity in Zone 2. During
the Build phase, aim to sustain the interval at Zone 3 intensity –
still within your aerobic zone.
Practice this workout in positions for both climbing and flat terrain.
Every 2-5 minutes, you may choose to vary your resistance and
cadence slightly, as well as your riding position and biomechanics. Focus closely on all aspects of your technique – posture,
alignment, biomechanics and positioning.

(mid and aft saddle) in the early season to work on core stability
and power.) During early-season Base training, these intervals
are performed at Zone 2 intensity, building to Zone 3 towards the
end of your Base phase. As you progress through the Build

Keep your breath controlled and relaxed. No auto-pilot allowed!
Keep your core and low back as stable as possible, maintaining
saddle silence and your COM link. Once again, core and low
back stability are the most important focal points. Constantly assess your upper body tension, using only what you need for core
stability. Monitor your UAT!
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Sustained Spinning
Maintain a cadence 5-20 rpm below your maximum sustainable
cadence for 10 minutes or longer. Choose a cadence you can
sustain (or slightly build) for the duration. If your stroke is
smooth, you should be able to stay relaxed and breathe easily –
PRE should be Zone 2.
Mid-saddle positions are usually optimal for fast cadence. Your
legs are not rubbing on the saddle (as they might in the wider aftsaddle) and the increased saddle weight is spread over a larger
contact surface than a narrower fore-saddle position.
Be attentive to upper body weight support. On a tri bike, if you
practice this in first position, this may be an issue. Use your sustained spin session as an opportunity to refine riding positions
that are optimal for fast cadence.
Monitor your saddle silence. You can also focus on the “thresholds” – your hip sockets. Your pelvis is still, your femurs are dynamic. Your hip sockets are the distinct thresholds between
these two. Strive for a distinct boundary between the stillness
and movement.
Focus on floating your joints – hips, knees, and ankles – to produce a smooth stroke. You can also alternate between circular
pedaling, and fast “weight-drop” pedaling. Notice how your ankle articulation changes between these two. At a fast cadence,
the difference between these two types of pedaling may be subtle. As you develop both, there will be more distinction between
them.
Patience and consistency will enable you to build your duration

and increase your sustainable cadence. The key to sustaining a
high cadence is to focus on suppleness and relaxation, with a stable core. (Yes, once again: Pelvic pitch and low back profile!)
It’s better to change gears every 2-5 minutes than to stay in one
gear the entire time. This will refresh your neural system, even if
you volley between just 2 gears.
Progressive Cadence
Begin at a moderately high cadence that feels comfortable.
Every 30 seconds or so, increase your cadence by a few rpm.
Use the focal points and progression in the Cadence Build exercise to build your cadence.
There are two ways to work with Cadence Build: 1) Continue this
buildup as you focus on a constant even pressure in the saddle,
until you begin to bounce. For the final 30 seconds, sustain that
cadence while you really strive to “float” your joints and recover
your saddle silence. 2) Continue the buildup as you try to minimize weight in the saddle. For the final 30 seconds, sustain that
cadence while you really strive to keep your pelvis from bouncing
or moving at all. In the first option, you will probably use a bit
more ankle articulation. In the second, a little less.
Practice this format in most of your riding positions. You can also
focus on pedal sensing, ankle articulation, and eliminating unnecessary tension from your upper body.
Power Bursts
With a high cadence (90 rpm or higher) and high resistance,
pedal at Zone 5 intensity for 10-20 seconds. Really concentrate
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on joint alignment and smooth pedal strokes, while staying calm
and relaxed in the saddle and in your upper body. The purpose
of these intervals is to train muscle fiber recruitment and joint stability.
Your legs should feel fatigued, even after such a short duration.
Your breathing and heart rate remain moderate, due to the short
duration. Recover completely to Zone 2, until you can easily and
comfortably spin at 90 rpm again. Repeat for a total of 4-8 reps.
Practice these bursts in upright and aero positions. Implement
these bursts during your Base phase, so you are prepared to perform the Power intervals and Speed intervals (below) when you
enter your Build phase.
Power Intervals
You should prepare for these intervals over the course of several
weeks with sessions that include Power Bursts. Pedal at a cadence of 85-95 rpm at a resistance you can sustain for 1-4 minutes. (This will be at Zone 4 to 5, depending on duration). Again,
really concentrate on joint alignment and smooth pedal strokes,
while staying calm and relaxed in the saddle and in your upper
body.
The intention is to sustain a high intensity with excellent technique. Allow plenty of time between intervals for recovery (suggested recovery time is twice as long as the interval duration),
and repeat for a total of 3-6 times. Practice these intervals in upright and aero positions, proportionate to your riding position strategy for your goal race. Do not exceed 20 minutes total duration
at or above lactate threshold. (This includes any jumps you perform during your warm-up.)

Speed Intervals
Again, with high cadence and high resistance, pedal for 30 seconds to 1 minute. Recovery time is equal to the duration of the interval. Repeat 8-20 times. A short recovery time will train your
neuromuscular system to recruit more muscle fibers and train
your metabolic system to buffer and process lactic acid during
sustained effort at or above your lactate threshold. Technique focus is the same for Power intervals. Practice these intervals in upright and aero positions you will ride in for sustained periods of
time.
Structure Summary
Some of these workouts can be combined together in the same
session, with adequate recovery between each. Some are more
appropriate during the early season (Base phase), while others
are effective as you near the race season (Build and Peak
phases). If you choose to use them in your sessions, be consistent and patient as you progress and build from week to week.
Do not exceed 20 minutes of total duration at or above lactate
threshold (Zone 4 or 5). Remember to focus relentlessly on your
technique – posture, alignment, biomechanics and rider positioning – at all times, at all intensities.
Obviously, you will experience discomfort during high intensity intervals. That’s the nature of cycling and endurance sports in general. However, an important element in these sessions is learning
to be calm, relaxed and present without resisting the sensations
of discomfort by adding unnecessary tension.
Conclusion
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Combine these drills and exercises with one another, in various
rider positions, using various combinations of cadence, resistance and intensity to develop your cycling technique. The possibilities are limitless. Trust your intuition as you design and structure your workouts. In this process, your intuition is your body instructing your mind.
Gravitate to your weaknesses and maintain your strengths if you
are designing your own workouts. If you find some combination
of intensity and duration to be particularly challenging, design
workouts to address that challenge. (For me, on the bike, it is 2minute intervals that are most challenging. So, I will focus on a
set of 2-minute repeats with adequate recovery between each,
building to 10 reps. Then I will begin to shorten the recovery
time.)
Be creative in your approach and with your imagery. Stationary
riding need not be monotonous drudgery. There is a vast but subtle wilderness to explore and many rewards to discover. Enjoy
your personal exploration of this wilderness, as you patiently cultivate your unique pursuit of effortless power and velo-nirvana!
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Section 4

Outdoor Exercises
INTRODUCTION

Bicycle T’ai Chi:
In the ancient traditional practice of T’ai Chi, the “player” moves very slowly and
smoothly through a series of movements, focusing intently on balance and relaxation. I have been practicing T’ai Chi for over 35 years. I continue to develop and
refine my powerful alliance with gravity through T’ai Chi. It is an essential part of
my craft as an endurance athlete and the best investment I have made in my life.
You can use a similar “T’ai Chi approach” to cycling – especially during your recovery sessions. Bicycle T’ai Chi is an excellent way to practice joining with your bike
– to make your bike an extension of your body. The emphasis is to ride as slowly
and gracefully as possible while you focus on deep relaxation, core-sourced movement, your alliance with gravity, and slow, conscious breathing. In other words,
like traditional T’ai Chi, you can enter a zone of moving meditation.
Challenge
The challenge with riding very slowly is lateral balance. Well, that’s the very first
thing each of us had to learn as child in order to ride a bike. Many aspects of your
position and biomechanics affect your lateral balance and stability. (You probably
didn’t give it much thought as a kid.) Bicycle T’ai Chi will help you to evaluate and
improve your balance and stability. While riding slowly, you can really focus on
saddle silence (quiet, stable pelvic core), a smooth pedal stroke, knee tracking
and a relaxed upper body that is integrated to your core.
Without lateral stability, you are more likely to weave side-to-side. This can be
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quite dangerous when you are riding on the narrow shoulder of a
busy road. Gusty wind conditions create even more of a challenge. For both performance and safety, lateral stability is essential on the bike.
In the studio, we have examined lateral stability in various riding
positions. However, a shortcoming of stationary training is the
lack of lateral dynamic. Bicycle T’ai Chi and hill climbing are two
effective ways to develop lateral stability.
A key element is UAT – specifically lengthening the back of your
neck and maintaining a lot of distance between your ears and
your shoulders. This practice engages your spinal stabilizers and
connects your shoulders with your core through your lat muscles.
(Hmmm... have you heard that before?)
Equally important is saddle silence, which requires a smooth
pedal stroke, as well as core stability. Suitable cadence, resistance and ankling, as well as a smooth side-to-side transfer of
weight are all essential for saddle silence and lateral stability. (On
the stationary, the Yin/Yang exercises challenge you to maintain
saddle silence through wide ranges of cadence and resistance.
The Ankling Drill provides an opportunity to smooth your stroke
with ankle articulation.)
Finally, your joint alignment and knee tracking are also essential
for guiding your bike on a true path without weaving. In the studio, we examined this using the Yin/Yang drill with the mirror positioned in front of your bike.
Opportunity
Bicycle T’ai Chi is an outdoor drill that allows you to examine and

apply each of these elements, and evaluate your lateral stability
without being strapped to the stand. I call this drill Bicycle T’ai
Chi, because the challenge here is to relax your body and ride as
slowly as possible, pedaling smoothly and gracefully, so you can
guide your bike in a straight line.
The emphasis here is on relaxation – just as it is in traditional T’ai
Chi. Breathe slow and deep and enjoy this as a form of recovery.
Use deep relaxation and breath to extend your sense of feeling
into your bike. Like the violin, you can embrace your bike as a
sensitive and highly articulate instrument – an extension of your
body.
Guidelines
You will need a quiet, traffic-free stretch of road or parking lot that
is flat or (preferably) slightly inclined. A patient, playful approach
is also essential – curiosity, creativity and enjoyment. Leave your
judgment and attachment to a specific fixed outcome at home!
No need for power meters, GPS or heart rate monitors.
It takes deep relaxation, stable core-sourced movement, supple
relaxed arms and hands, and saddle silence to ride gracefully in
a straight line at very slow speed. The slower your speed, the
more challenging the task.
Your COM Link will help you to navigate and laterally stabilize
from your don tien. You can strengthen your feeling of that COM
Link by pedaling slow, smooth circles around the bottom bracket.
This is easiest to perform on a very slight incline that can provide
a gentle, consistent resistance. Use Pedal Sensing to maintain a
constant soft contact with the pedal all the way around the pedal
stroke.
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Begin by riding easily at a “natural speed” for 5-10 minutes just to
join with your bike – so you feel it as an extension of your body.
Ride in the positions you usually ride in. Then, begin Bicycle T’ai
Chi in First Position. As you do Bicycle T’ai Chi, keep your breath
slow and deep. This is a constant cue for relaxation.
Begin at a speed and cadence that allow you to relax. As you get
a feel for Bicycle T’ai Chi, decrease your speed and cadence. As
someone who has practiced traditional T’ai Chi for well over three
decades, I focus on moving as slowly as I can. If I am truly relaxed in my body and quiet in my mind, I can feel my alliance with
gravity in every moment.
If you have a painted line that you can ride on, or parallel to, use it
to evaluate your ability to ride very slowly in a straight line. You
need not ride directly on the line if it is too close to the side – instead, strive to ride parallel to it. If you do not have a painted line

painted line, it will be very difficult to balance and guide your
bike.
The secret to riding a straight line is not through force or tension
or sheer mental will. In fact, you will notice that as soon as you
tense up – especially in your upper body – you will waiver more
than when you relax. Focus on guiding you don tien along that
smooth straight path, as well as your bike’s bottom bracket.
(These are the two centers of your COM Link.) Remember to
keep your vision 2-3 meters in front of you – with a soft focus.
Keep your breath slow and deep. Can you join with your bike
enough to actually feel the tires contacting the road?
Practice for short periods of time ranging from 15 seconds to 2
minutes. If you are practicing on a slight incline, you can turn
around and “free-spin” as you return. In your easiest gear, spin
the pedals without generating force – so that they spin freely. Notice how difficult it is to keep a smooth stroke when there is no resistance at all on the downstroke. Strive to minimize your saddle
bounce and circle your legs smoothly without “catching up” to the
speed of your bike. This is not easy to do!
Aero Position

to challenge yourself, you can aim for specific spots on the road
surface, or make your own with something temporary like white
flour. Maintaining UAT, set your vision about 2-3 meters in front of
your wheel. If you look directly down at your wheel and the

When you can “play” with this exercise well in First Position, try it
in aero position – if that’s in your vocabulary. Bicycle T’ai Chi is a
great way to refine your lateral stability in aero. You must develop
a clear and articulate sense of navigating from your core as you
stabilize with your forearms.
UAT is essential for this – lengthen the back of your neck, engage
your lats and maintain lots of space between your shoulders and
your ears. Feel a connection from your core to your “stability trian120

gle”, formed by your forearms resting on the pads and your
hands resting on the extensions. Pedal smoothly, slowly, circularly. Remember, this is a moving meditation.
[Video 36: Bicycle T’ai Chi] offers guidance for practicing Bicycle T’ai Chi to improve your balance and stability on your bike.

Video 36: Bicycle T’ai Chi

As children, much of our motor-skill development occurs through
the activity of play. Play is minimally structured, creative and explorative – without judgment or fixed attachment to a specific outcome. Parking Lot Play is a suggested cycling technique activity
in the context of play.
Imagine; it’s the first warm sunny day of spring, the first time your
road or tri bike has been outside since... October? You have paid
homage to the venerable stationary trainer long enough. You
have developed great core stability and saddle silence, and a
high degree of articulation in your rider positioning and biomechanics – all this in the catacombs of your velo-lab. Now you’re
ready to kick up those heels and celebrate! You’re ready for a little Parking Lot Play.
Swoosh!
The harmonious and dynamic relationship between you, your bike
and gravity is about feeling your bike, about making it part of your
body. Smooth turning and cornering – something you have not
practiced while sequestered on your stationary stand as you suffered those months of Seasonal Affective Disorder – is an art that
requires absolute confidence and conviction in your sense of feeling. Your bike must be part of your body, as you extend the tactility of your body through your bike to the road surface. With Parking Lot Play you can renew and refine your feeling of leaning your
body and bike together, in harmony with gravity, as you gracefully
swoosh the turns!

Parking Lot Play: Turning

Guidelines

Introduction

Ride for at least 10 minutes to warm-up and tune-in to your body
and your bike. Then, ride to a smooth-paved, relatively empty
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parking lot – the larger the better. Ideally your play lot should be
gently sloping, but a level lot is suitable. Avoid areas with cracks,
potholes, drainage grates or anything that might cause your tires
to slip as you turn - like sand or gravel. And stay away from light
poles and parked cars.
The purpose of Parking Lot Play is to explore and enjoy “carving”
turns with your bike. Always initiate your turns by leaning your
body and bike together – holding the bars softly. Start at a speed
that feels relaxed to you and play with simple quarter and half
turns in First Position. Keep your turns wide and gradual at first.
Feel the centrifugal force as you gently “swoosh”. Just the sound
of the word “swoosh” elicits the feeling of carving or dipping
through a turn. The more you lean and the faster you go, the
greater the centrifugal force you generate. This means you are
increasing the affect of gravity. You feel heavier – that’s why it
feels like you are scooping or carving. Since you are increasing
your weight on your bike, your alignment must be centered and
accurate.

Play with simple turns in both directions, always making sure to
position your pedals correctly before you begin to lean. Focus on
leaning your bike and body together precisely to the degree that
“gravity is leaning”. That may sound a little odd, but when you
lean and turn, Earth’s gravitational pull “bends” or deviates from
true vertical.
Initiate and control your turns from your don tien. This is the
place in your body where you can feel most accurately your orientation with the bending gravity. Look where you want to go. You
can slightly weight the inside handlebar, but allow the bars to turn
naturally, responding to the degree of your body and bike lean.
Lean your bike and body to the same degree, so that your spine
and the seat tube are aligned. There are varying opinions on this,
but equal lean of body and bike is most stable. This keeps the
center of gravity, the steering axis and the tire contact all in the
same plane with the “lean” of gravity. Traction is optimal, as are
the handling characteristics of your bike. Likewise, it’s best to
keep both knees in close to the frame, to avoid flaring the inside
knee. This too moves mass away from the axis of the center of
gravity. However, if you feel more relaxed flaring that inside knee,
do it.
If you are playing in a paved lot with a gentle slope, swoosh your
turns on the way down the slope as you coast. This makes it
easy to set the pedals correctly, with no need to generate momentum. As you return, practice Bicycle T’ai Chi, or simply ride back
with graceful artistic form – like the virtuoso violinist. If you are
playing on a level lot, pedal to your desired speed and then set
your pedals. If you feel the need to slow down, regulate your
speed before you begin to turn. Stay off the brakes once you en122

ter your turn.

bike into the road surface.

Once you feel natural and relaxed with your swooshes in First Position, play with swooshing turns in Aero Position. Be gentle and
conservative at first because your upper body position functions
differently for lateral stability. Also your center of gravity is lower,
so your ability to articulate the degree of lean is more subtle. Establish your UAT, relaxing your neck and shoulders. Set your pedals correctly and feel the connection between your don tien and
the bottom bracket through your saddle. Swoosh your turns from
your don tien, as your arms and hands rest and relax on the bars.
Feel how you bend gravity, and let your weight drop through your

When you are comfortable with simple quarter and half turns, play
with full circles. Always start in First Position, graduating to Aero
Position. Visualize your path each time. Focus on maintaining a
consistent degree of lean throughout each turn. This is essential
for stability.

Video 37: Parking Lot Play: Turning

When you are comfortable and relaxed with these, try figure
eights and slalom turns – graduating from First Position to Aero
Position. [Video 37: Parking Lot Play: Turning] presents an introduction to playing with turns.
Tire selection and tire pressure both affect cornering. Get to
know the characteristics of your training tires and your racing
tires, especially if your races include challenging turns.
Conclusion
Parking Lot Play introduces technique training in the context of
play. This is an opportunity to use a creative and playful approach as you explore your feel for your bike and for riding, which
are vital in cornering. Learn to trust your sense of feeling as a vital asset for cycling stability, grace and enjoyment as you imprint
the fundamentals of safe and stable turning.
Hey, training is not all serious! Develop appreciation for the value
of creative approach and enjoyment as effective means of technique training.
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Parking Lot Play: Bottle Hand-offs

ing out what they are offering.

Introduction

Once I find have a clear path to someone, I point to that person to
alert them. Then I hold out my hand at the appropriate height,
and out to the front, with my elbow relaxed and slightly bent, so I
can catch the bottle. As I contact the bottle, I relax my shoulder
and my arm to let it swing back behind me as I take hold of the
bottle.

Don’t wait until your first triathlon race to practice bottle hand-offs.
That could be costly to you and your fellow competitors. Aid stations can be chaotic and potentially dangerous. Along with the
atmosphere of adrenaline and speed that you find at the race,
there is the congestion and commotion of multiple volunteers offering an array of options. Mix this with many other cyclists vying for
their fair share without losing too much speed, as well as debris
on the road surface through the aid station and just beyond –
such as water bottles – and you’ve got a “head’s-up” situation.
Priority #1 is to get through safely and leave with enough hydration and nutrition to make it to the next aid station.
Preparation
Before you work on bottle hand-offs, practice caging and uncaging your bottles without looking at them. You should be able
to take hold of your bottle instantly, without groping around. If you
use a re-fillable flask, practice filling it from a bottle without looking down at it. These skills are important because you need to
keep your eyes focused on a clear and safe path through the mayhem of the aid station as you manage your nutrition - especially
when you have only one hand on the bars.
Procedure
In an actual race, there is usually a designated drop zone at the
approach and departure of each bike aide station. Jettison your
empties as you approach. Make sure they land well off to the
side. As you do this, scan the volunteers who are usually shout-

For a smooth hand-off, my hand must have minimal forward velocity at the moment of contact. This is essential: I am flying by as I
grab hold of something that is static. If I keep my arm stiff, the
shock of hitting something static that weighs a half a kilo may result in the following outcome: 1) I drop the bottle, generating
more debris and unsafe conditions. 2) The shock travels through
my body and causes me to loose control of my bike.
Once I have a secure hold, I swing my arm up and then forward
in an arc. The time lapse from contact, to reverse swing and secure hold is less than half a second. Less than two seconds
elapse before I have completed the entire arc. Using this contact
and reverse swing method, you can make safe and successful
hand-offs consistently even as you maintain some momentum.
If you streak through an aid station too fast and miss every handoff you attempt, you will either go without until the next aid station
–usually a distance of 10 miles – or stop completely, unclip and
hope someone runs to your aide before you get hit by another cyclist. Its better not to gamble – slow down enough to keep it safe
and successful.
Once you have your bottle, cage it without looking, or squeeze
out what you need into your flask and jettison the bottle well off to
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the side just as you depart the aid station. Keep your eyes on the
road to navigate through the rest of the mayhem before attempting to look down at your bike. (Beyond the aid station, please
do not cast away your litter on my beloved Planet Earth – and that
includes gel packets.) Video 38: Bottle Hand-offs presents a
brief demonstration of this skill so vital to long-course triathlon.
Be smart, be graceful, and thank the volunteers!

Video 38: Bottle Hand-oﬀs

Introduction
The most significant difference between triathlon cycling shoes
and road cycling shoes has to do with ease of entry/exit and the
strapping system. Tri shoes typically have one large strap and a
large pull tab at the heel. These features allow you to leave your
shoes clipped into the pedals for faster transitions. You run faster
through the transition area barefoot than you do strapped into a
stiff soled shoe with a cleat. Your cleats are not going to be
caked with mud and you won’t fumble around trying to engage
the pedal-cleat system. You also save time by slipping your feet
in and out and securing and releasing the straps while you are riding.
Procedure
Practice shoe entry and exit while riding in your parking lot. (If
this seems a little too unstable, you can practice first on your stationary stand.) It’s best to begin by learning to unstrap and exit
the shoes before attempting shoe entry. First, you have to be
able to control your bike with one hand/arm. Decide which bar
position(s) works best for this. You may feel more comfortable in
the aero bars, because your upper body is low enough to easily
reach your shoe without leaning forward and placing a lot of
weight in your single hand on the base bar. The criteria for bar
position are: lateral stability, minimal weight support at your bar
contact point, and a low enough position so you can reach your
shoe.

Parking Lot Play: Shoe Entry and Exit

Begin by practicing single-handed riding for both sides. Next,
practice one-hand riding as you rest your other hand on your
shoe without looking down – again gaining competency on both
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sides. Determine your most stable riding position and bar contact as you practice this. Also determine the best place in the
pedal stroke to hold your foot. I find the place to be just forward
of the top of the stroke. I can slightly weight each pedal for stability.
Then, practice un-strapping your shoe, gripping the back of your
shoe, slipping your foot out, and resting your foot on top of the
shoe – again for both feet. You will need to hold the pedals stationary with your other foot as you exit your shoe. Do all of this
with minimal visual aid.

Dismount after slipping out of shoes
Now you can try shoe entry. First practice mounting your bike
smoothly and pedaling with your feet on top of your shoes. You
may need to mount with the bike at a complete stop. Slip your
leg over the bar and place that foot on top of the shoe. Stand on
that shoe and get into the saddle. Use your other foot to quickly
swivel the remaining shoe/pedal so you can get that foot on top.
Pedal to smoothly accelerate and gain your balance. (In a race,
pedal away from the mayhem of transition before you attempt to
slip your feet into the shoes.)

Now practice pedaling with both feet resting on top of your shoes.
Create an imaginary dismount line and practice your dismount.
As you approach the dismount line, get into First Position, slow
your speed, and slip one leg over the top bar as you stand on
your other shoe/pedal. Without a complete stop, dismount at your
line, and hit the ground walking or running easy alongside your
bike. To further refine the art of returning to transition, practice
running alongside your bike holding the saddle, not the bars.

Slipping on shoes while riding – Watch where you are going!
Now practice slipping in and strapping with minimal visual aid.
Take hold of the heel of the shoe and slip your foot in. Secure the
Velcro strap. After you get one foot in, pedal to regain speed and
then slip and strap the other one.
As with shoe exit, your bar position for shoe entry will be contingent on your bar set-up and your skill set. The time to refine your
shoe exit and entry skills is in your “play lot”.
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Hill Climbing
Introduction
In Chapter 4, we examined rider positions and techniques for hill
climbing – both seated and standing. Your velo lab is a great
place to begin this examination – a place to challenge your perceptual capacity. However, stationary training - even with the
front wheel elevated – is no substitute for the real thing.
Once you have developed your perceptual capacity and discernment, and imprinted good practices, it’s time to test your meddle
on the real hills. Sure, I conduct most of my quality bike training
inside, in my Velo Studio, on my Kurt Kinetic Rock and Roll trainer
– which does provide some lateral dynamic. But I do ride outside. And when I do, I head straight for the hills – often doing several repeats of the same hill.
Focus!
My objectives when I do hill repeats include:
- Lateral stability!
- Vary and refine my climbing positions
- Vary and refine my pedaling biomechanics
- Pacing (regulation of intensity)
- Fast recovery and increased cadence on descents
Regardless of the grade or length of the hill, or my riding positions, my main focus is lateral stability. I guide my bike up the hill
like a knife – straight and true – sitting or standing. To do this, I

constantly monitor the stability of my pelvic core and evaluate the
tension in my upper body. I engage only the muscles of my upper torso, shoulders, neck, arms and hands that are necessary to
maintain lateral stability so that I am silent in the saddle.
I focus on UAT as well – keeping my spine long and leading with
the crown of my head. This is true whether I am seated in first or
aero position, or standing.
Variations on a Theme
We all want to climb the “#%*@ing” hill quickly and get it over
with. No body likes pain, the “magnification” of gravity, or feeling
slow. However, if your only focus is to get it over with, you probably won’t develop and refine good climbing technique and efficiency.
Ah, the beauty of repetition! When I know I’m faced with many
more repeats of the same hill, I’m not in such a fury to get it over
with. Instead, I examine the subtle variations of pelvic pitch, low
back profile, bar positions, and pedaling biomechanics – especially ankle articulation.
I also play with gearing and cadence. While seated, I often
choose a slightly higher than ideal gear with a slow cadence to
challenge my stability and technique. Slowing down the movement (pedaling) and increasing the resistance (gearing) provides
ideal conditions for refining my neuro-muscular skills (my kinetic
intelligence) while regulating my aerobic intensity.
The Perfect Hill
I seek out hills with very little vehicular traffic that provide consis127

tent grade from bottom to top – or increase in grade near the top.
I have trained on short steep hills and long moderate hills.
One of my favorites is a 2.2 mile steady hill that ascends 900 feet,
with a few short 14% pitches near the top. (This is on Mountain
Rest Road, located near New Paltz, NY, where I teach at the Total
Immersion Swim Studio. This road passes through the Mohonk
Preserve and is part of the bike course for two world class races:
American Zofingen Duathlon and Survival of the Shawangunks.)
Traffic is moderate, but the surroundings are inspiring.
The duration (usually 17-19 minutes at a moderate pace) really
lets me settle in and focus on my technique. As I fatigue, rather
than abruptly changing my position, I can make subtle changes
to my pelvic pitch, low back profile, bar position and ankle articulation and evaluate the effect.
Before each repetition, I decide what rider position I will use (or
combination) and what I want to emphasize (i.e., core stability,
joint alignment, minimal upper body tension, minimal knee tension, minimal intensity, maximal intensity, etc.) by adjusting my
gearing and my effort. I’ve done up to 13 reps of Mountain Rest,
racking up over 10,000 feet of climbing. (That’s nothing: My
friend Alex Sherwood has done a century ride on this stretch of
Mountain Rest.) I have used both my road and tri bikes for this
hill.

Summary
As I’ve stated before, I conduct my interval sessions in the velo
lab – even when the weather is ideal. When I get outside to train,
I usually head straight for a hill (or hills) and really work it.
If you don’t have any hills to train on, then you probably have
wind. While you can’t mimic the fore-aft balance change that a
hill produces, you can use the wind and a high gearing to create
a similar challenge. (This is certainly true of the Queen K Highway in Kona!)
Stationary training provides a lot of “bang for your buck”, but is
deficient in lateral dynamics. When you get outside for quality
training rides, create conditions that will challenge your lateral stability. Video 35: Climbing Cadence presents real hill climbing.

Video 35: Climbing Cadence

On shorter, steeper hills, I may focus either on ideal gearing and
cadence, or high gearing and lower cadence. Either way, my
rate of intensity is usually higher than the Mountain Rest Road hill.
Again, I am always looking at my technique and strategy as I do
the repeats. Multiple passes allow me to make comparisons.
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Conclusion
The high intensity workouts offered above are suggested. If you
read cycling or triathlon magazines, you know that just about
every issue includes the latest, hottest “Get Rich Quick” workout
that is gonna yield miraculous results. When you consider these
workouts or the ones I suggest above, remember they were not
handed down from the Holy Mount Velo.
Sure there may be some valid physiological science behind each
one, but that does not make it the ideal workout for you and your
goals. Assess your strengths and weaknesses. Maintain your
strengths and gravitate towards your weaknesses. If you find a
particular kind of workout difficult, treat it as an opportunity for improvement.
Use your best zendurance approach to that workout. Warm-up
thoroughly and patiently – both body and mind. Bring everything
you have to the task at hand. Bring your kinetic intelligence.
Treat the session as a task, a problem to be solved. Adapt and
be creative. It’s not about following the workout prescription exactly. It’s about learning and refining your kinetic intelligence.
Be creative, even at high intensity. Find images, focal points, and
subtle adaptations in your technique that enable you to be graceful and efficient in the face of high intensity and discomfort. Bow
humbly in the presence of pain and death, but always remember
to relax, breathe deep and smile – at least in your heart. Be grateful, and hammer on.
It’s all part of the art of racing... and living.
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Chapter 7

Zen Wisdom for Velo
Nirvana

The Three Secrets of Endurance Mastery
Pearls of Velo-Wisdom
Cycling Strength and Speed
Cycling Aerodynamics
Audio Guides

Section 1

The Three Secrets of Endurance Mastery
INTRODUCTION

Let’s look at a few of the deep principles that should guide your training and racing
in every endurance sport. There are three “secrets” at the heart of my craft as an
endurance athlete: proprioception, balance and precession.
Proprioception
We are endowed with far more intelligence than just the logical form that seems to
reside in the exclusive penthouse suite of the brain. The most powerful form of
intelligence we have as athletes is one that resides more in our bodies than in our
brains. It is called proprioception.
Proprioception is the neural-based feedback system that informs my central
nervous system about the location and orientation of my many muscles and joints
– call it coordination. This feedback system is comprised of specific organs and
receptors located throughout my body. Proprioception is absolutely essential for
developing efficiency, economy, grace and speed – all the elements of great
technique and improved athletic performance.
Here is a very important condition for proprioception: When my muscles and joints
are relaxed, warm and lubricated, then my body’s proprioceptive abilities are
optimal.
Likewise, when my mind is open, relaxed and curious, then my mental capacity for
proprioception is optimal. Ideal conditions must exist in both body and mind.
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Proprioception enables me to body sense. A highly developed
capacity for body sensing is like having a built-in constant video
feedback or a mirror to monitor and evaluate technique. My
proprioception is my own built-in technique coach. As long as I
approach my training and racing with my mind in my body, I have
access to that coach.
OK, so that’s secret number one - proprioception. The other two
secrets for technique mastery are integral with proprioception:
Balance and Precession
In 1980 Dr. Robert Sperry, a Nobel Prize recipient, demonstrated
that 90% of your neurological energy is invested in orienting
your body to the pull of Earth’s gravity. Consider this deeply:
“Ninety percent of my neurological energy is invested in
balance.” Balance is the very foundation of efficient technique.
Why?

mastery. The rewards are greater speed, endurance and
efficiency with less effort, injury and recovery.
Efficient swimming, biking and running techniques all focus on
using the pull of gravity (experienced as my body’s weight) to
move me forward. Want to run a marathon efficiently? No
problem! Just keep falling forward for 42 kilometers, without
tipping over.
My pursuit of mastery and athletic excellence in any endurance
sport is guided by this question: How can I move forward using
the pull of gravity? In every endurance sport – swimming, biking,
running, nordic skiing... – it all starts with perfect dynamic
balance. Never forsake proprioception and balance in the pursuit
of speed or intensity. It’s inefficient and risky.

Let’s say I am training for an ultra-triathlon. For maximum
performance and enjoyment, as well as minimal recovery time
and injury, I must be efficient. I want to use forces that are easily
available to me to move my body forward.
This is where precession comes into play: I reach optimal
efficiency when I use the pull of gravity to move my body
forward. In physics, this is known as precession: Translating the
pull of gravity by 90 degrees into forward motion. In layman’s
terms, we call this orbit!
This is how Planet Earth orbits our Sun. Using precession for
endurance sports requires precise balance and proprioceptive
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Section 2

Pearls of Velo-Wisdom
INTRODUCTION

Building on the three secrets of endurance mastery, let’s consider some elements
specific to cycling.
Goddess Gravity and Cycling
One of the earliest recollections of my life is the first time I rode a “two-wheeler”.
That discovery of dynamic balance is a thrill to each of us. It’s pretty obvious how
important balance is to cycling. It’s the feeling we all enjoy so much when we ride.
It’s the effortless glide and the scary rush of descents; it’s the swoosh of turns, and
the agony of climbs.
In cycling, we are constantly orienting with gravity. There are some more subtle
elements of balance in cycling as well: fore-aft balance over the bottom bracket
and lateral (side-to-side) balance as you shift and press your body weight into the
pedals.
How do you effectively translate the pull of gravity into forward motion (as well as
ascending, descending and turning) on a bike? This is not a question that can be
answered in a few sentences. This is a quest, an ongoing investigation - the essence of cycling. But, allow me to be the fool and attempt to answer briefly:
“To bike efficiently, use the circular orbit of the pedaling cycle to smoothly and continuously translate your body’s weight into rotational force at your rear tire. Do this
while you remain still in the saddle, with your body positioned aerodynamically.
Minimize tension and movement of your upper body. Oh yeah, and try to stay comfortable. Good luck!”
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We are now at the heart of the Zen of cycling: Use the greatest
force available – the pull of gravity (felt as the weight of your
body) – to move in a chosen direction. You do this by literally orbiting your feet around the axis of the crankset – applying force
perpendicular to the crankarm.
The crankset and pedals guide your feet on a precise circular orbit around that axis. Your job is to seamlessly time and coordinate the weighting and unweighting of each pedal to keep them
in orbit. And this, fellow cyclonauts, is the art of the pedal stroke the seamless and smooth transition of weight through one orbiting
pedal and then the other. Shift your weight efficiently, at a rate of
160-200 times per minute (for a cadence of 80-100 rpm). As you
do this, remain stable and energetically connected with your bike.
It’s time to expand our definition of cycling: Efficient, economical
and graceful cycling technique is based on a dynamic and harmonious relationship between the rider, the bike and gravity.
Every aspect of proficient cycling technique is based on dynamic
balance. Handling, turning, climbing, descending, pedaling, sitting, standing, braking, accelerating, moving forward - all are inextricably linked to gravity’s ever-present, ever-constant pull. As
you pursue the perfect pedal stroke, gravity provides supreme
guidance in your investigation of the seamless and smooth transfer of your body weight into the orbiting pedals. Feel that guidance and stay in orbit - it’s a cosmic, life-long mission.
The Perfect Pedal Stroke: The Holy Grail of Cycling
If the ultimate intention for studying cycling technique is to get
from point A to point B faster, then the most obvious focal point of
cycling technique is the biomechanics of pedaling. After all, you

aren’t moving forward if you aren’t pedaling.
“Almighty Lord of Cycling, pray tell me, is there one ultimate measurable, repeatable biomechanically perfect pedal stroke? If so,
bestow it upon me – that I may glide gracefully and quickly
through the Gates of Velo-Nirvana in front of all those in my age
group.”
At one end of the pedal-stroke spectrum is the perfectly circular
pedal stroke, where the rider applies equal force throughout the
entire circle of the stroke, simultaneously through both legs. (Powercranks are designed to train the cyclist to do just this.) This results in a continuous, unchanging force where the tire meets the
road. (The CompuTrainer Spin Scan Analysis would score this as
a perfect 100.)
In an immaculate circular pedal stroke, the athlete uses all the
muscles of the core and legs equally: pulling up through the back
of the stroke as much as pushing down through the front of the
stroke, moving forward through the top of the stroke as much as
moving back through the bottom of the stroke. With a perfectly
circular pedal stroke, you may be regarded as a “Valedictorian”
by the “Computrainer Board of Regents”. But in the real world,
you will not actually produce optimal power for your perfect 100
Spin Scan score.
At the other end of the pedal-stroke spectrum, is the absolute
highest watt output per stroke – grace-and-finesse-be-damned.
In this scenario, the athlete simply grits his/her teeth, grimaces all
facial muscles, puckers the anal sphincter, and mashes those
poor little pedals into submission, using only the most powerful
muscles of the legs and glutes. You may end up with a failing
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score on the Spin Scan Analysis and your bike may flex like a wet
noodle from such flailing, but your watt output will skyrocket – at
least for a few minutes.
The problem with this approach is one of sustainability. Recruiting only the most powerful muscles of the legs to drive the pedals
will yield a pedal stroke like chopped beef – tough, chunky and
hard to chew.
What is the aspiring cyclist to do? On one hand, the “circular pedaling Valedictorian” doesn’t produce the wattage, but pedals like
quicksilver, and will stay in orbit until the next ice age. On the
other hand, the “pedal mashing Gladiator” cranks enough wattage to power a major US metropolitan during prime-time TV viewing, but collapses at the first commercial break.
For the empirically obsessed among us, the news is grim: There
is no one single pedaling prescription for cycling dominance and
stardom. The quest for the perfect pedal technique is a constant
balancing act between graceful circular efficiency and raw,
pedal-mashing force, vying with one another for a duet with gravity. Velo-nirvana requires a balance between sustainability and
power. And, it is a balancing act of applying your body weight
seamlessly and smoothly into the diametrically opposed pedals.
If your training and racing goals require long duration, you may
emphasize sustainable efficiency through silky strokes. If you are
focusing on fast and furious sprints, you may emphasize power
generation at cadences approaching a turbine engine. You must
determine where you fall in this spectrum and balance your training accordingly. Regardless of your goals, it’s important to train
both efficiency and power generation in your pedaling technique.

You want both the silky strokes and the turbine engine.
The quest for the Holy Grail of the Perfect Pedal Stroke can be a
very subtle adventure through a foggy and mysterious landscape
fraught with mystery. The most effective navigational tool for this
quest is Goddess Gravity herself. Remember this: Gravity is the
only ever-present, ever-constant element in your life. Every other
thing in life changes. Gravity does not. She provides the ultimate
orientation.
(People ask me who my Guru or my Master is. My Guru is Goddess Gravity. She always provides true and unerring guidance
and orientation.)
Another effective navigational tool in the mysterious quest for the
Holy Grail of the Perfect Pedal Stroke is the stationary Zendurance Cycling Technique exercise called “Yin/Yang”. I introduced
Yin/Yang as a warm-up exercise for stationary workouts in Chapter 5, and through Videos 29-31. A more detailed study is presented in Audio Guide 28.
Other navigational tools on your search for the Holy Grail of the
Perfect Pedal Stroke include quantifiable elements (like power output, heart rate, cadence and speed), as well as subjective elements (balance, stability, comfort and proprioception - all of these
informed by gravity - as well as rate perceived exertion, and yes,
even your intuition).

Conclusion
You have now glimpsed two of the mysterious lustrous pearls of
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cycling wisdom - Goddess Gravity and the Holy Grail of the Perfect Pedal Stroke. Embark upon your quest that ye might someday hold these pearls in thy hands and clasp them to thy bosom
as you revel in velo-nirvana.
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Section 3

Cycling Strength and Speed: A Zen Perspective
INTRODUCTION

With a conventional approach, we associate both strength and speed with effort
and exertion. If you want to push a big gear, you have to grit your teeth, tense up
and resist the pain. If you want to go fast, you have to force your legs faster
through the pedal stroke.
However, a patient study of cycling technique offers you the opportunity to explore
strength and speed intelligently, through a mastery of technique. Stationary training allows you to accurately control the resistance and therefore the cadence and
intensity of your workout. (For this reason, many pro and elite athletes – and even
geeks like me – conduct their all-important interval workouts on a stationary trainer,
even though they may live in a cyclist’s paradise.)
As you work with the exercises and drills, it is important to challenge yourself, to
patiently develop your capacity to execute great technique at higher levels of intensity, by increasing resistance and/or cadence. Use these guidelines to govern appropriate limits.
Strength
Strength is your capacity to recruit more muscle fibers to execute a movement –
say a pedal stroke. As you train your neuromuscular system to recruit more fibers,
you are able to: 1) Increase your power output at the same rate of perceived exertion. 2) Maintain the same power output at a lower rate of perceived exertion.
There are two components of strength you must train as you challenge yourself
with resistance: 1) Your capacity to recruit more muscle fibers to execute each
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pedal stroke, both in your legs and your core. 2) Your capacity to
stabilize and precisely align your joints for maximum biomechanical efficiency and economy under high loads. Consider these
two aspects of strength every time you crank up the resistance
and start to hammer.

recruit more fibers for every pedal stroke (at every level of intensity) you are able to sustain the activity for longer duration. This
makes sense, as your body is relying on a greater “base” or “foundation” of trained neuromuscular connections. By training neuromuscular strength, you will endure longer.

You cannot mentally “will” yourself to recruit more muscle fibers
for every pedal stroke. Patient and consistent training will take
care of that.

Speed

However, you can monitor your joint stability and precise alignment at every moment, with a mirror and with your proprioception.
Use the mirror to verify the accuracy of your proprioception.
When you start to feel and visually observe even the slightest faltering in your alignment or your capacity to keep your body
weight in the pedals and out of the saddle, it’s time to back off.
And remember, your proprioception excels when you are relaxed.
Therefore, even under the great duress of heavy resistance and
intensity, the connective tissues of your joints and your muscles
must be able to relax at some part of each pedal stroke to align
precisely. Pursue cycling strength with patience and consistency,
and you will learn to maintain enough relaxation for the proprioception necessary to maintain precise joint alignment and effortless pedal weighting.
Strength and Endurance

Speed is your capacity to turn the cranks faster. Like strength,
pedaling at a higher cadence requires efficient, economical biomechanics.
Another term you might consider in your quest for blurring pedaling cadence is “fluid”. To efficiently spin at high cadence, you
must be fluid in your movement. Your foot must move in absolute
harmony with the circular orbit of the pedal itself, since that orbit
is fixed and unyielding.
Here again, relaxation is absolutely crucial. In a single rotation of
the pedal stroke, many muscles and connective tissues in the
legs and torso are stimulated to contract and then to release. If
specific muscles and connective tissues do not release and relax
in order to lengthen at the appropriate instant, they create resistance for the opposing contracting tissues. More energy must be
exerted to overcome this resistance, resulting in inefficiency and
diminished endurance.

As you develop cycling strength you are recruiting more fibers
both to pedal your bike and to stabilize (harmonize) your relationship with your bike through core strength.

This resistance to relaxation also diminishes the fluidity of the
pedal stroke. The result is a degradation of proprioception, biomechanics and technique, and an increased potential for injury.
Not good conditions for velo nirvana.

Strength figures prominently into endurance as well: Since you

Focus on relaxing your muscles, connective tissues and joints to
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increase your cadence. This will develop fluidity in your pedal
stroke and help you to maintain saddle silence as you spin.
Since there is an actual fluid that lubricates your joints - synovial
fluid - the description of a fluid pedal stroke is literal. As you learn
to float your joints around the pedal stroke at high cadence, you
allow this fluid to perform its function.
What does it feel like to you when you “float your joints”? I monitor the tension in my knees. When I can float my joints at a high
cadence and low resistance, there is no sensation of tension or
compression in my knees.
Climbing: A Zen Perspective
Much of the “Zen Perspective” on strength applies to climbing:
Neuromuscular recruitment, relaxation, proprioception, precise
joint alignment and smooth application of force through the pedals are vital to efficient climbing. Study these elements first on
your stationary. Then, bearing lavish gifts and holy praises, you
may humbly approach the Master of Strength Training, His Highness “Sumo The Hill“.
Climbing changes your orientation with gravity as your bike’s front
wheel elevates above the rear. This changes your fore-aft weight
distribution and pedaling mechanics. As you climb, your perception of weight increases, for both body and bike. This “extra pull”
of gravity gives you a stronger feedback for joint alignment, stability and balance. It magnifies any glitches in your pedal stroke.
As Sumo The Hill gets steeper and longer, your concentrated orientation and smooth pedal stroke become essential for maintaining efficiency and grace as you climb.

faster recovery to speed at the crest. And, don’t forget, the “cool
factor”: Remember, at many bike and tri races, the hills can be
lined by spectators. You have a choice: 1) Attack the beginning
of the hill like a wild banshee in war paint, and then fade halfway
up, only to sweat off all that war paint, and look like a drunken
sailor weaving on wobbly, scurvy-ridden sea legs by the time you
approach the top where all the spectators congregate. Or, 2)
Slice up that hill like a surgical scalpel, making a clean incision
through your competition near the top with steady sustainable
speed, streaking past your shrieking fans.
“Door Number One or Door Number Two?”
Just as you develop climbing positions for your body, you must
develop climbing “positions” for your mind. If Sumo The Hill is offering you a sustained, challenging climb, approach and greet
Him humbly, with respect. You are going to hang out with him for
a while, so no need to hurry.
Ease into a rhythm that combines pedaling cadence, breath, and
heart rate - a rhythm that feels appropriate for this climb He offers. Under this “extra pull” of gravity, your mind must be just as
stable and concentrated as your pelvic core. Instead of resisting
and squirming, use the heightened perception that the extra pull
of gravity brings for precision in your alignment and balance, and
accuracy in your stable navigation forward and smooth application of force.

The rewards for peak efficiency and grace as you climb include a
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Section 4

Cycling Aerodynamics
INTRODUCTION

Beyond the Almighty “M-dot” (Ironman‘s vigorously protected trademarked logo), if
there is a single image most closely associated with the sport of triathlon, it is a
lithe, flexible, nearly-naked, nearly-hairless, sun-bronzed athlete laying sleek and
low aboard a bladed aerodynamic carbon fiber vehicle that looks more like a super sonic weapon of airborne warfare than a bicycle. To complete the image, add
an aerodynamic helmet (with a titanium coated face shield) that tapers to a needle
halfway down said athlete’s back, and a disc wheel, with hypnotic swirling logos,
that sounds like a stealthy bullet train trundling through a tunnel. Perched behind
this mythic modern gladiator are two bottles of top-secret laboratory spec nutrition.
This is triathlon in all it‘s glory.
Ditto for time trial cycling. But instead of being nearly naked, the time trialist is
sewn into a shimmering skin of lycra, specially milled (under heavily guarded patents) to pull the air around the cyclist. This skin covers everything except her/his
head. Oh yeah: No bottles or cages.
I would be remiss and forever banned from every sanctioning body in the MultiSport Universe if I did not devote at the very least a few sentences to the subject
of aerodynamics. The myriad bike and wheel manufacturers who have collectively
invested millions of dollars in wind tunnel testing would nab every copy of this text
and burn them all in cyber space. Heaven forbid.
Fortunately cycling aerodynamics is such an essential element of (non-draft) triathlon, that it actually legitimizes that stealthy airborne warrior-like image. (Lucky for
me.) Maybe triathletes and time trialists are justified in riding bikes that have to be
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tethered when not in use, to prevent them from flying away.
Comfort and Sustainability
OK, enough with the aeronautical hype. Two environmental factors greatly impact triathlon and time trial cycling: Topography
and wind. You can ably respond to these conditions with a welldeveloped rider-position-based-strategy. However, even if you
are piloting the world’s most slippery time-trial bike through the
buffeting Ho‘omumuku winds of Kona, it will be ineffective if your
riding position resembles sitting at the Thanksgiving dinner table,
napkin tucked at your chin.
Your body accounts for at least 80% of the aerodynamic drag you
incur while cycling. So invest a similar proportion of your energy
to aerodynamic positioning. On a flat course with relentless
winds, reducing your frontal area will yield greater benefit than on
a rolling or hilly course with varying winds.
However, you must also consider comfort and sustainable power
output in your performance equation. If your goal races are
shorter duration – say 90 minutes or less – you may be able to
sacrifice comfort for absolute maximum aerodynamics and still be
able to sustain power output.
Double or quadruple that duration, and your position strategy
may change considerably. A stealthy aero position can transform
from your secret weapon to self-sabotage if you are in such agony that you can’t produce power, or stabilize your bike in the
wind. If you are so uncomfortable that you constantly fidget and
squirm on your bike, you are producing lots of drag and disturbance.

A key component in your ability to “go aero” is your flexibility, particularly in your hips and low back. Be honest and realistic in
your flexibility assessment. Attempting to ride in an aerodynamic
position beyond your flexibility and range of motion will lead to diminishing power output, instability, misery and chronic injury.
Your image as the immortal and untouchable “wind whisperer”
will suffer. This is not a path with heart, nor finisher‘s medals.
Speed
While we’re on the “honest and realistic” train of thought, consider
your sustainable speed. Will you average over 25 miles per hour?
How about 20? The slower your speed, the less you will benefit
from an aggressive aerodynamic position. (Take heart, at iron distance, a 7+ hour bike split means you start the run as the heat of
the day is diminishing.)
However, the faster your speed, the more you are able to “bend”
a destabilizing crosswind into a more stabilizing headwind. This
is an important criteria for bike frame and wheel selection. If you
are a strong rider, you will maximize the benefits of a bladed
frame and deep aero wheels. If you are a casual rider, these aerodynamic features may actually hinder your efficiency in crosswinds. Choose your equipment and your positions appropriately.
Aerodynamics: A Zen Perspective
Even with a comfortable, stable aerodynamic position, cycling in
a relentless wind is a tremendous test of mental tenacity. The
sheer pneumatic force of the wind can be devastating to one’s
psyche. It’s one thing to position your body for aerodynamics.
It’s another thing entirely to position your mind for aerodynamics.
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The most powerful asset you can bring to a training session or a
race with relentless wind is your sense of humility. Humility is the
mental equivalent to flexibility. In all of our athletic grandeur and
glory, we are still quite insignificant in the grand scheme. Nothing
like a 5-7 hour bout with nature’s pneumatic force to diminish your
illusions of self-importance. She puts that insignificance right in
your face.
In my years of solitary training along the legendary Queen K Highway in Kona, I learned to welcome the wind as my teacher. I
bowed down onto my aero bars, placed my hands together and
prayed while I rode. I learned to diminish my presence, to lighten
my density, empty my being and let the winds pass through. I
learned to do this for 7 hours and more.

Tenacity comes not from aggression or assertiveness. It comes
from humility and patience. Tenacity on the bike (especially in the
wind) is your ability to remain quiet and still – as you pedal one
perfect stroke at a time. No impatient squirming and fidgeting.
Slicing through relentless winds requires concentration. There’s
no use in extending your focus beyond the present moment. In-

vest your energy and awareness in this moment - this pedal
stroke and this streamlined aerodynamic envelope. Concentrate
your sense of being. Compress it down into a small sphere at
your don tien. Stay centered and composed - don’t let the winds
scatter your energy and thoughts across the landscape. I honestly prayed out loud to that relentless Kona wind.
Conclusion: A Few Words on the Meaning of Zendurance
Zendurance combines the words “zen” and “endurance”. “Zen”
means meditation - bringing the mind completely into the present
moment to observe accurately what is true here and now. Efficient training and racing requires that the athlete develop the
mental stamina and endurance to “be here now” for the duration
of the session or race.
It’s vital for athletic excellence. Ideally, the “meditation athlete” is
able to exercise this sharp attentiveness without engaging in judgment, without the incessant commentary from that “little voice in
the back of my head”. Meditation is a form of “volume control” for
that little voice. You have probably discovered just how much energy it takes to maintain that incessant commentary during challenging endurance experiences. The ability to turn it off is essential for maximum efficiency. That means more available energy
you can focus on your alignment, balance and forward progress –
on your alliance with gravity.
Our advanced western culture has developed elaborate and advanced ways of controlling the environment around us, and for
manipulating the chemistry and composition of our bodies. Yet
we devote very little of our energy and resources on mastering
our own minds as tools. Here in the United States, we have the
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highest rates of mental disease and incarceration. These are undeniable symptoms of our inability to master our own minds as
powerful tools for functional, healthy living.
Zendurance is a way of developing mindfulness, of gaining mastery over your mind, of using endurance training and racing as an
effective form of meditation. I coined this term as I wrote my first
book, “Zendurance, A Spiritual Fitness Guide for Endurance Athletes”.

Mindfulness
I have emphasized the dynamic and harmonious relationship between rider, bike and gravity as the path towards athletic excellence in cycling technique. The success of that relationship
hangs almost entirely on one single element: mindfulness.
Cycling technique is extremely subtle. An expensive state-of-theart bicycle, and a highly fit “lean-mean-racing-machine” physical
body are both great assets, but neither of them can ensure cycling excellence. Your potential for mastery and excellence rests
in your capacity for mindfulness and the ability to honor and engage the intelligence of your body.
Each endurance discipline can train specific as well as general
attributes of mindfulness. (For more on this, check out “Zendurance, A Spiritual Fitness Guide for Endurance Athletes”.)
Specifically, cycling can teach us about joining - about approaching relationships with insightful perception and a capacity for cooperation and compromise. This can only happen when we find

the humility (mental flexibility) to relinquish control and dominance. Insightful perception requires patience and curiosity to
discern the subtle nuances that lead to a rich, complex and functional dialogue between the individuals in a relationship (in this
case the relationship between virtuoso (rider) and fine instrument
(bike). This is vital if we are to discover the synergy that makes
“beautiful music” in our relationships.
The synergy between cyclist, bicycle and gravity does have a
mystical aspect. All synergistic relationships do. True and intimate union creates a potential far greater than the sum of the individual parts. A bike by itself cannot ride. Without a bike, you cannot ride. And without gravity, bike and rider are just objects floating in space. Until all three are brought into union through your
mindful awareness, there is nothing that can predict or indicate
the potential.
Remember this every time you train: Less than one-tenth of one
percent of the world’s population has the health, wealth, political
and cultural freedom, and the family and community support to
choose and to do what we do as athletes.
Training is a privilege, not a burden. Use your athletic training
sessions for spiritual fitness as well as physical fitness. Execute
each and every stroke and stride with mastery and grace. Movement has a very powerful effect on your mind. If you train with
pure and deliberate intent, with patience, curiosity, passion and
concentrated mindfulness, the spiritual fitness you gain will crossover to all areas of your life.
Each and every moment of your life holds a sacred opportunity
for spiritual fitness. Are you committed to this level of training?
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Section 5

Audio Guides
INTRODUCTION

The Audio Guides are intended for use on your stationary stand only. Your “velo
studio” is a safe and ideal environment for the inner focus and perceptual challenge these guides encourage. In many of them, you are instructed to close your
eyes. This “blind training” enhances your proprioceptive ability – so vital in your
dynamic and harmonious relationship with your bike and gravity.
To reiterate, the pursuit of mastery in any area of life is most effective when you focus on developing your perceptive capacity. This is the principle approach of Zendurance Cycling. Cycling technique is a subtle art. Stationary training is the optimal place to incubate the perceptual development process. The Audio Guides will
assist you in orienting your training sessions towards examining and improving
your posture, alignment, biomechanics and rider positioning strategies – by developing your perceptive capacity.
Every session – from the most ordinary recovery session to the most challenging
interval session or race – is an ideal opportunity to pursue mastery.
Warm up patiently each time before using these guides. A patient warm-up prepares both body and mind, ensuring that your session is a quality experience.
(You are invited to re-read the material about Approach and Warm-up in Chapter
5.) Some of the Audio Guides suggest that you pause the audio to practice ASAP
off the bike before going on.
In your first encounter with each of these audios, keep your output intensity low.
Use the guides initially to structure your recovery sessions. Give yourself permission to explore, to investigate. Recovery sessions are the ideal opportunity for
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this.
Give yourself permission to feel. That may sound odd, but we
tend to be very “frontal cortex”. We are so task-oriented and conceptually focused on accomplishing our goals and the things on
our “to-do” lists, that we don’t allow ourselves to be present in our
bodies – to feel. “I just don’t have time for that!”
Remember, this is not about “mind over matter”. Kinetic intelligence is “mind in matter”.
It doesn’t take any more time to really feel what is occurring when
you train than it does to fixate on your heart rate or your power meter. It just takes patience, curiosity and a willingness to initially explore things slow and easy. That’s why it’s best to use these
Audio Guides first during your recovery sessions. (For more on
the value of recovery sessions: “Recovery Session - The Golden
Opportunity”, in Chapter 5.)
As you develop your perceptive capacity, by all means push the
envelope! When you are familiar with the material in these Audio
Guides, use the focal points you practice and the skills you develop when you are performing your high intensity training sessions and when you are racing.
Finally, stationary training definitely has its limits. It’s an excellent
venue for initially examining and developing your dynamic and
harmonious relationship with our bike and gravity. However, stationary training lacks the dynamics of lateral lean and honest-toGod forward movement that are vital elements of cycling technique, and the thrill of riding a bike.
I recommend using a quality fluid head stationary trainer. I use

the Kurt Kinetic Rock and Roll Trainer for my technique study and
all of my interval work – even if the weather outside is ideal. I can
conduct the most effective sessions this way, without the limiting
constraints of topography, traffic or road conditions. The Rock
and Roll sways from side to side – providing some lateral dynamic.
To summarize, use the Audio Guides on your stationary stand to
develop your perceptive capacity. Then leave the headphones at
home with your stationary stand and get out on the road – especially the hills!
Introduction to Sensing Exercises
Sensing Exercises serve as perceptual investigations of your dynamic and harmonious relationship with your bike and gravity.
Just like a functional relationship with another human being, keen
perception is vital in your relationship with your bike. Initially,
these exercises develop your inward focus and sensitivity – not
necessarily your energy system output. Approach them with the
Beginner’s Mind and the Final Mind. (See Approach in Chapter
5.) Curiosity, patience, and enjoyment are great attributes. Be relaxed and playful.
As you develop your sensing skills, use them in all of your training
sessions and races. Push your limits, yes – but push them intelligently. Your sensing skills provide you with the tools to constantly
monitor and evaluate your technique. Use these skills to determine and govern the intensity and duration of your intervals and
the degree and duration of your recovery. You will continue to effectively train and develop your metabolic system – but not at the
expense or disregard of your efficiency and technique.
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Audio Guides 1 through 20 are Sensing Exercises.

Saddle Sensing Exercises
Introduction
Your bike’s saddle is the main portal for control, balance and navigation. It also provides a stable anchor for your pelvic core, the
source of your power.
You contact the saddle with the most sensitive and intimate area
of your body. This affords a high degree of feeling perception
and energy transmission. From this groin-to-saddle connection
you feel the kinetic status of your bike - you feel your bike’s vibra-

Objectives of Saddle Sensing Exercises:
The objectives of the saddle sensing exercises - for both first and
aero positions include:
Identify the primary points of contact between you and your
bike’s saddle.
- Determine your fore-aft balance point.
Establish a comfortable, balanced and stable mid-saddle
location for riding.
-

Evaluate the tilt of your saddle.

Awaken and increase your awareness of the saddle-to groin
contact as a stable anchor for power production
Awaken and increase your awareness of this contact as a
primary conduit for balance, navigation and control.
Develop saddle silence - an essential component for comfort, efficiency and stability.
Saddle Sensing Audio Guide Notes:
Audios 1 & 4: Fore Aft Standing Balance Point: First Position/
Aero Position

tion and resonance, lean and balance, road traction, weight distribution and rolling resistance. Your bike communicates it’s response to your every movement through the saddle. The saddle
sensing exercises are presented both for first position and for
aero position.
For these exercises, position your bike sideways to the mirror.

These guides introduce the vital component of fore-aft balance in
cycling technique. Lateral balance is obvious to all us – and has
been since each of us graduated from training wheels. However,
fore-aft balance significantly affects many elements of cycling –
especially performance, comfort and stability. These guides assist you in developing and refining your perception of fore-aft bal146

ance on your bike. In turn, this will significantly affect your riding
positions.
To do this, I introduce your standing fore-aft balance point. Here,
your body is balanced over the bottom bracket of your bike, while
you stand still on the pedals. However, dynamically, that fore-aft
balance point will change in response to your pedaling. Your riding position, your pedal load (how much of your weight you are
applying to the pedals), and (perhaps to a lesser extent) your cadence and the subtleties of your pedaling technique all affect
your fore-aft balance.
Regarding the fore-aft placement of your saddle, the important
message here is: Your standing balance point can provide initial
assistance in figuring that fore-aft position of your saddle, but pedaling will change that. (Generally your dynamic fore-aft balance
point is slightly forward of your static standing fore-aft balance
point.)
Audio 3: Saddle Silence: First Position
In this exercise you will be riding in first position – very close to
your Almighty Standing Athletic Position. Before you begin, stand
in ASAP next to your bike without shoes, sideways to the mirror.
Verify that your low back is relatively flat and you are pitched forward at the pelvis. Feel that your core muscles and glutes are engaged. Then, shoes on, hop on to your bike, warm-up briefly and
start the Audio Guide.
Audio 4: Fore-Aft Balance Point: Standing and Seated, Aero
Position:
Before you begin with this guide, you may choose to warm-up for

5 minutes and then dismount to practice your Almighty Standing
Athletic Position and your Universal Alignment Technique. ASAP
will not have as much relevance to Aero Position as it has to First
Position, but UAT is critical.
Audio 7: Saddle Silence with Cadence Build
Before practicing this Sensing Exercise, practice Cadence Building, presented in Audio Guide 21.
Audio 8: Saddle Silence with Resistance Build
If you are trying this exercise for the first time, focus on challenging your perceptual capacity, by being conservative with the intensity. If you are more experienced, you may choose to do this exercise at a moderate-to-high rate of intensity.
Audio 9: COM Link
This is an extension of the Saddle Sensing Exercises that you can
practice in all of your riding positions. It will further challenge
your perceptive capacity to improve your stability and energetic
connection with your bike. This is the most subtle and advanced
of the Sensing Exercises. Relax and be patient.
Bar Sensing Exercises
Introduction:
The most important function of your connection with your bike’s
handlebars is lateral stability - especially for pedaling and navigating. It is important to recognize that you navigate and steer by
leaning your body and bike together. The source of that lean is
your pelvic core and your saddle connection. Your contact with
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the bars provides lateral stability to integrate the lean of body and
bike. Therefore, it is essential that your upper body remains connected and integral with your pelvic core as you connect with the
bars. You do not initiate a change of direction by turning the
bars. That is secondary to the lean.
Recognizing the function of lateral stability, bar sensing is limited
on your stationary stand. However, use the guides and your velo
lab to challenge your perceptual capacity, to explore the subtleties of your hand-to-bar connection, and to develop good upper
body posture and alignment.
Riding in First Position, the connection is between your hands and
the bars. In Aero Position, the primary connection is between
your forearms and the pads of your aero bars.
The other vital functions of your handlebar connection include operation of the brakes and gears. These operations should not
compromise or distract your lateral stability. Your velo lab is the
ideal place to evaluate this.
And finally, as with your saddle contact, the hand-to-bar connection is an energetic portal. Energy moves in both directions. You
transmit energy through this portal to your bike. But, you also perceive a lot from this contact point: You feel the kinetic status of
your bike - through specific vibrations and overall resonance,
through lateral lean and balance, and by feeling road traction
through the front wheel.
Your bike is constantly communicating with you. It responses to
your every movement and much of that communication is transmitted through the bars into your hands and arms. Again, on the stationary stand, this dynamic is limited and subtle. But your velo

lab is the best place to incubate this awareness.
Objectives of Bar Sensing Exercises
The objectives of the bar sensing exercises include:
Awakening and increasing your awareness of the contact
points
Awakening and increasing your awareness of upper body
posture to preserve core integrity
- Awakening and increasing awareness of the hand-to-bar connection for lateral stability and navigational assistance.
Evaluate and alleviate weight support with proper upper
body posture and alignment, as well as core engagement.
Establish and imprint wrist alignment and hand positions on
the bars, as well as forearm and hand positions on the aerobars
Imprint relaxation of hands, arms, shoulders, neck and head
for stability and sensitivity.
Bar Sensing Guide Notes:
Audios 12 & 15: Bar Sensing With High Cadence: First
Position/Aero Position
Practice the Cadence Building Exercise before combining with
this Sensing Exercise.
Pedal Sensing:
Introduction
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Your foot-to-pedal connection is essentially the conduit for power
transfer from your pelvic core and legs into your bike‘s rotating
bottom bracket and, via the drive train, through the rear wheel
and tire to the road surface. The stiff sole of your bike shoe and
the platform of your pedal comprise a relatively small conduit for
this power transfer; therefore alignment and stability are critical.
You can shift fore and aft on the saddle as you ride, and you have
at least two or three bar positions to choose from as you ride.
However, with the exception of moving your foot around slightly
inside your shoe, and the float of your specific cleat and pedal
combination, you cannot change your foot-to-pedal position. This
is pre-determined by the placement of the cleat on the sole of
your shoe. The position of your cleat and selection of appropriate
shoes and footbeds are essential for stable power transmission.
The Pedal Sensing Exercises can help you to evaluate equipment
choices and cleat position. Selecting the optimal shoe, cleat and
pedal assembly, and stabilization aides such as footbeds and
cleat wedges can significantly improve your alignment and stability.
Bike fitters may be trained to assist you with shoe and pedal selection as well as foot stabilization and interface. However, you
are the best judge of optimal interface – if you have the sensitivity
and discernment. Pedal Sensing provides the opportunity to develop this critical awareness and accurately evaluate your foot-topedal interface.
In addition to these external factors, you can train your feet and
ankles to be more stable through strength exercises and through
proprioceptive development. We humans have a remarkable lack

of proprioceptive awareness in our feet, yet it is critical to our alliance with gravity and therefore our efficiency. If you are patient
and open-minded, you can use the Pedal Sensing exercises to
develop that essential proprioceptive ability.
Remember also that each contact point with your bike is a portal
for energy. The energy exchange through each portal flows in
both directions. Like the saddle and bars, you sense kinetic resonance from your bike through the pedals. In addition, you perceive resistance through the pedals, and use those perceptions
for gear selection and riding position.
The Audio Guides for these Pedal Sensing Exercises suggest that
initially you use low-to-moderate cadence and resistance so you
can focus on the perceptual challenge. As you develop your perceptual capacity, you can use these Sensing Exercises at higher
intensity.
Objectives of Pedal Sensing Exercises
The objectives of these exercises for both first and aero position
include:
Increase proprioceptive capacity in your feet for improved
alignment, stability and power transfer
Investigate and evaluate the complete foot-to-pedal interface as a stable portal for weight transfer.
Accurately sense the precise location of the pedal spindle
under each foot
Develop your ability to maintain a consistent energy flow
through your foot to pedal interface throughout your pedal stroke
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- Develop your awareness of the energetic information you perceive through the pedals.
Audio 20: Pedal Sensing: Loose Shoe Pedal Sensing
The purpose of this drill is to improve the stability of your weightto-power transfer by increasing the proprioception of all the joints
and muscles along the left and right pathways - from your don
tien to the energy portals of your feet - and by decreasing reliance on your shoes as crutches in that transfer. Relaxation is key
for that proprioception, even at race intensity.
Biomechanics Drills
Introduction
Audio Guides 21–27 are guides for biomechanics drills. Although these are not called “Sensing Exercises”, the real purpose
of practicing drills is to develop your perceptive capacity. (Sound
familiar?) Specifically you are developing your proprioceptive capacity.
Let’s face it, drills can be boring. However they are not intended
to be entertainment or distraction for the frontal lobes of your
brain. (That’s what your smart phone is for.) Both the Biomechanics Drills and Sensing Exercises challenge your central nervous
system and your cerebellum. These are regions of your intelligence that can process, refine and master complex motor skills.
Your frontal cortex may not like to hear this, but complex motor
skills are beyond its linear capacity.
When you practice drills (and Sensing Exercises), move the “captain’s chair” from the “bridge” of your frontal cortex down to the

“engine bay” in your cerebellum. Re-read the section “Biomechanics Drills” in Chapter 5 for more advice on how to approach
and practice these drills.
As with the Sensing Exercises, practice these Drills initially at a
low rate of intensity. Once you are familiar with them and developed the skills, you can apply those skills to high intensity sessions.
Biomechanics Drills Notes
Audio 21: Cadence Building
The optimal approach to cadence building starts with a gradual
5-10 minute warm-up. Then, you may wish to rehearse your Almighty Standing Athletic Position standing next to your bike –
shoes off - to imprint maximal core engagement, as well as great
posture and alignment. Make sure you warm-up well before practicing cadence building. Your joints and muscles must be well “lubricated” to spin quickly and smoothly.
Cadence is measured as the number of pedal revolutions per minute, known as “rpm”. One complete pedal stroke equals one
rpm. Among road cyclists, 90 rpm is considered a reference for
optimal cadence. Your cadence – along with your resistance –
determines your level of intensity and therefore your “energy system” emphasis.
Generally, a cadence below 90 rpm emphasizes muscular recruitment (or strength), while a cadence above 90 rpm emphasizes
aerobic capacity. If you overtax your muscles, you may experience sore stiff and sluggish legs towards the end of your ride,
and – in triathlon - when you embark on your run. If you overtax
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your aerobic system, you may experience elevated respiration
and heart rates.
Your optimal cadence balances these two criteria according to
your physiology and your training and racing goals. Optimal cadence also facilitates return blood flow in your legs. A slow cadence requires that your pedaling muscles remain contracted for
a longer duration in each pedal stroke, which impedes blood flow.
A higher cadence, with a more frequent contraction and release
cycle of the pedaling muscles helps to pump the blood back up
to your heart and lungs more effectively. Higher cadence also
generates more centrifugal force around orbital path of your foot
and pedal, helping to carry your foot and pedal through the top
and bottom “dead spots” of your pedal stroke.
For triathlon - especially long course - there is growing consensus
that a cadence of 80-85 rpm is optimal because it preserves your
aerobic capacity for a strong run, especially in hot conditions.
This may or may not work for you.
Objectives of Cadence Building Exercise
- Develop your ability to comfortably reach and sustain higher
rates of cadence. The measurable indications of comfort include:
saddle silence, consistent and stable foot-to-pedal interface, decreased rate of perceived exertion, and increased ease in maintaining optimal posture and alignment.
- Train your neuromuscular system to smooth out the pedal stroke
by relaxing your muscles and “floating” your joints. Speed happens not by increased effort and tension, but from a refined coordination of contracting and releasing the muscles, ligament and
tendons while maintaining structural alignment.

- To summarize: Developing your ability to comfortably reach and
sustain higher rates of cadence develops biomechanical efficiency.
Audios 22, 23 & 24: Ankling Parts 1–3
Please see Videos 32-34: Ankling Parts 1-3 (Chapter 5) for a detailed explanation and demonstration of this technique.
Together, your ankle and foot comprise a lever that you can use
effectively to vary the biomechanics of your pedal stroke. The
amount of flexion or extension of your ankle determines the angle
of your foot on the pedal spindle at any particular moment of the
pedal stroke. This angle determines the direction of your force in
relation to the circular path of the pedal. As you vary the amount
of ankle articulation and the synchronization of that articulation
with the pedal stroke, you significantly affect your pedaling biomechanics. Ankle articulation is essential for a fluid, efficient pedal
stroke.
As you articulate your ankles, you contract and lengthen your calf
muscles. This rhythmic contraction and release acts as a pump
to enhance return blood flow from your legs to your cardio system.
As investigations, the Ankling Audio Guides provide you with the
guidance to examine the biomechanical function of ankle articulation in the pedal stroke.
Before working with Ankling Exercises, you may wish to spend a
few minutes with pedal sensing.
Objectives:
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Explore the biomechanics of ankle articulation in your pedal
stroke to develop a smoother more efficient pedal stroke.
Develop a “softer” and more consistent foot-to-pedal interface.
Minimize and eliminate dead spots in the top and bottom of the
pedal stroke.
Reduce the abrupt change of direction in your knee and hip joints
as you pass through the top and bottom of your pedal stroke.
Maximize the range of power application around your pedal
stroke.
Improve your saddle silence.

subtle articulations compared to ankling. They do however contribute to smooth efficient pedaling – albeit to a lesser degree
than your ankles.
By immobilizing your ankles, and emphasizing hip and knee
movements, you will improve your proprioceptive awareness in
these joints and refine the timing of engagement and release for
the muscles and connective tissues that move and stabilize them.
You will also develop the subtle capacity of the larger muscle
groups (glutes, quads, hamstrings) to move the pedal through the
top and bottom dead spots, feeling the horizontal movement.
Playing with horizontal pedaling may also help you increase your
pedaling range-of-motion in your hips and knees.
You can practice horizontal pedaling in all of your riding positions.

Position your mirror for a side view. Practice ankling in all of your
riding positions.
Audio 25: Horizontal Pedaling
This isolation exercise is the opposite of ankling. Now you will
freeze your ankles so you can focus on the mechanics of your
other joints involved in pedaling – your hips and knees. I call this
exercise Horizontal Pedaling because it’s more challenging to
stroke across the top and bottom “dead” spots of the pedal stroke
without the use of your ankles.
As you examine these dead spots, you will focus on moving your
feet horizontally. You will explore the subtle role and recruitment
of smaller muscles and connective tissues around your knees
and hips for the forward movement across the top, and the backward movement across the bottom of your stroke. These are very

Perform Horizontal Pedaling with a mirror in front of you. As with
many of these exercises, you may wish to begin by standing next
to your bike (shoes off) and review your Almighty Standing Athletic Position to imprint maximal core engagement, as well as
great posture and alignment.
Audio 26: Knee Leading
Knee joint alignment and stability are essential in every phase of
your pedal stroke, for every position you ride in. Constant and
correct knee alignment prevents injuries and promotes biomechanical efficiency. In this brief isolation exercise, you will simply
maintain a focus and emphasis on your knees. Also, by focusing
on the upward and forward parts of the pedal stroke, you can improve your ability to unweight your leg and pedal during this part
of the stroke, instead of relying on the downward force of the opposite leg to lift the ascending leg. This exercise is easier to per152

form in first position than in aero position.

well as your ability to unweight the pedal during the up-stroke.

Position your bike and stationary stand to face the mirror head-on.
You will begin standing off your bike, with your shoes off.

The subtle skills you are developing through Ankling, Horizontal
Pedaling and Knee Leading all come into play in Single Leg Circles. It’s best to begin practicing Single Leg Circles in First Position and then graduate to aero position. Be patient at first and embrace the neural training that leads to a smooth circular stroke.

When you are familiar with this exercise you can apply it to short
intervals at high resistance. To begin the intervals, choose a resistance that will challenge you to maintain a cadence of 75-95 rpm
for 30 seconds. Your RPE should build to 7-9 on a scale of 1-10.
Follow each 30 second interval with adequate recovery to bring
your heart rate and respiration back to a moderate level.
As you perform these intervals, focus on the energetic alignment
of each knee over the power spot of each foot. Keep your feet,
knees and ankles soft and relaxed to ensure the alignment and
coordination necessary for grace and efficiency. You may choose
to close your eyes and feel this alignment or to visually confirm
the alignment by watching in the mirror positioned in front of you.
Remember that relaxation is essential for correct alignment! Maintain saddle silence and a quiet upper body.
As you perform each interval, keep your pedal strokes smooth
and focus on your knee tracking and alignment. Compare your
visual assessment - in the mirror or by looking directly at your
legs - with your inner focus. Remember that your priority during
high-intensity intervals is to maintain alignment and technique, as
well as correct posture and an efficient riding position.
Audio 27: Single Leg Circles:
Single leg circles will allow you study the pedaling efficiency of
each leg separately, particularly your ability to move smoothly
through the top and bottom dead spots of the pedal stroke, as

A note of caution: Make sure to keep your passive leg clear of
your drive train and rear wheel! Unclipping one foot and holding
your leg clear of the bike challenges your core and saddle stability, so please be careful. You can rest your free foot on the stationary stand – if there is adequate surface area to rest it safely. Or
you can place a chair or a milk crate on each side of your bike to
rest your passive foot.
The objective of Single Leg Pedaling is to train neuromuscular coordination for a smooth efficient stroke. Be conservative in choosing your resistance and cadence, so that you can train your neural system without distraction. This is a technique drill, not a
strength exercise.
Pedal at a cadence you can sustain for 20-30 seconds, pedaling
as smoothly as possible. You can increase to an interval of 1-2
minutes if you can maintain a smooth stroke. Longer duration will
not yield added benefits to your neuromuscular system. After
each interval set, you will clip your resting leg back in and spin
with both legs for a minute or so at a high cadence.
Your resistance choice is important. If the resistance is too high
you will strain to pull the pedal up and around the top of the
stroke. If the resistance is too low, you will feel the pedal free-fall
through the downstroke and stall at the bottom. Strive for a
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smooth stroke.
When your single leg pedaling starts to get choppy, then its time
to recover from that interval or finish the exercise all together.
This Audio Guide provides 6 focal points and suggests 4 30second intervals – alternating left and right – for each of the focal
points.
Perform only the number of intervals you can execute with good
form. You may choose to perform just one 30-second interval per
side, or a single 1-minute interval per side for each focal point. Remember, this is neural training; you won’t get any more benefit by
doing high reps of sloppy single leg pedaling. Perfect practice
makes perfect, not excessive practice.
Audio 28: Yin/Yang Exploratory Introduction
Before using the Audio Guide to Yin/Yang, be sure to view Videos
29-31 that introduce Yin/Yang as a warm-up exercise. The Videos
also provide guidance on how to shift through all of your gears
smoothly from one extreme to the other so that you can transition
quickly.

low for the extreme differences between very low resistance and
very high resistance, still enabling a smooth pedal stroke.
In this exercise, you switch between the high-resistance/slow cadence Yang polarity and the low-resistance/fast-cadence Yin polarity every minute or so. Work with Yin/Yang in both first and aero
position. If you are a novice, I recommend that you develop familiarity with Yin/Yang initially by practicing in first position.
You can set your bike to face your mirror head-on.
As you go from low to high resistance, you may choose to slide
fore or aft on the saddle, depending on your riding position, to optimize your pelvic core stability. As you drop from high to low resistance and significantly increase your cadence, you may
choose to return to a mid-saddle location to optimize your ability
to spin.

This Audio Guide will assist you in using the Yin/Yang technique
more intensively as an exploratory guide for pedaling technique.
By approaching Yin/Yang as a sensing exercise – an exercise in
mindfulness if you will – you can quickly train your neural system
for improved biomechanics. When you first work with this exercise, be sure to keep your RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion) low.
Your first focus is on technique. When you are familiar with the
technique, you can ramp up the intensity.
Yin/Yangs are best practiced on a good fluid trainer. This will al154
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